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Kick oft
Main oil producers

North

w~+"'''
South

1 Study the map and discuss the questions.
Where is your country on the map?
2 Which regions are these countries in?

a
b
c
d

Algeria
Brazil
Canada
Kazakhstan

e
f
g
h

Malaysia
theUAE
the UK
the USA

'¥i,i.liliAG'

3 Can you name ten more oil-producing countries?
~

Do you know the words to describe the
nationalities for those countries?
EXAMPLE S

an Algerian worker

a Brazilian oil company
2

~ead the sentences about the UK. Make sentences
abou your country.
~here

2

3
4
5
6

is a big oil and gas industry in the UK.
are oilfields and gas fields .
There are many offshore wells.
They are in the north and the east.
There are not many onshore fields .
There is a big onshore field in the south.
~here

oil

An inte rn ati onal industry 5

In this unit
• the oil and gas industry: countries, locations,
companies, employment
• a / an / the, the verb be
• spelling names and words aloud
• talking about numbers
• talking about tools and equipment

It's my job
1

• Language spot
a I an I the

~ Khaled Saleh is a technician in a big oil company.
Where is he now? Listen and tick (.-') the correct boxes.

the USA
inside

D
D

theUA
outside

D
D

plant
control room

Khaled is a technician in an oil company.
There 's a man in the control room.
Khaled speaks to the man by radio.
the UAE, India, the US, and Japan

D
D

»

Go to Grammar reference p.n8
Read the staff list and complete the sentences with
a, an , the, or nothing.

Oxonoil
Technical Department - staff list

Manager:
John Smith (UK)
Technicians: Lars Larsson (No rway)
Greg Ford (US)
Pie rre Dupo nt (France)
1 Oxonoil is

small oil company.

manager in the company.
2 John is
manager of _ _ _ __
3 John is
technical department. He is from _ _ _ __ UK.
4 Pierre is
technician in _ _ _ __
department. He is from
France.
S Greg is

American technician.

Pronunciation

z

1
~

Read the questions. Then listen again and answer
them.
1
2
3
4
S
6
7

Why does he like his job?
Is he inside or outside today?
How many technicians are in his team?
How many men are outside w ith him?
Where are they from?
How do they speak to the control room?
What nationalities are there in the company?

3 Talk to Khaled. Make sentences like this:
Hello. My name's . . .
I'mfrom . ..
I like working inside / outside.
I like working in a big / small team.
I like / don't like speaking English.

Now tell your partner.

~

Listen and repeat.

1 A, H,J,K

4 I, Y

2 B, C, D, E, G, P, T, V

5 0

3 F, L, M, N, S, X, Z

6 R

7 U, Q, W

Z Say the letters in alphabetical order.
AB C D E FG H IJ KL M N 0 PQR S TUVWXYZ

3 Work in pairs. Ask and answer.
1 How do you spell your first name?
2 How do you spell your family name?

4 Ask and answer about words on this page.
EXAMP LE

A How do you spell team?
B T-E-A -M.

AmE
Br E
- -- - - - - - zed
zee

arE

Am E

store

store room / stock room

Number talk

Listening

1-199

Conversations
1 (I) Listen to four conversations. Number the pictures.

1 Count 1-25 around the class.
2 Count in tens : 10, 20, 30, etc. to 90.
J Study the information and say the numbers.

How to say numbers
Telephone and reference numbers

01238 = oh one two three eight
(0

=

oh or zero)

Quantities

13

=

thirteen

30 = thirty

33

=

thirty-three

100 = a hundred (or one hundred)
101 = a hundred and one
4 Say these numbers.

2 (I) Listen again and complete the information.
1 The store is in building
2 The technician needs

in room
bolts.

3 The part number is
4 His employee number is

5 Work in pairs. Student A, write four numbers between
100 and 199. Student B, say the numbers.
Change roles: B writes and A says the numbers.

6 Repeat 5 with four telephone numbers.

5 The store phone number is

J Look at the listening script on p.125.
1 Do you understand it? If not, ask the teacher.
2 Work in pairs. Practise the four conversations.
3 Choose useful words or phrases to learn.
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Useful phrases - getting repetition

Could you say that again, plea se?
Sorry?
What's that again?

arE

Am E

spanner

wrench

wrench

adjustable wrench

Vocabulary

Speaking

Tools and hardware

Checking

1 Which of these do you

ve at home?

1 IOl Look and listen. Then practise the conversation in pairs.
A What's in the box?

B There are some bolts.
A Howmany?

B Twenty.
A Good. Wha t's th e
part nu mber?

I.""

B PD790.
A What's that
number again?

B PD790.

A The list says PD798.
They're the wrong bolts.

Z Work in pairs to find what's wrong (three things). Student A, go to
p.106. Student B, look at these items and answer Student A:s questions.

,w,i.iIii@'

g an electriC drill

Z Practise this conversation.
A
B
A
B

What's this in English?
It's a screwdriver.
What are these?
They're washers.

3 Work in pairs. Point at the pictures, covering
the labels, and have similar conversations.

Now look at this list.
Ask Student A What's in
box 2? Find four things
that are wrong.

Items

Part no.

1l.0 boLts

S9S4

1l. $crew$

R4197
N35l.1
W35l.1

140 n(..tt$
140 wMI1e.rS

8 Unit 1

Reading

Project

Employers

Work in small groups. Find out about some oil and gas
employers in your country.

Read about the UK. Is your country similar or
different ? Write S (similar). D (different).
or ? (I don't know) on the right.

Employers in the UK

Similar in
my country?

Ask people. Look on the internet.
Write a few sentences about them. Use these cues.
1 Company name
2 Information about the company
US E FUL WORDS

Some countries have a national oil
company (NOC). but there isn't an
NOC in the UK. There are three other
kinds of employer:
1 Operating companies. These are
IOCs (international oil companies)
with famous names like Shell,
Aramco, and ExxonMobil. They
operate the wells and plants. There
are smaller operating companies
too.
2 Drilling companies. The operating
companies usually employ drilling
companies for drilling wells. Some
are foreign companies.

big I small
JOC INOC

foreign I /oca/
operating company I service company

3 Other information

• Language spot
The verb be
» Goto Grammarreference p.1l8

1 Study t he t ables in the Grammar reference on p.ll8.
Then complete the conversations.
1 Where
you from ?
_ __ __ from the UK.
2 What

She

her nationality?
French.
BP an American oil company?

3
No, it

American. It's British.
Gazpro

4
No, they

nd Rosneft British companies?
. They

Russian.

S Are you from the US?
No, we _ _ _ __ . We _ ____ from Canada.

3 Service companies supply
equipment and technical services
to the other companies. They
also do special work, such as
underwater work. There are a lot of
service companies.
You can find a job with all these
companies in newspapers, government
job centres, and on the internet.

2 Complete the questions about this book. Use is there
and are there.
1 How many pages _ _ ___ in this book?
2 How many units _ _ _ __
a word list at the back?
4 _____ a contents list at the front?
S _ _ _ __ six or eight pages per unit?
3

3 Ask and answer the questions above.
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (.I) the
statements which are true.
I know words for countries, nationalities,

numbers, and some hand tool s
I can talk about the oil indu stry in my
country

Writing
Completing a form

1 Read the information. ijten write the dates in number form.
Writing dates
On forms, we usually write dates like this:

I can use a / an / the and the verb be
correctly
I can pronounce the letters of the alphabet
and spell aloud

I can check equipment

I can complete a form with my information

14/ 06/ 2010 or 14/ 06/ 10 or 14.06.2010 or 14.06.10

In American English, the month comes first: 06/ 1412010

Keywords
14th February this year _ __ _ _
2 17th November last year _ _ _ __

Z ((tl You are starting a new job today: you are a fire officer in
the Fire and Safety Department. Listen to your manager and
complete the form.
Remember!
Names, titles, and nationalities begin with a capital letter.

International Oil Co.
First name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Family name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Employee no. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Manager _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Department _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Job title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Nationality _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date of birth (dd/mm/yyyy) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone no. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Email _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date (dd/mm/yyyy) _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Adjectives
foreign
international
offshore
onshore
Nouns
control room
drilling company
oilfield •
oilwell
operating company
plant
service company
team
technician
Verbs
operate
supply
Look back through this unit . Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.

10 Unit 2

· 2 Upstream
Kickoff
1 Read the information. Match the bold words with the explanations 1-6.
1 petrol/gasoline and diesel oil, for example
2 oil under the ground, usually dark brown

3
4
5
6

bring out or make
parts of an industry
the part that gets oil and gas out of the ground
the part that makes and sells useful products

Upstream and downstream
The oil and gas industry has two sectors: the upstream sector and the
downstream sector.

2 Look at the pictures in this unit.
Which pictures show
1 rocks?
2 a scientist?

3
4
5
6

hydrocarbons?
drilling a well?
a pipeline?
recording data?

Reading
The upstream process
1 Read the text on p. 11 and complete
the four steps in this flow chart.
1 _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Workers in the upstream sector find and produce crude oil and gas.

Workers in the downstream sector produce useful things from crude oil,
like fuel for cars and planes.

Upstream 11

In this unit

•
•
•
•
•

2 Answer these questions about the text.
1 What do scientists try to find?
2 Do drillers always find hydrocarbons?
3 What do companie 0 before development?
4 Why do they build pipelines?
5 Which words mean
a difficulties? pr_ _ _ __

key vocabulary for the upstream sector
do and does, and wh- questions
measuring oil and gas
large numbers
spelling: the letter e

3 Cover this page and look at the flow chart. Make two
sentences about each of the four steps.
EXAMPLE

Step 1 is exploration. Scientists study . ..

b carry to another place? tr_ _ _ __
c move continuously? f_ _ _ __
How do oil companies find oil and gas?

Do scientists find hydrocarbons?

The first step is exploration. Scientists study rocks and
do scientific tests. They look for rocks that can hold
hydrocarbons.

No, they don't. They choose a good place for the next
step: drilling. Drillers drill a well, and they sometimes
find hydrocarbons.
Does production start immediately after drilling?
No. First the company does more tests and asks 'How

much oil is there?' and 'Are there any problems?' If the
results of the tests are good, they go to the next step:
development.
What does development mean?
It means they prepare for production. For example,
they build a pipeline to transport the oil.

What are hydrocarbons?
Oil and gas are made of hydrogen (H) and carbon (C) . So
we call them hydrocarbons.

+*

~----

---~

How long does development take?
From a few weeks to many years. Then production
starts. Crude oil and / or gas flow from the well and
along the pipeline.
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data (n) information, especially numbers
record (v) write data or enter data on a computer

skills (n) things that you can do well , for example, computer skills,
languages, football

It's my job

Vocabulary

1 Steve Dumont et tests wells before production starts.
He answers questions like:
What is in with the oil? Water? Gas? Sand?
How fast does the oil flow up from the well?
Give your opinions. Does he need to

Some upstream jobs
1 Match the jobs with the descriptions. Which jobs are
in pictures in this unit?
Jobs
1 crane operator

2 driller
3 geologist
4 geotechnician

1 be fit?

2 be careful?
3 be good with numbers?
4 use a computer?

Z l(,l Study this information. Then listen and complete it.

Steve Dumontet

a Company

~ c~lMlviL~VI-

b Job

~

c Location

viLffereVl-t pl~ees LVI- _ _ _ __

d A typical day

prep~ re

5
6
7
8

maintenance technician
pipe-fitter
production operator
roughneck

Descriptions
a studies rocks
b operates equipment to help geologists
c supervises a drilling crew
d works in a drilling crew under the driller's
supervision
e operates a machine for lifting and moving heavy
things
f fits pipes to make a pipeline
g services and repairs machines and equipment
h checks and operates production equipment

oLl eo~p~Vl-tl

well test ope r~to r

vio

_ _ _ __ , eqlALpV\.o\.eVl-t
3 ~ Vl-vi reeorvi

e Hours per day

f Start and finish
g Good things

worR.L~
seeL~

_ __ __

_ _ _ __

h Skill s

3 Look at a-h in 2. What was the quest ion for each one?
EXAMPLE

a Company -> Who do you work for?

4 l(,l Listen again and check your answers.

Z At which step or steps in the upstream process does
each person usually work? Look again at the flow
chart on p.10.

6 A

• Language spot

B He

do and does, and Wh- questions

8 A How
hydrocarbons?

do and don't

oil companies find

drill wells.

B

»

do and don't
Use does and doesn 't

they like the job?
it because the money is good.

B

1 Choose the correct words to complete the rules.

he work in?

in Russia.

7 A Why

Do you work outside? Yi s, I do.
Does he test rocks? No, doesn't.
I don't like working long hours.
He doesn 't work in an office.

1

country

Go to Grammar reference p.118

with I, you, we, they.

2 Use does and doesn't

with he, she, it.

l Choose the correct word to complete the questions.
1 Do / Does roughnecks work in offices?
2 Do / Does a driller supervise a drilling crew?
3 Do / Does a production operator fit pi pes?
4 Do / Does a well test operator test rocks?
5 Do / Does geologists test wells?
6 Do / Does maintenance technicians repair things?

Speaking
Talking about jobs
1 Work in pairs. Student A, go to p.106. Student B, answer
Student.A:s questions about Igor Kinsky. Then ask about
Andrea Farrell and complete the information.
Igor Kinsky

Andrea Farrell

3 Ask and answer the questions in 2.
EXAMPLE

A Do roughnecks work in offices?
B No, they don 't.

4 Can you say these words correctly?
How
Which

Where
Who

When
Why

5 Which two letters do they all have?

6 Make questions and answers. (You need one or two
words for each gap.)
1 A

Steve work?

B He
B He

for a Canadian oil company.
many hours per day

3 A

you work?
B I
4 A

B I
5 A

B They

a Russian oil
company

Job

driller

Wh ere

Kazakhstan

A typical day

supervise the
drilling crew

Hours per day

12

in Canada.
he work for?

2 A

Company

eight hours a day.
you start in the morning?
at seven o'clock.
geologists do?
rocks and do scientific tests.

Start and finish 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Like

good money

l Student A, tell the class about Igor. Student B, tell the
class about Andrea.
EXAMPLE

Igor Kinsky works for a .. .
He's a . .. in ...
On a typical day, ...

He works . .. hours
He likes .. .
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Saying numbers
In American English, the and is sometimes left out:
two hundred nine (209). In British English, the and
is always used : two hundred and nine (209).

Number talk

Listening

Measuring oil and gas

Some big numbers
1 Look at the table and guess the approximate numbers.

1 Read the information and say the examples.

IOil: the world uses . ..

We can measure oil and gas in cubic metres (ml).
=

1 cubic metre (1 ml)

EXAMPLE

This field produces 100,000 cubic metres of gas per
day (m 3 / d).
We use litres (1) for small quantities.
1 m l = 1,000 1

bbl/d

a
b
c

Number of oil and gas fields in
the world

d

The biggest field (Ghawar)
location
size
oil production (bbl/d)
oil production (m l /d)
gas production (m l/d)

e
f
g
h
i

lid

I/hr

EXAMPLE

Oilflows through the pipe at 10 litres per second (lis).
US barrels (bbl) is another common measure.
1 barrel = 159litres

,

EXAMPLE

This field produces 600,000 barrels of oil per day
(bblld or bpd).

2 Say these quantities.
a 1001

b 50 bbl

c 170 m l

d 1211s

.
.

RasTanura

5 A U D I

AR ABIA

Dhahran

e 28m l /hr

.MANAMA

BAH R AIN
O Abqa iq

How to say large numbers

Gh awar

3 Read and say the numbers.

OShedgum

Field

209 = two hundred and nine
380 = three hundred and eighty
3,000 = three thousand
4,444 = four thousand four hundred and fortyjour
500,000 = five hundred thousand
560,000 = five hundred and sixty thousand
6,000,000 = six million
7,000,000,000 = seven billion

QATAR
OUthmaniyah

\.....-.

_RIYADH

,

4 Say the numbers that the teacher writes.

}w',

Hawi yah

t

~

,

•

w

1

to>

Listen and complete the table in 1.

Oilfield

_

Gasfield

o Gas plant

5 Work in pairs. Student A, look at p.106. Dictate the
numbers to Student B. Student B, listen and write
the numbers.

6 Change roles. Student B, look at p.112.

2

3 Make a sentence about each item in the t able.

Upstream 15

Checklist
Assess your progress in th is unit. Ti ck (.f) t he
statements which are true .
I know key words for the upstream sector
I can transfer information from a text to a
flow chart
I can use do and does

Project

I can use Wh- question words

Find out about oil and / or gas fields in your country. Then write
about them, answering the questions.
1
2
3
4
5

How many fields are ere?
Which is the biggest field?
Where is it?
How big is it ?
How much oil and / or gas does it produce per day?

I can ask and answer about jobs in the

upstream sector
I can talk about oil and gas quantities and

large numbers
I can use the letter e correctly

Writing

Keywords

Spelling: e - the most common letter

Adject ives
downstream
upstream

1 The letter e is the most common letter in English.
Which of these words need an e at the end?
1 wher _ _
5 operator_ _
2 probleffi6 company_ _
writ
_
_
7 prepar_ _
3
4 operat_ _

8 pipeliI1-

2 Which words need an e before the s?
1 produc_ _ s

5 supervis _ _ s

wor~s

6

as~s

3 start _ _ s

7

fin~s

4 studi _ _ s

8

li~s

2

3 Say where the e must go.

Nouns
barrel
crane operator
cubic metre
development
driller
exploration
fuel
geologist
hyd roca rbons
pipel ine
production
rock
roug hnec k

EXAMPLE

gologist: between the first 9 and the 0
1 oil fild

5 drillr

2 companis

6 mony

3 machin

7 xploration

4 equipmnt

4 Complete the words with ee or ea .
1 upstr-I'Tl
5 n _ _d
2 w-.-!<s

6 betw-Il

3 thr _ _

7

4

sixt-Il

~vy

8 w--.Jing

5 Work in pairs. Find words with e in this unit.
Ask How do you spell ... ?

Look back through this unit. Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.

.
I

: 3 ""Downstream

ickoH
,

.Vha do t hese people do in the upstream sector of the oil and gas industry?
er

geologist

production operator

roughneck

2 , ead and discuss the questions . Learn the bold words.

The downstream sector - what do you think?
orke rs in the downstream sector make useful products fro m crude o il and natura l gas .
-hey transport these products and sell them .
1 Which of these things are made from oil or natural gas?

petrol
plastic bags
mE = gasoline)

propane

some chemicals asphalt
in detergents

some chemicals tyres
in fertilizers

2 Can you name ten more t hi ngs containing oil products?

3 Cru de oil goes from
he well to a refinery.
Refin eries separate
crude oi l into light and
heavy products, such
as petrol (light) and
asph a lt (h eavy) .
- nese men work at an
o re inery. Are they
oee ing a valve or
::~ec< i ng d ata?
.! ~2S

and oil products

:;:: :0 ~s by sea, by
-::20 :)

ra"i, and by

:: :::-2 -e. - ·s d ri ver

oe rol by
-::2:: :: petrol st ations
= .. '19 stations) .

:=-s-~ -.s

-- =

--~:::::::_-e

::-2:: -9 ::-

s e
load ing

5 Gas processing plants separate the
different gases in natural gas.
Is this man measuring t he pi pe o r
looking for leaks?

Downstream 17

In this unit

•
•
•
•
•

vocabulary: the downstream sector, computers
Present Continuous
telephone calls and messages
pronunciation: word stress
mathematical operations

It's my job

• Language spot
Present Continuous

1 Discuss these questions. Then read the text and check
your answers.
1 What do petrochemical plants produce?
2 What happens in the control room?
3 How many hours per day do plants work?

This man drives a petrol tanker.
Right now he isn't driving.
He's unloading petrol.

1 Answer these questions about the example above.
1 Does he drive a tanker?

2 Is he driving a tanker now?
3 What does he do?
4 What is he doing?
Z Choose the correct words to make the rule.
The Present Continuous uses

do / does

+-ing.

am / is / are

» Go to Grammar reference p.n9
~

Practise this telephone conversation.
A
B
A
B

Where are you now?
I'm in the tanker.
Are you driving?
No. I'm having lunch.

4 Have similar conversations with these phrases.
1 you now? / at the refinery

working? / having a break
2 he now? / outside
repairing something? / looking for leaks
3 they now? / at the plant
collecting data? / testing pipes
4 she now? / in the manager's office
talking to the manager? / waiting for him
5 We often use the Present Continuous for greetings and
asking about progress, like the following examples.
1 How are you doing?

2 How's it going?
3 How are you getting on?

2 and 3 are usually about work or learning. 1 can be a
general greeting. Some typical answers are
Fine, thanks.
OK, thanks.
OK, but I'm having trouble with . . .

Stand up! Greet three different people.

I work at a big petrochemical plant. Petrochemical
plants produce chemicals fro m hydrocarbons.
This plant gets light hydrocarbons from a refinery
and produces ethylene (C,H) and other important
chemicals. Many industries use ethylene: for example,
they use it to make plastics, det ergents, and car tyres.
This plant produces two million tonnes of chemicals
per year, and we control th e production from this
room. We use computers for this.
But computers can't do everything. We often need a
technician to open or close a valve or check some data,
so we use the telephone or radio too.
The plant works 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
365 days a year. So I often work at night. I work seven
twelve-hour shifts every two weeks: that's four day
shifts and three night shifts. This week I'm working
night shifts.
Z Discuss these questions.
What does the plant produce, and why are the
products important?
2 What skills does Jang Li need for her job?
3 How many hours does she work every two weeks ?
4 Would you like her job? Why / why not?
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Vocabulary

Listening

computers and control panels

Telephone calls and messages

1 Match the words with a- k in the pictures.
button
control panel
gauge

hand-held computer
key
keyboard

keypad
knob
mouse

screen
switch

1 What do you think people do in these
departments in a company?
Technical Support
Human Resources (HR)

2 <Ol Listen to conversation 1. Write T
(true) or F (false).
1 Omar wants to speak to Mike.

2 George is not working today.
3 There is a problem in the control

room.

3 Mike is reporting the phone call. Is
the information correct?

That w as the
control room on
the phone. They're
having a technical
problem. I'm going
there now.

2 Work in pairs. Use the table below to ask and answer questions.
above the knob on the left?
What's the thing
What are the things below the screen on the right?
next to
in
on

4

<Ol

Listen again. Then report the call,
but give more information.

S <Ol Listen to conversation'2 and find
the mistake in this written message.

EXAMPLE

A What's the thing above the keyboard?

Message

B That's a screen.

To: The SVl~ft sL<:peyv~SOY

3 You are having problems. Make sentences with the verbs in brackets.
EXAMPLE

The screen (not work)
1
2
3
4
5

-->

The screen isn 't working.

The screen (show) an error message.
The gauge (not work) properly.
The computer (make) a strange noise.
Some of the keys (not work).
The red light (flash).

From: RI~s(;!l H-(;!VlA..~~

Of: (88Ff1J3a Ay/department): H-R.
Message:

Ple(;!se c(;!ll Vl~VlA.. (;!boL<.t tVle lI\,ew

teCVlII\,~C~(;!II\,S, tO~(;!kj ~f"poss~ble.
Caller 's no.: Z2.:2.3
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Writing

Speaking

Messages

Making and taking calls

1 Write messages for George in Technical Support,like
the example. (Notice the changes: I he; him ---> you.)

Mark

Please tell George I want to talk to
him about the new computers.
Message from: MQ~R.
To: C1eo~ge

Message:

f-te WQV\,ts to t~LR.
to tj0u ~bout title

V\,ew coV\.ot;pute~s

1 Choose the correct words.
A Goodbye / Hello ,. Technical Support.
B Hi. Is it / thaP George?
A No. This / That ' is Ali speaking.
B Can I speak / say' to George, please?
A He's talking / talks 5 to the manager right now. Can I
take / get 6 a message?
B Yes. This / Thaf1 is Andrew Watts at / from 8 Human
Resources.
A Andrew Watts at / from 9 HR.
B Yes. I want to talk to George about / on 10 the new
computers for our office.
B What's your phone number / number p ~ one ll ?
A 3745.
B OK. I'll give / I give 12 him the message.
A Thank / Thanks ll you.

2 Work in pairs. Practi se the conversation.

3 Work in pairs. Student A, you work in Technical
Support. Go to p.107. Student B, you work in Human
Resources.
Conversation 1
Phone George in Technical Support. Thank him for
repairing your computer. It is working well.
Conversation 2
Answer the phone. The caller wants Faisal Hamdi, but
he is having lunch. Complete this message.

Message
To: _____________________________________

I'm having trouble with
my hand-held computer.

From: ___________________________________

2 Write messages for Faisal Hamdi in Human Resources.

Of: (company/department): ___ _ _ __ _ _ __

Message: ________________________________

Please send
me file A407.

visiting the
refinery today.

I can't meet
him today.

Date: _____________

Time: _____________
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Reading

2 Tell the other group about your news item.

News

3 Look at these sentences from the news items. Then

1 Work in two groups, A and B. Read your group's news
item. Find answers to these questions.
1 What is going up? Where?
2 Why?

Petrochemicals achanging world
The top producers of petrochemicals are countries
in North America and Europe. But this is changing.
Now many countries in Asia and the Middle East are
building new petrochemical plants, and petrochemical
production is going up fast in these countries.
Saudi Arabia, for example, is hoping to be the number
3 producer in the petrochemical world in 2015.
This is good business because petrochemicals sell at
higher prices than crude oil. It is good for employment
too. Populations in Asia and the Middle East are
going up, so these countries need new jobs for their
young people.

complete the sentences below about yourself.
Saudi Arabia,for example, is hoping to be the number 3
producer in the petrochemical world in 2015.
Oil and gas companies are planning to increase world
gas production by 50% before 2030.
1 I'm hoping to . . .
2 I'm planning to .. .

Pronunciation
1 ((Jl Listen and underline the stressed part in these
words.
Two-part words Three-part words
7 company
1 Europe
2 Qatar
8 industry
3 business
9 Africa
4 because
10 example
11 producer
5 Iran
12 important
6 prefer
13 UAE
14 CO 2
15 Middle East

Longer words
16 petrochemical
17 environment
18 refinery

2 Practise saying the words above correctly.

3 Can you say these words correctly?

Gas - going up
Oil and gas companies are planning to increase world
gas production by 50% before 2030.
Big gas producers like Russia, Saudi Arabia, Qatar,
Iran, and the UAE are increasing their production
fast. Gas production in Africa, Europe, Asia, and the
Americas is growing too.
Why are they doing this? Gas is becoming more
important for many reasons. Petrochemical plants use a
lot of gas, and the petrochemicals industry is growing.
Oil · \ .expensi e, so many other industries prefer gas
. CO: · bad for the environment, and gas produces
CO. than oil so many power stations around the
are changing their fuel from coal to gas.

Two parts
1 countries
2 prices
3 people
4 before
5 produce
6 reasons
7 per cent (%)

Three parts
expensive
Arabia
employment
increasing
12 separate
13 chemicals
14 ethylene

. 8
9
10
11

((Jl Listen and check.
4 Work in pairs. Take turns reading sentences from the
news items aloud. Use the correct word stress.
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (.f) the
statements which are true.
I know key words for the downstream
sector, computers, and control equ ipment
I can use the Present Continuous

Number talk
Calculating

I can describe problems with computers
I can make and answer phone calls and take
written messages

r

I can understand the news items in this unit

1 Match the words with the

I can use word stress correctly

keys on the calculator.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I can talk about mathematical calculations

plus /add
minus / subtract
times / multiplied by
over / divided by
equals
per cent
point
square root

Keywords
Adjectives
heavy
light

2 <C;l We can do simple calculations in our heads. Listen and write
the calculations.
EXAMPLE

A What's seven point two five times three?
B That's twenty-one point seven five.
You write: 7.25 x 3 = 2.1 .75

1

4

2

5

3

Check the calculations. Are they correct?

3 Look at the calculations in Z and practise the conversations.
4 Say the calculations for these questions.
1 Li is working three twelve-hour night-shifts this week. How
many hours is she working this week?
2 A petrol tanker has 18,500 litres of petrol in it now. It can
carry 30,000 litres on the road. How much more petrol can
the driver load into the tanker?
3 How many 8,OOO-litre tanks do you need for 32,000 litres of oil?
4 A refinery produces 6.2 million litres of petrol per day and
10.75 million litres of other products. What is the total daily
production?

Nouns
chemical
department
Human Resources
petrochemical
process ing plant
product
refinery
shift
Technical Support
valve
Verbs
load
separate
unload
Look back through this unit. Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.
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4 Safety fi rst
Kickoff

Reading
Safety signs

1 Point to these parts of your body. Say and learn:
ears
fingers

eyes
face
feet
hands
head

1 Talk about the signs. Use these words.
COLOURS

2 Look at the personal protection equipment {PPE}.
Complete the sentences below.

"611-''''

black

blue

green

red

white

yellow

SHAPES

o a circle

D a rectangle

0

a square

~ a triangle

EXAMP LE

It's a blue and white circle.

II

D

,;r.Hii
II

"Jii!6'·

11

II

1 A hard hat protects your _ _ _ __

2 A face guard protects your _ _ _ __
Boots protect your _ _ _ __

_ _ _ __ protect your ears from noise.
_ _ ___ protect your hands.
_____ protect your eyes.
_____ protects you from smoke and
es.
ects you from a fall.

3

. unit. What PPE are the

2 Read the text about safety signs. Write these four
headings in the correct places.
a
b
c
d

Green and white squares or rectangles
Black and yellow triangles
Red and white circles
Blue and white circles
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In this unit

•
•
•
•
•

Safety signs: colours and shapes
Safety. signs are very important because the oil and
gas industry has many hazards. (Hazards = possible
dangers like electricity, chemicals, hot things, gas,
machines, noise, falling objects, and slippery surfaces).
There are four main kinds of safety sign:
1 _______________________________________

personal protective equipment (PPE)
safety signs, symbols, and notices
talking about weights and measures
understanding a toolbox talk
modal verbs can and must

Speaking
What does it mean?
1 Work in pairs. Practise this dialogue.
A
B
A
B

What does the blue sign mean?
Which one?
The one with a man and a book. Can you see it?
Yes. That means 'Read the instructions before you
use the machine.'

These signs warn us about hazards. The signs give
warnings like Danger! Overhead crane or High voltage.
2 _______________________________________
These signs usually have a red band across them. They
tell us we must not do things. For example Do not
smoke here or Do not switch off this machine.
3 __________________________________
These signs tell us 'You must wear or do the thing in
the picture'. For example Wear goggles or Read the
instructions before you use the machine.
4 _______________________________________
These signs give information about safety. For
example, they tell us This way to the emergency exit or
Lifejackets are here.

3 What does each sign mean in 17
EXAMPLE

Sign number 1 means 'Wear goggles :
4 Look at the list of hazards in paragraph 1. Say why they
are hazardous.
EXAMPLE

Electricity can give you a dangerous shock.
USEFUL WORDS

noun
shock
verbs
burn
hit

2 Work in pairs. Have similar conversations. Student A.
go to p.107. Don't show B. Student B, go to p.112. Don't
show A.

3 When you have finished
cut
injure

damage
poison

1 check your spelling
2 underline and learn the new words.
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attach (v) fit together

1 tonne = 1 metric ton = 1,000 kg

estimate (v) calculate approximately

1 ton (Am E) = 2,000 Ibs

prepare (v) make ready

1 ton (Br E) = 2,240 Ibs

It's my job

Number talk

1 Study the information. Then
say what is happening in the pictures.
2 estimate the weight of the load in picture 2.

Weights and measures
1 Write these abbreviations next to the correct words.
em
g
k
km
m
mm
t
centimetres
__
1 grams
5
2 kilos

6 metres

3 tonnes

7 kilometres

4 millimetres _ _

2 Can you pronounce these words correctly?
What's the . .. ?
length
width
height
depth
weight
speed

How . .. is it?
long
wide
high
deep
heavy
fast

((,) Listen and check.

3 Say what we use these measures for.
EXAMPLE

(length)

We measure the length of pipes and cables.

4 Look at the pictures in It's my job. Estimate the length,
width, and weight of the pipe, and the height of the rig.
EXAMPLE

A How long is the pipe?

B About two metres, I guess. What do you think?
A Maybe 2.5 metres.

5 Say what these signs mean.
EXAMPLE

1Maximum speed twenty kph.

2 ((,) Listen and answer.
1 Which picture shows Danny?

2 What is his opinion about safety?
3 ((,) Listen again. Then talk about Danny's job, using
these words.
1 high places

5 decide

2 safety harness
3 lift . . . move
4 weight .. . size

6 in the sling
7 every day

8 hazards

4 Would you like Danny's job? Why / why not?
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toolbox talk (n) a talk about safety

with tools and machines

Vocabulary

Listening

Which kind of word?

A toolbox talk

1 Read the sentences. Which bold words are
c adjectives?
a nouns?
b verbs?

1 What is happening in the four pictures?

1 He's a good crane operator.
2 He operates a crane.
3 He is Canadian. He lives in Canada.

2 Write the words in the correct places in the table.
calculate
driller
hazard
protect
safety
wide
Nouns

Verbs

Adjectives

width

1

2

safe
hazardous

3

protection
calculator,
calculation
drill, 6

4

S

drill

3 Choose the correct word.
1 This old machine isn't safe / safety.
2 He's an Italy / Italian engineer.
3 Can I use your calculate / calculator, please?
4 Refineries produce / product useful things from
crude oil.
5 There are hazards / hazardous in my job.
6 How depth / deep is the well?
7 This company is a good employ / employer.

2

~

3

~

Listen to a supervisor talking to trainees about
safety. Which hazards in 1 do they talk about?
Can you complete the rules? Listen again and check.

1

under the load.
2 _____ to stop a swinging load.
3 _____ where you put your hands.

4 The hand signal for Emergency stop is

Learning words

When you learn a new word, always think Which
kind of word is it?

4 What other questions can you ask about words?
1 . . . mean?
2 ... pronounce it?
3 ... a noun or a verb?

4 . . . spell it?
5 ... stressed part?

Look at the glossary at the back of this book. Which of
these questions does it answer?

5

always have radio contact with the
crane operator.

4 How can you warn the men in pictures 1-4?
EXAMPLE

1 Look out! The load's falling!
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• Language spot
Modal verb: can

3 Study situations 1 and 2. What can you say in
situations 3-6?
1 asking permission

1 Study this table and complete the conversation.
lift 70 kilos.

Ilift 70 kilos ?
A _____1 the crane lift 25 tonnes?
B No, it
2. It
1 lift 20 tonnes,
but it
4 lift 25 tonnes.

2 Work in pairs. Have similar conversations.
Can the tank hold 600 litres?
2 Can the bridge take a six-tonne truck?
3 Can the helicopter lift 7,000 kilos?
4 Can the crane do 30 kph?

2 asking for help

3 You want to use your friend's phone. Ask him.
4 You are very hot. You want to take off your PPE. Ask
the supervisor.
5 You must carry a heavy pipe. Ask someone to help
you with it.
6 You don't know how to use the safety harness. Ask
the supervisor to show you.

Modal verb: must
4 Explain these notices with must or mustnJ
EXAMPLE

You mustn't touch
these switches.

Danger!
Do not touch these switches

'[S No smoking ~
Wear ( )
safetv
boots --

» Go to Grammar reference p.ng
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (.I) the
statements which are true.
I know key words to do with safety, hazards,
and PPE
I can understand and explain safety signs

Writing

r
Spelling and notices

1 Add vowels (a, e, i, 0 , u) to make words.
1 pr__tect
2 faceg __ -----1'd
3 s_ _ rf__ ce
4

~g-----1'

5 -In-Ig-Ilcy

6 C-I'c17 tr __ - I lg1-

8 r__ ct_ _ g19 ~z-----1'd
10 t _ ___ ch

2 Your boss wants you to write short safety notices (3-5 words
maximum). Read his instructions.
1 Where should you put each notice?

2 Write big notices like the notices on p.26.
1 'This surface is slippery. We don't have a sign, so we must

write a notice. Can you write it, please?'
2 'This machine isn't safe, so people mustn't use it. Put a notice
there, please.'
3 'Some boxes are blocking the fire exit. We mustn't block fire
exits. Move the boxes and put a notice up.'
4 'Some visitors don't wear hard hats. They think that visitors
don't need hard hats. But they must wear them.'

I can talk about weights and measures
I can understand a toolbox talk
I can use

can and must correctly

I can write short safety notices

Keywords
Adjective
sl ippery
Nouns
crane
emergency
fumes
hazard
rigger
rule
safety
shock
sign
signal
Verbs
damage
injure
protect
warn
Look back through this un it. Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.
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Kickoff

Diagram 1: an oil trap

surface

1 Look at the diagrams in this unit. Which diagrams are
1 about geology?
2 about physics?
3 about technology?

4 two-dimensional (2D)?
5 three-dimensional (3D)?

2 Look at this picture. Give your opinions.
1
2
3
4
5

What is on the screen?
What do the colours mean?
What kind of glasses are the people wearing?
Who are the people?
What are they looking for?

layers of rock

3 Study diagram 2 and complete the sentences.
1 Vibrations produce _ _ _ __
2 A microphone converts sound waves into

sound waves

Q Q f\ II Q

recorder

V vlJVv

4 Look at diagram 3. Then give an example of

Vocabulary
Some science
1 What do these people study and know about?
a geologist
a physicist
a geophysicist

2 Study diagram 1 and discuss the questions.
1
2
3
4

Which rock can hold water, oil, and gas?
Which rock is hard and very solid?
Why is the gas above the oil?
Why can't the gas go up to the surface?

1
2
3
4

a reflector that reflects light waves
other kinds of wave
waves that travel fast
waves that travel slowly.

Diagram 3: reflection

Wave

Reflected
wave

-----..~

Reflector
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In this unit

•
•
•
•
•

Reading

key vocabulary for the science of exploration
pronunciation: sentence stress
sentence structure and word order
listening to instructions
describing specifications

How to find oil traps

Seismic exploration
1 Where do you find an oil trap? What is in it and why?
Z Study this diagram. What do you think the trucks and
the geophones do?
5 recording truck

3 Read the text. Write T (true) or F (fal se).

Drilling is expensive. So oil companies plan
carefully before they start drilling. First they make
3D maps of the rocks below the surface. Then
they study these maps carefully. They look for
possible oil traps.
How do they make these maps? How do they
find out what is below the surface? The answer is
'seismic waves' .
Seismic waves are sound waves, and they can
travel through rock layers.
Most oil companies use vibrator trucks to
make seismic waves. These heavy trucks make
vibrations on the surface, and the vibrations send
waves down to the rocks below.
Each rock layer reflects some of the waves.
The reflected waves travel up to geophones on
the surface. Geophones are like microphones:
they convert the waves into electrical signals. A
machine in the recording truck records the signals.
Computers can convert these signals into 3D maps.
Seismic reflection works at sea too. But the
crews use hydrophones, not geophones, and they
use an underwater gun to make seismic waves.

1 Oil companies make maps of the surface.

2 Seismic waves can't go through rocks.
3 Vibrator trucks make seismic waves.
4 One rock layer reflects all the waves.
5 Geophones send electrical signals to the recording
truck.
6 The geophones produce 3D maps.

4 The word they is in the text nine times. It can mean
different things in different sentences. Find every they
and say what it means.
EXAMPLE

In paragraph 1, they means oil companies.

5 Look at the labels (1-5) in the diagram above and
explain the process. Begin: Vibrator trucks make
seismic waves. The waves go . . .

6 Look at the diagram of seismic reflection at sea and
explain that process.

hydrophones
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GPS (Global Positioning System) A GPS unit t ells you your exact
position on Ea rth . It can also show you the w ay to other positions.

sat nav (sa ellite navigation) A sat nav unit uses GPS to show the
way on a map. Many cars have these units.

It's my job

Pronunciation

1 Faisal Abdel Latif is a geotechnician. He works in a seismic survey
crew. Look at the picture and answer the questions.

1

1 What is Faisal carrying on his back?

2 What electronic gadget is he holding?
3 What is he using it for?

lO>

Listen to these sentences.
Underline the stressed words as in
the example.
EXAMPLE

We must put the geophones in the
rightplace.
1 That's very important.

2 So we all have a GPS unit.
3 The GPS tells you your exact
position.
4 We read the data carefully to get
the position right.

:z

Practise saying the sentences above.

3 In English, we stress the most
important words (important =
important for understanding). Is
this the same in your language?

4 Which words would you stress in
these sentences? Underline them.
1 This job can be hard work.
2 You're walking a lot and carrying

heavy things.
So you must be fit.
I like the job.
I like it for two reasons.
I love being outside and seeing
different places.
7 And I like working in a team.
8 And the money's good too.
9 That's three reasons, isn't it?!
3
4
S
6

lO>
:z lO>

Listen and check your answers.
Read these questions. Then listen again.

1 What does Faisal do?

2 What must he do carefully?
3 How do the different crews communicate?
4 Why must Faisal be fit?

lO>

Listen again to the last part and complete the notes.

Things he likes
being
and seeing different _ _ _ __
_ ,',-::;:- g in a _ _ _ __
- - : . - - -- -

's job? Why / why not?

5 lO> Listen to the sentences in 4. Did
you underline the same words?
Discuss any differences.
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• Language spot

4 In the sentences below, change the underlined words
to the correct pronoun.

Words in sentences
noun

verb

noun

adverb
I

I
I
I
the geophones carefully.
Faisal
places
2 He
works in hot
weather_
and
places.
I
____
_difficult
_
I
pronoun

adjectives

Singular

~

noun

Object pronouns

I,you,
he, she, it

me,you,
him, her, it

we,you, they

Ius,you, them

EXAMPLE

Faisal and He = the SUBJECT
geophones = the OBJECT in sentence 1
There are three kinds of sentence:
Questions (e.g. Who is he?)
Statements (e.g. He is Faisal.)
Imperatives (e.g. Stop!)

Mr Jones wants to talk to you and me.
He wants to talk to us.
1 Faisal is helping Ali and Hamid.
2 The drivers can talk to the man by radio.
3 My friends and I don't like hot weather.
4 Mr Ali has a message for me and all the
technicians.
5 The woman in HR has the forms .

1 What kind of word is each underlined word? What
kind of sentence is it?

Subject pronouns

5 Put these words in the correct order to make

EXAMPLE

sentences.

Don't forget your GPS.

1 the / him / is / talking to / geologist
2 read / carefully / the / data / seismic
3 can / me / help / you ?
4 have / I / at the refinery / a job
5 job / a / good / and / it! it's II /like

Forget is a verb. The sentence is an imperative.
1 Faisal usually does the work quickly.
2 He likes IT, and the money is good.
3 It's very hot in the desert in summer.
4 ~ my new radio in the truck?

2 Find examples of these rules in 1. Is the rule different
in your language or the same?
1 The subject is before the verb in statements.
2 Adjectives are usually before nouns or after be.
3 Adverbs are never between a verb and an object.
4 The subject can be a noun or a pronoun, but we
don't write both. (Faisal he likes his job.)
5 Phrases about times and places usually go at the
end of a sentence.
6 Imperatives don't usually have a subject.

3 Look at the words in brackets. Where must we put
them to make correct sentences?
(porous) We find oil and gas in rocks.
2 (reflect) Mirrors light waves very well.
3 (badly) Black things reflect light waves.
4 (every day) He works outside.
5 (exact) What's your position?

»

\JC

."

Grammar reference t

Writing
Writing sentences
There are eight sentences in the paragraph below.
Separate the sentences and write the paragraph
correctly.
sentences always begin with a capita l letter statements
always have a full stop at the end questions have a
question mark imperatives have a full stop or sometimes
an exclamation mark why is this important it is important
because it helps us to understand sentences some nouns
always have capital letters too the names of people and
places are two examples

arE

ArnE

full stop

period
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Number talk

Listening

Global positioning

How to use GPS

1 Match the words in the list with a-e in the diagram.
latitude
satellite

longitude
signal

receiver

1

tOl

A trainee is learning how to use GPS. Read the
notes, then listen to the trainer and complete the notes.

,

•
GPS - GLobo..L t'o:;ilioni-ng SH:;l;em
lA:;e:;

to fi..ncl HOlAr e)(cu..t po:;ilion on tI1e E<Arl¥1
to nO-v19m to otl1er po:;ilion:; (Wo.!:jPoi-nt:;)

HOW TO NAVIGATE
Before tI1e tr~)
Enter ancl :;O-ve tI1e coorcli.nm:; of oJ.L _ _ _ __
At tI1e :;to.rt of tI1e tr~)

2 Look at the screen of this GPS receiver. What do the
following mean? Say them correctly.
N

SEW

322°

LAT

LON

54.9220°

1 Turn on tI1e GPS.
Z. Wm

(,(tlhl

it rec.eixe:; :;19no..L:; fyom _ _ _ __

:; o..tellite:; .

3 It :;l1ow:; tI1e _____0 of Hour po:;ilion.

Heading

4 Sel.ed tI1e fir:;t

d.

5 Sel.ed GOTO .

Bearing

322

0

b Follow _____ ~

Turn

0241
Distance to next

0046m
Lat/Lon. 18.5415 0 I 54.9220°

2 Work in pairs. Student A, cover the trainee's notes. Tell
B how to use GPS, using the notes below. Student B,
listen and help if necessary. Then change roles.
NOTES

3 Find these words in the glossary at the back of this
book. Then complete the radio conversation.
bearing
coordinates
heading
position
waypoint
You
Faisal
You
Faisal
You
Faisal

What's your
1 now?
2 are 18.5415 degrees by
My
54.9220 degrees.
How far is the next
3?
Just 46 metres.
What's your
4?
347 degrees. But the correct _ _ _ __
is 322, so I must go left 24 degrees.

1 Before your trip, .. .
2 At the start of the trip, ...
3 Wait until ...
4 Then it shows ...

5 Select .. .
6 Select .. .
7 Follow .. .
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (.1') the
statem e nts which are true.
I know some key words in geology, physics,
and explorat ion tec hnology
I can use sentence stress

Speaking

I know some rules about sentence structure
and I can use correct word order

Discussing specs

I can talk about GPS, positioning, and

1 Read the specs (specifications) and make
a question about each one.
EXAMPLES

navigation
I can understand some spoken instructions

I can discuss some specifications

How many channels does it have?
What are the dimensions?

Keywords
The T60 two-way radio
channels: 6
dimensions: 54 x 140 x 25 mm
weight: 190 9
colour: black
material: plastic
maximum range: 18 km
battery life: 36 ho urs
water resistant: no
shock resistant: yes
sand and dust resistant: yes
separate clip-on microphone: no
display screen: no
controls: c hannel se lector knob,
volume control. on/off
sw itch, press-to-talk button

USEFUL LANGUAGE : DIMENSIONS

Imx2m x 4m
= One metre by two metres by four metres.

:2 Work in pairs. Student A, go to p.107. Student B, go to p.1l2.

J Work in pairs. Read about Sandro and choose the best
radio for him. Then explain your choice to the class.
Sandra is a geotechnician in Brazil. He often works outside.
He sometimes works in bad weather and heavy rain. He
often carries heavy equipment. He needs to talk by radio to
other people in his team . He often needs to use his hands for
other things while he talks. He is sometimes away from base
for 36 hours.

Adjective
seismic
Noun s
bearing
coord inates
geophone
heading
layer
position
signal
truck
vibration
wave
waypoint
Verbs
convert
record
reflect
Look back through this unit. Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.
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Kick off
1 Study these simplified diagrams and the words. Then
discuss the questions below.

2 Complete the description of the mud process. Use
words from the diagrams.
Drilling mud is a mixture of water, clay, and other
materials. The
1 pumps mud from the
_ _ _ _ _ 2 into the top of the drill string. The mud

1 Which part rotates and drills through rock?

2 What is between the bit and the surface?
3 Where do the pipes stand before they go into the
hole?
4 What tall thing supports the lifting equipment and
the drill string?
5 What does the rotary table do to the drill string?
6 What is mud?
7 Which machine sends mud down to the bit?
8 What comes up to the surface with the mud?
9 For deep wells, the derrick must be very strong. Why?

flows down inside the

1

and cools the

4.

and carries

5

to the bit. It cleans

Then it flows up the hole

up with it. The mud and

cuttings go to the

6

The mud screen

separates the cuttings from the mud. The mud flows
through to the

3

!Ol

7

below.

Listen and check your answers above.

4 Can you guess: how deep is the deepest well in the
world? Find out later in this unit.

Mud
flows down

lifting equi

11-....-1

t

drill
pipes

\

t
Mud and rock
cuttings flow up

pipe
rack

~~~~~/
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In this unit
• key vocabulary for drilling work
• problems, solutions, instructions
• adjective forms
• pronunciation and spelling
• giving safety advice

Reading
A drilling crew
1 Read the text. Then answer the questions.
Which person / people
1 are usually the youngest and most junior?
2 is usually the oldest and most senior?
3 need to be strong? Why?
4 is not afraid of high places?
5 must watch gauges or screens carefully? Why?
6 needs a desk and a telephone? Why?

2 Use information in the text to talk about the pictures

3 Choose the correct words. Explain your choices.
1 Roust about s do
work.
a skilled b hard c desk
2 Roughnecks usually prepare the _ _ __ _
a drill string b mud c hole
3 Derrickmen should wear _ _ __ _
a face guards b glasses c a safety harness
4 The driller helps the crew to _ _ _ __
a learn b clean equipment c lift things
5 The rig manager
a makes b repairs

new equipment.
c orders

on this page and on p.10.

Who are the people in a typical drilling crew?
Roustabouts are often the youngest people in a drilling
crew. They clean, maintain, and move equipment and
help the other workers. Roustabouts want better jobs, so
they work hard, listen carefully, and learn fast.
Roughnecks are like roustabouts, but they are more
ski lled. They work on the drilli ng floo r. They connect
th e heavy drill pipes and put them into the hole, or they
disconnect the pipes as they come up out of the hole.
Th e derrickman wo rks high up on the monkey board
about 25 metres above the floor. He guides the top
pa rt of the drill pipe. At other times, he helps the mud
engineer (or 'mud man'): he checks the mud and
maintains the pump. The mud must not be too thick or
too thin, and the pump must keep working.
The driller supervises and trains the drilling crew, and
he controls the drilling equipment. For example, he
operates the motor that lifts the drill pipes. He controls
the speed of the drill, which must not be too fast or too
slow. On very modern rigs, the driller sits in a special
driller's chair. The chair has joystick controls and display
screens - like a computer game.
The rig manager or toolpusher is the most senior person
in the drilling crew. He is usually the oldest and most
experienced person too. He makes sure the crew has
all the right equipment. He is responsible for their safety
and for paperwork.
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The mud pump is one of the largest and
heaviest parts of a drilling rig, and one
of the most difficult parts to transport.

Listening

• Language spot

Problems and solutions

Adjective forms

1 Can you give some examples of thin fluids and thick
fluids?
EXAMPLES

Thin Thick
water honey

Z What is drilling mud and what does it do? Use the
words in the list.
Nouns
bit
clay
cuttings
Verbs
bring
clean
cool

J

mixture

water

lubricate

<Ol

Listen to these conversations at a drilling rig and
complete the problems.
Problem 1

Why?
Solution
How?

1 aren't coming up to the
surface
The mud is too thin
Make it thicker
Add
2 kilos of clay

Problem 2
Why?
Solution
How?

The
3 is very noisy
The mud is too _ _ _ __
Make it thinner
Add
5litres of water

Problem 3 The drilling floor isn't _ _ _ __
Why?
There's a lot of _ _ _ __
8 the floor
Solution
How?
With _ _ _ __

<Ol
S <Ol
4

Listen again and complete all the information.

Look at the listening script on p.127. Choose one
conversation and listen for the pronunciation. Notice
the stressed words and the sounds.

6 Work in pairs. Practise the conversation.

1 Match the opposites.
1 thick
2 long
3 heavy
4 wide
5 noisy
6 big
7 deep
8 high
9 strong
10 hot
11 difficult
12 important
13 dangerous
14 exact

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
j
k
m
n

narrow
light
thin
low
short
cold
small
weak
shallow
quiet
approximate
safe
easy
unimportant

Z Read the examples and answer the questions.
a
b
c
d

The mud is too thin.
The mud isn't thick enough.
Make it thicker.
Make it more viscous.

1 Which sentences have the same meaning?
2 Why do we say thick + er but more + viscous?

» Go to Grammar reference p.120
J Complete the conversations about problems.
1 Problem: a small wrench
A The wrench isn't
B We need a
one.
2 Problem: a short bolt
A The bolt is
B I'll get a
one.
3 Problem: a dangerous job
A This job is
job.
B Yes. I want a
4 Problem: cold water
A The water isn't
B It should be
5 Problem: a narrow walkway
A The walkway is
B We must make it
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4 Complete the questions, changing the word in
brackets to more + adjective or adjective + -er.
1 Which is (difficult): maths or English?
2 Which is (long): a kilometre or a mile?
3 Which is (important): speed or safety?
4 Which is (cold): Canada or the USA?
5 Which is (dangerous): fire or H2 S gas?
6 Which is (big) : Russia or China?
Now discuss the questions.

5 Read the examples and answer the questions below.
The comparative form (-er I more) :

arE

AmE

maths

math

2 Look at these words and tick (.I) the correct boxes.
letter r + sound

examples

Irl

Iff

r + vowel sound
r + consonant sound
r + nothing

drill, strong

.I

-

hard, works
bigger, older

3 Which of these words have a silent r?
longer

5 shorter
6 worker
7 strong
8 deeper

2 problem
3 important

drill

4

Who is older:Jack or Hamid?
And who is more experienced?

Now say the words. Practise in pairs.

The superlative form (-est I most )
Who is the oldest person here ?
Who is the most senior person in the crew ?

Writing

1 Which form compares only two things?
2 Which form means 'Number l ' of many things?

Spelling: single and double letters
1 Complete these words with one or two letters. Use the
letter in brackets.

6 Complete the sentences. Use the superlative form of
the adjectives in the list.
big
deep
dirty
experienced
junior
old
1 Roustabouts are the _____ people on an oil
jobs.
rig and they do the
2 The toolpusher is usually the _____ and the
_____ person on a rig.
3 The
well in the world is 10,685 metres.
The well is in the Gulf of Mexico and belongs to BP,
one of the
International Oil Companies.

Pronunciation

I

(I) drill

sh~ow

oil

bi _ _ er

2

( g } b~

3

( n} beg~

beg~ing

4 (p}sto _ _
(r}~ive

5

6 (s}gl~es

(t}ho _ _

7

bi_ _ est
th~er

sto_ _ing

dee _ _ er

cont_ _ ol

co _ _ ect

e~y

ho _ _ er

v~cous

ho _ _ est

2 Find more words with double letters in this unit.

•

••••

•• • ••

ff

ct~ff1-cI;(.Lt

tt

Cl;(.tt~""'9s

•••••••••

1 <ell Listen to these words. Can you hear the Ir I sound?
Underline the r if you can hear it. If the r is silent, cross
it out.
1 roughneck
2 dirty
3 senior
4 older

5
6
7
8

crew
operate
control
heavier

-="

".,..
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Speaking

2 Say what might happen in each
situation.

Giving safety advice

EXAMPLE

1 The pictures are from a safety manual for drilling crews. Which person is
1 wearing loose clothes?
2 standing under a load?
3 running up or down steps?

4
5
6
7

eating near chemicals?
handling chemicals without PPE?
walking below people working?
standing between a wall and a
moving load?

8 using a broken tool?
9 climbing without a safety
harness?
10 doing the right thing:
lifting correctly and
keeping his back straight?

Machines might catch his loose clothes
and injure him.

3 Work in pairs. You work in a drilling
crew. You are looking after a new
person in the crew. Take turns
advising him.
EXAMPLE

You shouldn't wear loose clothes
because machines might catch them.

Vocabulary
Understanding instructions
1 Underline the verbs that tell you
what to do.
EXAMPLE

I want you to load the truck.

1 Clean the floor.
2 Climb up to the monkey board.
3 You need to tighten that loose bolt.

4 I want you to dig a hole.
5 Those boxes shouldn't be on the
floor. Move them now.
6 Unload those pipes from the truck.
7 See those pipes? Stack them on
the rack.
8 Guide the pipe into position.
9 Today, you're painting the tank.
10 Connect the new hose to the pump.
11 Pour this chemical into the pipe.
12 The bit might be damaged. Inspect
it carefully.

2 Explain or mime the meaning of each
underlined verb.

3 Work in pairs. Student A, say
instructions. Student B, say 'OK' and
mime the action.
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (.I) the
statements which are true.
I know key vocabulary for drilling
I can follow conversations about problems
and solutions
I can use adjective forms correctly

1

Project

I know when r is pronounced or silent

Read the questionnair e. Discuss the reasons for each question.

I can understand some instructions

2 Which are the three most important questions? Give your

I can give and explain safety advice

opinion.

f"tdt_!iO~!"""t!OO>

•

•

http://www.oiljobs.com/quiz.hlml

v

0

Go

[;I.

Adjectives
thick (= viscous)
thin

Is drilling the iob for you?
Do you like working outside?

1) 3

2 Can you work outside in very
hot or very cold weather?
3 Are you good at operating and
repai ring machines?

3

2 () 1

(' 3

4 Do you like working in a team?
5 Can you listen carefully and
follow instructions?
6 Can you teach other people
how to do things?
7 Are you strong?
8 Are you happy about climbing
and working high up?
9 Is shift work OK for you?
10 Are you a non-smoker?
11 Are you careful about safety?
12 Can you live away from you r
family and friends?

TOTAL out of 36
Done

3

Keywords

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions. (3 = Yes; 2 = Maybe;
1 = No) Then add up your score. Is drilling the job f or you and
your partner?

Nouns
derrick
derrickman
drill bit
drill string
motor
mud
pump
roustabOUT
toolpusher
Verbs
connect
disconnect
gUide
tighten
Look back th rough this unit . Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.

Kick oft
1 Match the names with 1-8 in the picture.
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

flanged joint
tee
valve
elbow
pipe support
flowmeter
underground pipeline
section of pipe

2 Are there any pipes near where you are right now?
What do the pipes carry? What size are they?

J Are there any major pipelines in your country? Can
you name some world-famous pipelines?

Reading
Inspection and cleaning
1 Draw a picture of a pipe. What can go wrong? Draw or
write three problems.
2 Match the bold words with their meaning.
1 cause problems
2 reduce oil flow

3 block the pipeline
4 inspect pipes
5 design tools

a
b
c
d
e

stop the flow in
look carefully at
make plans for
make less
make

J Read the text. Complete the sentences.
1 D
reduce the flow of oil.
2 PSG makes t
that clean pipes.
3 Workers use a 1
to put the device in
the pipe.
4 The device has d
and b
They clean the pipe.
5 Workers take the device out at the r_ _ _ __
6 Aq

is a price for a job.

4 What cleaning jobs do you do in your everyday life?
What cleaning tools do you use?
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In this unit
•
•
•
•
•
•

+.

inspection and cleaning
describing the location of a pipeline
welding hazards and precautions
countable and uncountable nouns
measuring pipes
isometrics and MTOs

...!!!!p:/Iwww.pipelinesupportglobal.com _ _ _ _ _ __

Pipeline Support Global (PSG)
PIPELINE CLEANING SERVICES - - - - - - Deposits in a pipeline cause problems. They
reduce oil flow. Sometimes they block the pipeline
completely. This slows production.
Pipeline Support Global can help. We
• inspect pipes
• plan pipeline cleaning
• design and make cleaning tools
• manage pipeline cleaning
• clean up the site.

We clean a pipeline with a pipeline inspection gauge
(sometimes called a 'pig '). Here's how it works:
• We put a launcher and receiver in the pipeline
system.
• We put the device into the pipeline.
• The oil pressure in the pipeline pushes the device.
• The discs and brushes clean the pipe.
• The device pushes the deposits out of the pipe.
• We take out the device from the receiver.
Oil

Oil

Disks and brushes

Deposits

We clean pipes for all industries. Email for a quotation or more information.

Speaking
Describing a pipeline
1 Match the descriptions with the numbers on the map.
a At the motorway, the pipe goes underground.
b There's a flow meter just before the pipeline goes into
the forest.
c There's an elbow, then the pipeline goes east.
d There's a valve near the tee.
e There's one section of pipe over the river.
f There are two straight sections joined by a flanged
joint.
g There are two pipe supports under this section.
h The pipeline goes south for about 100 metres. Then
there's a tee.

2 Work in pairs. Student A, go to p.108. Student B, go to p.112.
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melt (v) t o beco me or make sth liquid as a result of heating
ethanol (n) ethyl alcohol, often made from plants, and then used

as biofuel - it ca n be added to petrol / gasoline
insulate (v) to protect sth with a material that prevents heat,

sound, el ect ricity, etc. from passing throu gh

Vocabulary
Welding
Read the text and look at the picture. Answer the
questions.
1
2
3
4
5

What problems can arc rays cause?
What problems can smoke cause?
What problems can sparks cause?
Why is leather good for protection?
What do welders wear to protect their faces?

Welding is joining two pieces of metal together by
making them very hot. One type of welding machine
uses electricity to make a very hot spark called an
arc. The arc melts the pieces of metal and they join
together. Welding makes smoke, sparks, and a type of
light called arc rays.

It's my job
1 l(,l Listen. Answer the questions.
1 Who does Joao work closely

with?
2 What happens to the pipes

before Joao welds them?
3 Who assembles the pipes

after the welding?
4 What do the inspectors do

after they inspect the pipes?
5 What three welding h azards

does Joao mention?

2 Number the steps in order.
a
b
c
d
e
f

Inspectors inspect the pipes.
Pipe-fitters read the plans.
Workers paint the pipes.
Pipe-fitters prepare the pipes and put parts together.
Pipe-fitters assemble the pipes.
Welders join the sections of pipe.

3 Would you like to do Joao's job? Why / why not?

Listening
Welding hazards and precautions

1 Look at the picture. Match the names with the parts.
a gas cylinder
b valve
c regulator
Welding hazards
• Sparks can cause fires.
• The electricity that makes the arc can also shock or
burn you.
• Arc rays can burn skin (like sunburn) and eyes.
• Smoke can hurt your eyes, nose, and mouth. It can
also cause problems with breathing.
Welding protection
-..:e:cers wear a helmet that protects their eyes and
!lead. -:-hey also wear leather shoes and leather gloves
: 0 ?ro>ect their hands and feet from sparks, arc rays,
and ho>me al. Leather is made from the skin of
animas is very strong and it doesn't melt.

d cylinder cap
e cart
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:2 Match each sign with a warning.

• Language spot
Countable and uncountable nouns
Most nouns have singular and plural forms .

cylinder - cylinders, spark - sparks, material- materia ls
We call these countable nouns. We can use a, some,
the, and many with countable nouns.
I have a cylinder.
I see some sparks.
We need the material.
How many cylinders are there?
Some nouns have only one form.
smoke, skin, water
We call these uncountable nouns. We do not use a /
an or one, two, three etc. before uncountable nouns.
We use some and much.
There's some water on the floor.
How much oxygen have we got?

1 Don't drop the cylinder!
2 Be careful. Don't trip and fall.
3 Secure the gas cylinder.
4 This could explode.
5 Use the ventilation fan.

» Go to Grammar reference p.121

3 <Ol Listen to the health and safety officer talking to a
team of welders and pipe-fitters. Number the welding
hazards in the order you hear them.
a gas cylinders
b arc sparks
c arc rays

4 Never look at spark / the spark.
5 Hot sparks can burn clothes / a clothes and start

7 Use cart / a cart.

8 We always know material / the material we're
welding.
9 Cover skin / a skin and eyes.
10 Don't stand in water / a water.

5 <Ol Listen again. Tick (.I) the pieces of safety
equipment you hear.
7 respirator

boots
ventilation system
ear protectors
safety harness
12 leather shoes

8
9
10
11

D
D
D
D
D
D

6 What safety precautions do you take when you drive a
car, or ride a motorcycle or bicycle?

fires .

6 Smoke / A smoke from welding can be dangerous.

1 Weld dry.
2 Always move it safely.
3 Cover up skin and eyes.
4 No pockets!
5 Know the material we're welding.
6 Keep the work area clean and tidy.

D
D
D
D
D
D

2 There are six main hazard / hazards for welders.
3 Gas cylinder / cylinders can explode.

d smoke
e electric shock
f trips and falls

4 Match each hazard (a-f) in 3 above w ith a precaution.

1 safety glasses
2 welder's helmet
3 face guard
4 gloves
5 cotton trousers
6 welding jacket

1 Choose the correct words to complete each sentence.
1 We switch off eq uipment / an equipment.
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2 Use the words in the list to complete the sentences.
Then tick (.f) U (uncountable) or C (countable).
brush
deposits
ethanol
eyes
information
shock
smoke
oil
welder
steam
1 Boiling water makes

2 I have some
3 I had wet feet and got a

cleans the pipe.
4 The
5 My car holds five litres of
6 The arc ray burned my
7 I work as a
in Brazil.
8 Don't breathe the
!
in the pipe.
9 There are some
10
is a biofuel.

U

C

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

C = circumference
D = outside _ _ _ __
2 diameter (bore)
B=
S = pipe wall _ _ __
L= _ _ _ __
r = inside _____5 (B /2)

v = rrr2 X L
(Volume equals pi r squared times length.)
• V = volume (the amount of fluid a pipe
can hold)
•

•

= 3.141 (pronounced pi)
r2 = radius squared (r x r)

IT

J Complete the sentences with much or many.
1 How

oxygen cylinders are there?
2 How
petrol is there?
3 We can't weld here. There's too
water
on the floor.
4 We have 100 nuts and 200 bolts. There are too
_____ bolts!
time have we got?
5 How
6 There are eight of us. That's too _____ people
for one truck.

2 Read the formula and the notes. Write and do the
calculations. Remember to convert all measurements
to metres.
EXAMPLE

L= 12 m, r=0.5 m. V= _ ____ m3

We write
3.14 x 0.5 x 0.5 x 12 = 9.42 m 3

We say
Three point one four times point five times point five
times twelve equals nine point four two cubic metres.

Number talk

1 L = 12.4 m, r = 22 mm.

V=

Measuring pipes

2 L = 565 m , r = 550 mm.

V=

3 L = 22.3 km, r = 1.2 m.

V=
m3
V= _____ m 3

1 Use the words to complete the text.
diameter

inside

length

radius

thickness

4 L= 640km,r=1.8m.

m3
m3

J t(,l Listen and check your answers.

296.5 em

4 Practise saying calculations. Student A, go to p.108.
Student B, go to p.113.

i

95 em

1
1 .---1 80cm ---~.

5 t(,l Listen and check your answers.
6 Look at the picture in 1. Answer the questions about
the pipe.
1 How long is it?
2 How thick is the wall?
3 What's the bore?
4 What's the outside diameter?
5 What's the pipe's circumference?
6 What is its volume?
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (.f) the
statements which are true.
I can describe the location of a pipeline
I can understand welding hazards and

precautions
I can understand countable and

Reading

uncountable nouns
I can talk about measuring pipes

Isometrics and MTOs
1 Read the text. Then look at the drawing and write T (true) or F

I can describe a pipeline system

(false) for each sentence.
Special piping drawings
called isometrics show the
pipe in three dimensions
(height, width, depth) on a
flat drawing. The isometric
drawing also includes a
Material Take Off or MTO
which is a list of the material
and the parts for a pipeline.
1
2
3
4
5

Keywords

This drawing is a list of materials.
The drawing shows one tee.
2840 mm is probably the pipe's radius .
1900 mm is the measurement between the two elbows.
The drawing shows calculations for the volume of each pipe
section.

TOTAL

Verbs
block
cause
design
inspect
reduce

8.0M
0.3 M
2.8M

Look back through this unit. Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.

2 Look at the table. Use the words in the list to complete the
sentences.

w

Q..

~

SIZE
4"

3"

VI

2"
1"

~

3"

w

~
VI

~

0

ID
.....
w

4"
2"
2"
4"

DESCRIPTION

MAT. CODE

SCH 40
SCH40
SCH 80
150# RF FLDG GATE
150# RF FLOG GATE
150# RF FLDG GATE
90° BW LR SCH 80
45° BW LR SCH 80
90° BW LR SCH 40

Nouns
circumference
deposit
diameter
flow
inspection
length
radius
regulator
thickness
volume

3
1
1
2
1
4

sizes
valve
quantity
parts
1 The words on the left side are pipeline _ _ _ __
elbow

2 90° BW LR SCH 80 is a type of _ _ __
3 150# RF FLGD GATE is a type of _ _ __
4 1",2", 4", etc. are _ _ _ __
5 The column on the right shows the
for each part,
which means how much or how many of each part is needed.
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J,' 8Working offshore
t~y

~

Kickoff
1 This production platform off the coast of
Canada is one of the biggest platforms in
the world. Answer the questions.
1 Where can helicopters land on the

2
3
4
5

platform?
Where do the workers eat and sleep?
How can they escape in an emergency?
Which part of the platform processes
crude oil?
Where do they burn gas if there is too
much gas?

2 Which are the three biggest hazards on a
platform, and why? Give your opinion.
• flammable gas
• bad weather
• electrical equipment
sparks
• big waves
million-tonne icebergs
• other things

Reading
A production platform
1 Match this information with sentences in the text.
1 Nobody can visit an offshore platform without some safety

2
3
4
5
6

training.
Offshore workers must be physically fit.
The platform is the same size as a football field .
Drilling platforms are smaller than production platforms.
The process area separates oil from gas and water.
The utilities area provides electricity.

2 Match words from the text with these definitions. The first
letter is given.
1 teaching or learning a skill- t _ _ _ __
2 a number of lessons - c:_ _ _ __
3 part of a place or building -

Gla_ _ _ __

4 a place to sleep and eat - a"-_ _ __
5 the area and equipment at the top of a well- w _ _ _ __
6 services that most buildings have, like electricity and water
for example -1~1_ _ _ __
7 a machine for making electricity - g_ _ _ __
8 sending fresh air into and around a building - v _ _ _ __
9 sending something to many places - du.-._ _ __
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In this unit
• vocabulary for offshore platfo rms, ar"a
measurement, electrical circuits, rad io e ep 0
• comparing things positively, negat ive ly, a de
• how to complete a leave request for m
• how to use two-way radios
• how to pronounce consonant cluste rs

• Language spot

Going offshore

Comparative sentences

You arrive by helicopter. But first, you receive safety training. Even day visitors must have safety training . Offshore
work is more hazardous than onshore work, so workers
must also have a medical test and do a fire-fighting and
escape course before they go.
You get out of the helicopter and hold on to your hat. You
are now standing on a production platform high above the
water. It is as big as a football field . The top of the derrick
is higher than a twenty-storey building.
Drilling platforms are not as big as this because they only
do drilling. Production platforms are bigger because they
do more things and must accommodate more people.
A typical production platform has four main areas above
the water. One is the accommodation area, where the
workers eat and sleep. Another is the well head or drilling
area. That contains the derrick, well heads, and drilling
equipment. Crude oil comes up to the well heads with
gas and water in it. So it goes to the process area, which
separates the oil from the other things. All the areas need
electricity and other utilities. The utilities area provides
these: a generator makes electricity, and there is equipment for heating, ventilation, air conditio ning, and water
distribution.

3 Circle these prepositions in the text.
Paragraph 1: by, than
Paragraph 2: out of, on to, above, as, of
Paragraph 4 : with, in, to, from, for
boat.
2 The accommodation area is as big _ _ _ __
a hotel.
the helicopter.
the rope.

S The lifeboats are on two sides

ffiJ
<B

A >B
A",B

2 i(,l Listen to these four sentences from the text. Notice
the rhythm and stress. Practise saying them fluently.
1 Offshore work is more hazardous than onshore work.
2 The platform is as big as a football field.
3 The top of the derrick is higher than a twenty-

storey building.
4 Drilling platforms are not as big as this.

3 Compare these things. Use your knowledge and
opinions and the adjectives in brackets.
EXAMPLE

boats - helicopters (fast)
helicopters.
2
3
4
S

->

Boats are not as fast as

helicopters - boats (fast)
crude oil- petrol (heavy)
drilling rigs - production platforms (large)
safety - speed (important)
gas - oil (useful)
bad - worse - worst

Compare these things. Give your own opinions.
EXAMPLE

physical work - office-based work -> Office-based work
is better than physical work.
1 very cold weather - very hot weather
2 nice work - good pay
3 an offshore job - an onshore job

the

platform.
6 What are the cranes _ _ _ __
7 They are _____ lifting things from boats.
8 The derrick is

1 A is bigger than B.
2 A is as big as B.
3 A is not as big as B.

good - better - best

1 Heavy equipment arrives

4 Hold

1 Match the phrases with the mathematical symbo s.

4 Some adjectives have irregular comparative forms:

4 Complete these sentences with a preposition from 3.

3 Don't get out

. so"

the well head area.

» Go to Grammar reference p.121
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It's my job

Number talk
Measuring and adjusting variables
1 Match these variables with the four gauges.

1 Dave Bristow, 22, is an instrument technician. He
works on a production platform in the North Sea, off
the east coast of the UK.

Some common measurement units
1 bar = 100 kilopascals (kPa)
10 bar = 1 megapascal (mPa)
temperature degrees Celsius (0C)
per cent (%) or metres (m)
level
cubic metres per minute (m3/min)
flow
Variable
pressure

1 Which instruments do you think Dave uses?
2 Can you explain these verbs?
adjust
diagnose
inspect
install
maintain
repair
solve
test
' - -_ _ _ _--'J"l.

2 Complete these short conversations with the correct
variables and units. Then practise saying them.
1 A What's the

of fluid in this tank?

BIt's 2.1 m. That's 70% full.
2 A What's the reading on the _____ gauge?
B 12 m3/min. Is that lower than usual?
3 A The water's hotter than normal. What's the exact

B The gauge says it's 98 _ _ _ __
4 A The pump

is 24 bar now.

B It shouldn't be as high as that. It should be 2mPa.
That's 20 _ _ _ __

3 Do you think Dave does all these things?

2 «,) Listen to part 1 and check your answers to 1.

3 «,) In part 2, Dave talks about life on the platform.
Listen and complete the information. Use these words
and numbers:
books

small
comfortable
good
gym
12
7
2
• weeks on and weeks off: _____a on,
_____ boff

TV

• working hours per day: _ _ _ __
• working days per week: _ _ _ __
• free time: _ _ _ __
• accommodation: _____h

_ _ _ __

• food: _ _ _ _~

3 Give instructions with Increase or Reduce.
EXAMPLE

Discuss the questions.

15 bar -> 20 bar
Increase the pressure to 20 bar.
20 bar 15 bar
2 60°C -> 65°C
3 14 m3/min -> 10 m3/min

4 Dave says 'Por me, it's better than onshore work.'

4 70% -> 95%
5 2.1 m -> 0 m

1 What are the advantages and disadvantages of
offshore work?
2 Would you like Dave's job? Why I why not?
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electricity (noun)
electric / electrica l / electronic (adjectives)

Vocabulary

Writing

Electricity and circuits

A leave request form

This is a multimeter. Dave uses it to
test electrical circuits and measure
these variables.
Variables

Units

current (I)

amps (A)

resistance (R)

ohms (0)

voltage (V)

volts (V)

1 Read the information and the form. Then answer
the questions.
Dave (see It's my job) has a cousin, Dan. Dan is
getting married next Saturday. Dave should work
that day, but he wants to go to the wedding. So he
must request leave. He must complete th is form
and give it to the supervisor of the Maintenance
crew (name: Martin Olsen).

1 How are these equations useful? Give examples.
V=IR

I=V/R

R=V/I

2 Look at the circuits a, b, c and d. Match these components
with the symbols.
battery
buzzer
cell
lamp
motor
on-off switch
push switch
wire

Leave request form
Employee name
Department
Supervisor
Type of absence req uested (please tick one):

o Sick
o Personal Leave
o Maternity / Paternity
o Other
Dates of absence
From

to

Reasons for absence:

3 Describe each circuit above. Can the circuit work or not?
Say why. (A circuit must be complete and have no short
circuits.)

4 Match the descriptions with the correct circuits.
1 a cell, a switch, and two lamps in parallel

Employee's signature
Date

2 a cell, a switch, and two lamps in series
a

b

If one lamp fails in the series circuit and in the parallel
circuit, what happens to the other lamps? Why?
5 Work in pairs. Draw a circuit. Do not show anyone. Student
A, describe your circuit. Student B, listen and draw your
partner's circuit. Then swap roles.

2
3
4
5

What should Dave write in the department box?
a Production
b Maintenance
c Transport
Which word means 'not being at work'?
Which type of absence should he request?
What are the dates for next Saturday and
Sunday?
What can he write in the reasons box?

2 Complete the form for Dave.

SO Unit 8

Listening

Vocabulary

Radio conversation

The international radio alphabet
We often need to spell out words, names, and codes
on the radio and the phone. Some letters are difficult
to hear correctly, for example P, B, V, and E. The
international spelling alphabet solves this problem.

1

~ Listen and repeat.

A
B

Alpha
Bravo
Charl ie
Delta
Echo
Foxtrot
Golf
Hotel
India
Juliet
Kilo
Lima
Mike

C
D

E

1 Read about using two-way radios. Then discuss the
questions .
• Most two-way radios have a PTT (Press-to-talk)
button. Press it and talk. Then say 'Over' and release
the button.
• Words can be difficult to hear. So speak clearly in
short sentences. People often use easy-to-hear
words like Negative (No) and Affirmative (Yes).
1 How is using a radio different from using a phone?
2 Why are words sometimes difficult to hear?

2

H

I
J
K
L
M

~

Listen to a radio conversation between two
offshore workers : Martin in the control room and
Dave, a technician. Underline the correct words.

1 Dave is in the process / well head / utilities area.

BrE

AmE

zed

zee

0

P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W

X

Y
Z

November
Oscar
Papa
Quebec
Romeo
Sierra
Tango
Uniform
Victor
Whiskey
X-Ray
Yankee
Zulu

2 You don't need to underst and the words, but it may

2 Dave must find gauge P324 / BD24 / PD24.

help you to remember them. Find

3 The reading on the gauge is 3 / 5 / 9 bar.

1
2
3
4

4 The reading in the control room is higher / lower /
the same.
S Dave / Marlin / They will diagnose the problem.

3

F
G

N

~ Listen again for these phrases. Then say what they

mean.
Managing the
conversation

Understanding and
responding

1 This is (Name).

1 Affi rmative

2 (Name.) Do you read?
3 Go ahead (Name).
4 Stand by.
S Out.

3 Say again.
4 That's correct.
S Check.

2 Negative.

4 Work in pairs. Practise the conversation on p.128.

S
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14

people (9)
countries and cities (3)
letters from the Greek alphabet (2)
dances (2)
a sport
a bUilding
a month
a weight
reflect ed sound
light waves
clothes
a drink
a Spanish word for mountains
an exclamation: 'Well done!'
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (.I) the
statements which are true.
I know some key words connected with
working offshore
I can make positive, negative, and equal
comparative sentences

) CO> Listen and complete.
1 Employee name: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2 Part number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3 Building: _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __

I can talk about measurement and
adjustment of variables
I can talk about electrical circuits
I can complete a leave request form

4 Web address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I can understand and use language for
radio communications

4 Spell these items clearly using the radio alphabet.
1
2
3
4

I can pronounce consonant clusters correctly

Part nos: B20 and P24
Company name: AFS
Employee name: Vazy
helicopter no. G-CAND

Keywords

Speaking
Radio conversations
1 Look again at the phrases in Listening J.

:z

Now work in pairs. Student A, go to p.108. Student B, go to p.113.

Pronunciation
Clusters are groups of consonants, such as str, ct, xtr. They can
be difficult to pronounce correctly.

1 CO> Listen to these words. Notice the sounds in the red parts.
Tick (.I) the true sentences.
There are no extra sounds between the red letters.
Some of the red letters sound weaker than normal.
1
2
3
4

:z

instrument
inspect
platform
stand by

5 foxtrot
6 offshore
7 production
8 electric

9 install
10 equipment

CO> Listen again and repeat the words.

) Work in pairs. Practise these phrases.
1
2
3
4
5

an offshore production platform
Stand by, Foxtrot One.
It's an electrical instrument.
I'll install the equipment.
fifty volts or sixty volts

0
0

11 volts
12 departm ent

Nouns
area
circuit
gauge
instrument
level
platform
pressu re
training
variable
well head
wire
Verbs
adjust
go ahead
increase
stand by
Look back through this unit. Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.
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Writing bank
1 Notes

4 Complete the notes using the words in the list.
afternoon
July
return
this morning

1 Match the halves of the notes.

D -- These cn"e tl1e

WI"D""0

boLts .

1 Rob phoned at nine o'clock
him (0772-6889) as soon as possible.
2 I'm at lunch. I will

. Please call

at 2.30.

3 Can we meet on Wednesday the 25th of
-----?
4 I'm in Oubai until Tuesday _ _ _ __

II

we

lMe~ 1., I/\,Ot 1.0!

Writing tips: abbreviations

For days and months, we can write the first
three letters.
Jul = July
Sun = Sunday
Jan = January Fri = Friday

Z Match each note in 1with a picture.

Other useful abbreviations are
rtn = return
pIs = please
asap = as soon as possible (quickly)
a.m. = in the morning
p.m. = in the afternoon / evening

a

5 Read the notes. Match the short words 1-8 with their
meanings a-h.

Rob phoned 9 a-.m.1

At LuIi\,CVt.

PlS 2 CAll.. 0772-6889

w~LL rtIi\,4 2 .30.

a-Sa-p3

Ca\'1 we meet

0\'1

/11 DubaiUl1hl
Tue 7 p.rn. 8

WedS~7 JU\6?
3 Look at the packing list and the picture. There are
three problems. Write three short notes.

Packing list
Number

Item

Comments

100
100

M10 BZP hex nuts
5.5 x 45mm SO screws

received M12
1,000 in box

a
b
c
d

please
as soon as possible
Tuesday
Wednesday

e
f
g
h

return
in the afternoon / evening
in the morning
July

6 Write notes with abbreviations.
1 We need a new drill quickly.
2 I will return on Friday 21 August.
3 Please order 20 P0798 for next Tuesday.
4 Abdullah phoned at 3.00 this afternoon.
5 I'm in the workshop and will return at 10.00.
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2 An informal email asking for
information

Writing tips: names in emails

In an informal email, begin with the name of the
person you're writing to. This may be a first name or
a family name with a title.

1 Complete the emails. Use the words in the list.
Are

Do

Does

Is

Mr= any man
Mrs = a married woman
Miss = a girl or an unmarried woman
Ms = any woman
Dr = doctor

____ you have Paul's new email address?
Thanks!
Reem

In English, we
• don't use a title with a first name
• don't use a family name without a title.

Mr Ping,
____ the Shanghai office open on Wednesday?
Piet Donkerloot

-

.

~

-

i

1
FUe

Ed~

View

T001$

MeulQt

4 Match the halves of the emails.

Help

Rudy,
_____ the helicopter fly to the rig every day?
Alicia
-

---~

~----

---

--

4
FH.

Ed~

View

TooI$

Put your name at the bottom of an email.
• Don't use a title when you write your own name.
• In a message that begins with the person's first
name, end with your own first name.
• In a message to Mr, Mrs, Dr, etc. write your own
first name and last name.

Me$$1Qt

IU
II]

Help

Ms Tanaka,
_____ the new technicians on the rig today?
Arturo Sanchez

2 Match each reply below with a message in 1.
a No, it isn't.

D=:J

Dr Sipkowski,
I've hurt my arm .
Bernie,
I want to talk to you about my laptop.
MsLim
I have some letters to send.

II

Are you working in the control room today?
Adam

b Yes, they are.
c No, sorry, I don't. I'll ask Suresh for it.

II

d Yes, it does, except when the weather's bad.

Are you going to the post office today?
Angelo Marcos

3 Complete the sentences with a name from 1.
1

receives an email from Reem.

2

asks about the Shanghai office.

3

receives an email from Alicia.

4

asks about the new technicians.

5

wants Paul's email address.

6

receives an email from Arturo.

7

receives an email from Piet.

8

asks about the helicopter.

II

Are you working in the clinic today?
Wolfgang Schiffer

5 Write short emails.
1 Ask Ali: Murat's telephone number?
2 Ask Ms Oi: the Kuala Lumpur office open on
Monday?
3 Ask Russell: supplies come every week?
4 Ask Mr Carlson: new manager in the office today?
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3 An email reporting an IT
problem
1 Read the email. What problem is Lucy King having?

5 Use the words to complete the sentences.
flashing
getting
making
working
1 The red light is _ _ _ __

showing

2 The plug is _____ very hot.

Reply

Reply AI

i0oi

_d

Pm<

X

0eI0t.

PreYious

Next

IT Support,

I'm hYing problms with my computr kybord.
Som of the kys rn't working. en you pis snd
somon to chck it?

3 The keypad isn't
properly.
4 The screen is _____ an error message.
5 It's

a funny noise when it prints.

6 Match each sentence in 5 with a picture in 4.

Writing tips: explaining IT problems
• If you don't know the name of the person, address
the message to the department.
• Say the equipment you're having a problem with.
• Say exactly what the problem is.
• Say what you want or need.
• Say 'thank you'.
• Write your name at the end of the message.

Thnks,
Lucy King

:1 Which two keys on her keyboard aren't working?
J Correct the spelling of the words with missing letters.

4 Match each sentence with a picture.
1 I'm having problems with my printer.

2
3
4
5

There's a problem with my hand-held computer.
There's a problem with my laptop computer.
I'm having trouble with my desktop computer.
I'm having problems with my external hard drive.

7 Number the parts of the email in the correct order.
a
b
c
d
e
f

Could you send someone to check it?
IT Support,
MaryWong
Thank you.
The screen isn't working.
There's a problem with my laptop computer.

8 Write an email to IT Support about each of these
problems.
1 desktop computer - making strange noise

2
3
4
5

mouse - button not working properly
laptop computer screen - going off and on
hand-held computer - showing an error message
printer - red light flashing
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4 An email making an IT request
1 Match the halves of the email messages.

I need to print some documents.

2 Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.
1 I need Khaled's email address / password to send
him a message.
2 I need new maps / documents on my GPS.
3 I want to use the printer / email system to send and
receive messages.
4 MyoId email address / password is ky58s0.
5 I want to use my new computer to write letters and
to make forms and other maps / documents.
6 We need more paper for the printer / email system .

3 Complete the sentences. Use the words in the list.
change

give

help

put

show

1 Could you please
password?

me a new email

2 Could you please
laptop to the internet?

me connect my

3 Could you please

me how to use my

new computer?

Hector,
I'm getting a lot of email that I don't want.

explain

4 Could you please

the new maps on my

GPS?

Hector,
I don't understand the new email system .

5 Could you please
wireless network?

how I can use the

6 Could you please

my email address?

Writing tips: making a request
• If you know the person's name, begin the

II

Could you please give me a new email
address?
Thanks.
Marta

II

Ian

Could you please help me put the maps in it?
Thanks.
Ralph

II

message with it.
Say why you are making a request.
Make the request.
Say 'thank you'.
Write your name at the end of the message.

4 Write em ails to Hector in IT. Make requests.
Could you please show me how to connect
my laptop to the printer?
Thank you.

II

•
•
•
•

Could you please explain how it works?
Thank you!

Jo

1 You have a new GPS. You want to connect it to your
laptop.
2 You have a new email address but you don't have
the password.
3 You want to connect your hand-held computer t o
the wireless network.
4 You need to print some documents, but you don't
understand the new printer.
5 You have a new computer. You want to connect it to
the internet.
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5 Notes with warnings and
instructions

2 Put the words in the correct order to make notes.
1
2
3
4

office / send / letter / this / please / the / to / Bahrain
don't / computer / this / use / please
this / to / safety / the / officer / please / take / key
don't / please / these / drawings / from / workshop
/ the / remove
5 copies / please / 10 / this / of / make / letter
6 don't / this / destroy / please / drawing

1 Match each note with a picture.

D

IJ
Please don }t
destroy these .

II

pLeClse

~Cl ~e 1..~

cO"p~es

of tVt~S fOY tVte

~eet~~ to~orrow.

Complete the notes with from, to, oj, or X (no word
needed).
1 Please don't remove this

II
Vle.a5e. don't
re.move. thi5 from
the. worK5hop.

~

Please take this
to IT for repair.

2 Please take this

the control room.

3 Please don't use

this.

4 Please make five copies
5 Please don't destroy
6 Please send this

11

Please use
the stairs.

II
Please put in
some petrol.

my desk.

these.
this.
Andres Valentino.

Writing tips: this and these

• When a note is attached to a single thing, you use
this. For example Please don 't remove this book
from the workshop.
• When a note is attached to more than one thing,
you use these. For example Please don 't destroy
these drawings .

4 Write short notes.
1 You have some old documents. You want them to
be destroyed.
2 You have a laptop computer. You don't want anyone
to remove it from the office.
3 The printer isn't working properly. You don't want
anyone to use it.
4 You have an instruction manual for a power tool.
You want someone to take it to the workshop.
5 You have a letter. You want someone to send it to
the Jakarta office.
6 You have some documents. You want someone to
make ten copies of them.
7 You have some draWings. You don't want anyone to
destroy them.
8 You have some plans. You don't want anyone to
copy them.
9 You have two new radios . You don't want anyone to
use them.
10 You don't understand a note that someone has
written. You want someone to explain it to you.
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6 An email asking for leave

Z Read the emails and answer the questions.

1 Read the emails. Match the meanings a-e with the
underlined words.
a a high body temperature because you are ill
b time away from work because you are ill
c an event where a man and a woman become
husband and wife
d time away from work because of something
unexpected
e time away from work for holiday

File

Edit

View

Tools

~

MeS5aQe

X

J
Reply

Reply AI

Forward

Print

From: V.Singh@medindoil.com
To: D.Cooper@medindoil.com
Subject: Sick leave 1

Delete

Previous

Next

1
2
3
4
5
6

Which worker is ill now?
Whose father is ill?
Who is going to an important family event?
How many days will Abu Rahman be away?
Who asks for leave two months from now?
Who asks for leave starting tomorrow?

3 Match the sentence halves.
1 I have

I'm going to
My
My mother is
My sister
6 The doctor says

2
3
4
5

a
b
c
d
e
f

brother is very ill.
I should rest.
in hospital.
a high fever.
is getting married.
Rio de Janeiro with my wife.

4 What kind of leave is each sentence in J about? Write
Date: 3 August 20-

Dear Mr Cooper,
I'm writing to request sick leave1 . I have a fever 2 . The doctor says
I should have three days off work.
Please allow me sick leave from 3 to 5 August 20- .
Thank you.
Veejay Singh

A {annual leave}, S (sick leave). or E (emergency leave).

Writing tips: asking for time off
•
•
•
•

Say what type of leave you are asking for.
Say the reason you are requesting leave.
Give the dates you wish to be away.
Say thank you.

5 Write three emails requesting leave.
Fie

Edit

VIOW

Tools

Help

Message

X

J
Reply

Reply AI

Forward

Print

From: A.Rahman@medindoil.com
To: D.Cooper@medindoil.com
Subject: Annualleave 3

Delete

Previous

Next

Date: 3 January 20-

Dear Mr Cooper,
I'm writing to request leave. I would like to be away from 5 to 11
March 20- .
I wish to return to Qatar for my brother's wedding1.
Thank you for considering my request.
Abdel Rahman

Fie

Edit

Reply

View

Reply AI

Tools

Messaoe

Forward

Help

?

Print

From: Rudy.Batao@medindoil.com
To: D.Cooper@medindoil.com
Subject: Emergency leave

X

Delete

Previous

Next

Date: 31 May 20-

Dear Mr Cooper,
I'm writing to request emergency leaves. My father is very ill. I wish
to return to Manila immediately.
Please allow me emergency leave from 1 to 8 June 20- .
Thank you .
Rudy Batao

You want to go to your sister's wedding. You want
leave from 8 to 15 May.
2 You have hurt your hand. The doctor says you
should have five days off work, from 6 to 10
September.
3 Your son is ill. You wish to return home from 10 to
16 December.
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7 A service report

J Complete the technician's description of the job.

1 Match the words with the definitions.
1 client

a a person who services and
maintains machinery

2 technician

b a person or company who receives
a service

3 contact

c at a company, the person who is
responsible for talking to people
outside the company about a
certain job

2 Read the service report. Write T (true) or F (false).
1 The discharge hose was damaged.

2 There was a problem with a valve.
3 The technician repaired the hose.
4 The technician replaced the valve.
S The technician finished the job.
6 The equipment now works properly.
7 Power Products is the client.

_ _ 2,

bClij 3.-me vClLve WClS _ _ __

I repLClcee\ tne

4

Now ~t's

5

Ok..

Writing tips: a service report
•
•
•
•

Say what isn't working.
Say what the problem was.
Say what you did.
Say if the problem is now solved.

011\, .If AprLL, I well\,t to B.R.'S welL neCle\ CIt Topn~LL CIt
pressl.(re CI II\,c\ WClS VVcCl~~~ CI Lot of 1I\,0~se . -me servLce
vClLve gCls~et WClS e\ClVVcClgee\. I repLClcec\ tne serv~ce
vClLve gCl.s~et. I cnec~ec\ tne preSSl.(re ClII\,c\ Clc\c\ec\ o~L.
Now ~t's wor~L~ Ok.. I Left tne s~te CIt L:2.30 p.VVc.

Oak Street

Date 5 Feb

Farstow

Site BR Farstow Refi.nu!:j

Kent

Request No

513

Tel: 446-7230
B~ Refi.noiL

Address !<Lng Ina..ustrWL £sto.ie, Farstow
Contact Ji.m PIA~
337-2.901

Power Products
SERVICE REPORT

Oak Street

1

Date

Farstow

Site

2

Kent

Request No

514

•

Tel: 446-7230

Description

Leak!:j voJ.ve on c:li6cl1arge l10se in blA[k to..nlc: U
loru:li.ng arw.. b~ 3.
VoJ.ve d..o..rn~ed. .
Repto.ad, voJ.ve.

Client

B~ Refi.noiL

Address !<Lng Ina..ustrWL £sto.ie, Farstow
Contact Ji.m PlArley
Tel

3372.901

Description

Working OK..
Start time: S.15

_

LO.OO CI .VVc . The portClbLe screw coVVcpressor nCle\ Low

SERVICE REPORT

Tel

_

4 Read the technician's description of another job.
Complete the service report.

Power Products

Client

There WClS CI
l Oll\, tne e\~scnClrge
nose ~II\, tne _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Finish time: 10 .30

3

Technician: A1iL Jones
Client signature:

;im '/Jurtey

4

5
6

7

Start time:
Technician: A1iL Jones
Client signature:

Finish time:

;im '/Jurtey

8
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8 An equipment damage report

3 Match each probable cause of damage with a picture.
1 They were scratched and dented before they were
delivered to us.
2 They were dropped from a fork-lift.
3 They were damaged by a fork-lift collision.

1 Look at the picture. Read the email. Answer the
questions.

John,
We need to install some new control cabinets, but
they're damaged. We can 't use them . They were
delivered on 17 July and they were accepted. They're
in Warehouse 4. Could you inspect them, please? We
need these on 30 November.
Thanks.
Bill Hayes

1 Have the control cabinets been installed?
2 What's the problem with the cabinets?
3 Where are the cabinets?
4 What does Bill ask John to do?

Writing tips: an equipment damage report

An equipment damage report includes
• the piece of equipment that is damaged
• a description of the damage
• information about the cause of the damage
• a recommendation (usually return it, repair it, or
replace it).
4 Read the email. Complete the information for an
equipment damage report.

2 Complete the equipment damage report. Use the
words in the list.
delivered
scratched

John,

dented
stored

inspect

reported

Fromjol1l1\, "SCittersbl::l' IlI\,spector

We need to install a new cooling unit, but it's damaged.
It was delivered on 10 August and it was accepted, but
it was dropped from a fork-lift . The cover is bent. It's in
Warehouse 2. Could you inspect it , please? I think we
can repair it. We need it on 20 December.

Date:3 sep :2.0-

Thanks.

Subject: DeL~vert1 DClI-%Clge Report

Bill Hayes

To: CL~ve "SKCR.Lel::l' Pr"ocKreVlA..llI\,t MClV\.CIg er

Notes: The COlI\,strKct~OIl\, DepClrtVlA..lV\,t _ _ _ __
o!ClI-%Clge to cOlI\,troL cClb~~ts ~II\, WClrel10KSe 4 CI~
ClSR.eo! VIA..l to

2 tl1e

were
Damage: The

3 0 11\, 1.7JKL

cClb~~ts

pCl~lI\,tworR. ~s

o!ClI-%Clge. The CClb~~ts
CI~

tl1e

6 0 11\,

bKSl::l cor~r ~II\, tl1e wClrel1oKSe. Poss~bLe forR.- Li.ft

coLLi.s~oll\,.

Recommendation: RepLCIce. cOV\,$trKct~OIl\,
DepClrtVlA..llI\,t ~eots tl1e cClb~~ts

Date: 1.1. oct :2.0Subject: DeL~vert1 DClI-%Clge Report

5.

Probable cause: The CClb~~ts were
CI

Fromjol1l1\, "SCittersbl::l' lV\,$pector

CllI\,o! Clccepteo!.

Clre _ _ _ _ _4

To : cL~ve "SKCR.Lel::l' PrOCKreVlA..llI\,t MClV\.CIger

011\,

30 NOV :2.0- .

Notes: _____________________
Damage: ___________________2
Probable cause: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3
Recommendation: _______________4
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9 A shift handover log

Writing tips: a shift handover log

1 Read about shift work. Complete the sentences.
The oil and gas industry works 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. The 24-hour day is divided into two
shifts of twelve hours or three shifts of eight hours.
When one shift finishes and the next begins, the
workers must communicate clearly. They write in a
book called a log. They explain the work they have
finished and the work that they haven't finished.
1 A
is usually eight or twelve hours long.
2 Workers write in a book called a _ _ _ __
3 They write about
haven't complet ed.

they have and

• We say
We've installed the new pump.
We've checked the emergency lighting.
We need to install the wiring.
We need to check the fire extinguishers.
• Wewrite
Work completed
installation of new pump
checking emergency lighting
Work outstanding
installation of wiring
checking fire extinguishers

3 Read the workshop manager's words . Complet e the

:1 Read the shift handover log. Choose the correct words

shift handover log.

in each sentence below.
Shift handover log
Date: z.7 Mo..rc.l1 z.o-

Time: 17 .30

Work co mp leted
job card

Task

£2.0~5

InstoJWJion of new pump

£Z.O%

Ched:i.rIg

£2.0B3

Z.OO-hour mo.inte.nMce. on ge.nero..tor P10Z.3A
(lNeid.ers' porto..bLe.)

emergen~

oJ:,

CC14b7 (jetty)

li9hting i.rI WOJel1w.se. 5

Work not completed
jo b card

Task

£2.100

InstoJWJion of etedri-wL INlri.rlg to new
c.ontrol wbi.rle.ts i.rI c.ontrol room (H10B) .
Mo..tertols c.ol..l.e.c.ted.. Mci c.I1ed:uL . R~sk
(!..Sse.ssment c.ompLe.te.. InstoJWJion ongoi.rlg .

£2.10Z.

Ched:i.rIg flre.

e.)(tingu~shers

i.rI o..clmi.rl bloc.k .

Notes
DOJren re.portuL s~. Won't be. i.rI unhl WuLne.sd..o-y .

We've started job card E4101- installing new
emergency lighting in Warehouse 5. We've collected
and checked the materials, but we haven't finished
installing the lighting. We've finished the 100-hour
maintenance on the pump at CC1467 on the jetty.
That's job card E4096. We've also changed the leads
on the welders' portable generator, P1023A. That's job
card E409S. We haven't done job card E4098. That's
the repairs to the damaged electrical wiring in the
control room. One more thing. Bill is on leave. He will
return next Tuesday.

Shift handover log
Date: 17 Se.p Z.o- Time: OB .30

Wo rk completed
job card

1 They have / haven't installed the new pump.
2 They are check ing / have checked the emergency
lighting.
3 The generator maint enance is / isn't finished.

6 They have collected / will collect the mat erials.
7 They have / haven't checked the fire extinguishers.
8 Darren was / wasn't at w ork t oday.

Task
1

2

3

4

Wo rk not completed
job card

4 They have started / finished installing the electrical
wiring.
5 They are doing / have done the risk assessment.

.

Task
5

6

7

8

Notes
9
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arE

Am E

queue

line

10 A suggestion

SUGGESTION FORM

1 Look at the pictures. Answer the questions.

Name: PeteY" Ives

1 What's happening in picture l?

Dept: MCI~II\.te~II\.ce

Date: ApY"~L:2.-,/- :2.0-

2 What's happening in picture 2?

Health & safety D Efficiency ~
Customer relations D
Sales

D

Title: Rt~L-<.C~~ wCl~t~~ t~VlA..e CIt tooL stoY"e
Situation: SOV\A..et~V\A..tS titteY"e ClY"e Lo~ qL-<.eL-<.es. CIt titte
tooL stoY"e. At otitteY" t~V\A..tS titte stoY"eVlA..ClII\. ~s II\.ot bL-<.Sl::j .
Suggested improvement: CittCl~e titte tooL Y"eqL-<.~s~t~oll\.
~II\.cLL-<.~e CI p~CR.- L-<.p t~VlA..e . It ~s oftell\.
poss~bLe to ord.eY" two OY" tittY"ee ittOL-<.Y"s ClitteCl~ . AsR.
woY"R.eY"s to LeClve titte~Y" foY"VlA..S ~ II\. CI spec~ClL bo)( CIt titte
stoY"e ~es.R. ClII\.~ Y"etL-<.Y"II\. to p ~CR. L-<.p titte~Y" oy"~u LCIter:

foY"VlA.. to

lVle stoY"eVlA..ClII\. CClII\. pY"I!pClY"e oY"~eY"s wittell\. itte ~s Less
bL-<.Sl::j . WoY"R.US CClII\. COV\A..e to titte ~esR. to coLLect
titteVlA.. . lVl~s w~LL Y"e~L-<.ce qL-<.eL-<.~~ t~VlA..e .
Signed: PeteY" Ives

Writing tips: a suggestion

• Explain the situation.
• Explain how to improve it.

2 Use the words to complete the description of the
pictures.
desk
store

form
long
queues
store man
time
tool

requisition
waiting

The storeman works at the _ ________ _ 1.
Each worker gives him a _ __ ____ _ __
_ __ _ _ .2. This is a piece of paper that says what
tools the worker needs. At 10.30, there are _ __ __
_ _ _ _ _ 3. The _ _ _ _______4 is
sometimes twenty minutes. At 11.30, the store is quiet
and the
5 is not busy.

3 Read the suggestion form. Choose the best words to
complete each sentence.
1 Peter Ives / The storeman made this suggestion.

2 He hopes that his suggestion will help workers
save time / be safer.
3 He suggests changing the tool requisition form /
store hours.
4 He thinks workers should drop off their forms /
tools then return later to collect their order.
S If the system is changed, the storeman will prepare
some / all of the tools ahead of time

4 Look at the situations. Write suggestions.
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Writing bank key
1 Notes

8 (Possible answers)
1 I'm having problems with my computer. It's making a
strange noise. Can you please send someone to check it?
2 There's a problem with my computer. The mouse button
isn't working properly. Can you please send someone to
check it?
3 I'm having trouble with my laptop computer. The screen is
going off and on. Can you please send someone to check it?
4 I'm having problems with my hand-held computer. It's
showing an error message. Can you please send someone
to check it?
S There's a problem with my printer. The red light is flashing.
Can you please send someone to check it?

1c 2a 3b
2 a2

b3

c1

3 (Possible answers)

1 These are the wrong nuts. We need 100 M10 BZP hex nuts,
not 100 M12 BZP hex nuts.
2 Please return 900 of these screws. We need 100, not 1000!
3 This wrench is broken. Please order a new one.

4

this morning
2 return

3 July
4 afternoon

5 a2 b3 c7 dS e4 f8
6 1
2
3
4

gl h6

We need a new drill asap.
I will rtn Fri 21 Aug.
PIs order 20 PD798 for next Tue.
Abdullah phoned at 3.00 p.m.
I'm in the workshop and will rtn at 10.00.

4 An email making an IT request
1 1b

IDo
2 Is

2 a2

3

3 Does

2 help
3 show

b4 c1 d3
S Reem
6 MsTanaka
7 MrPing
8 Alicia

4 1c 2a 3b

5 (Possible answers)
1 Ali,

Do you have Murat's telephone number?
Thanks!
2 MsOi,
Is the Kuala Lumpur office open on Monday?
Russell,
Do the supplies come every week?
4 Mr Carlson,
Is the new manager in the office today?

3 An email reporting an IT problem
Some of the keys on Lucy King's computer aren't working.
2 The e and the a keys aren't working.

3 I'm h~ving problgms with my comput~r k~ybo~rd. Som~ of the
k~ys ~r~n't working. C~n you pleas~ s~nd som~on~ to ch~ck it?
Th~nks ,

4 1c 2a 3b 4d Se
5

3 1 give

4 Are

Sami
2 Piet Donkerloot
3 Rudy
4 Arturo Sanchez

flashing
2 getting
3 working

6 Ie 2b

3a 4d

7 a4 b1 c6 dS

4 showing
making
Sc
e3 f2

3a 4d

2 maps
3 email system

2 An informal email asking for information
l

2c

2 1 email address

4 password
S documents
6 printer
4 put
S explain
6 change

4 (Possible answers)
1 Hector, I have a new GPS. Could you please help me connect
it to my laptop?
2 Hector, I have a new email address, but I don't have the
password. Could you please give me a password?
3 Hector, I want to connect my hand-held computer to the
wireless network. Could you please explain how to do it?
4 Hector, I need to print some documents, but I don't
understand the new printer. Could you please show me
how it works?
Hector, I have a new computer. I want to connect it to the
internet. Could you please help me?

5 Notes with warnings and instructions
1 1b

2
2
3

4
S
6

2d 3c 4a

Se

6f

Please send this letter to the Bahrain office.
Please don't use this computer.
Please take this key to the safety officer.
Please don't remove these draWings from the workshop.
Please make 10 copies of this letter.
Please don't destroy this drawing.

3 1 from
2 to
3 X

4 of
S X
6 to

4 (Possible answers)
1 Please destroy these documents.
2 Please don't remove this computer from the office.
3 Please don't use this printer.
4 Please take this instruction manual to the workshop.
S Please send this letter to the Jakarta office.
6 Please make ten copies of these documents.
7 Please don't destroy these drawings.
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8 Please don't copy these plans.
9 Please don't use these radios.
10 Please explain this note to me.

6 An email asking for leave
1 a2

2

bl c4 d5

e3

Veejay Singh
2 RudyBatao
3 Abdel Rahman

3 Id

4 6
5 Abu Rahman
6 Rudy Batao

2f 3a 4c 5e

6b

4 15 2A 3E 4E SA 65
5 (Possible answers)
1 I'm writing to request leave. I would like to be away from
8 to 15 May. I wish to return home for my sister's wedding.
Thank you for considering my request.
2 I'm writing to request sick leave. I've hurt my hand. The
doctor says I should have five days off work. Please allow
me sick leave 6 to 10 September. Thank you.
3 I'm writing to request emergency leave. My son is ill. I wish
to return home immediately. Please allow me emergency
leave from 10 to 16 December. Thank you.

4 1 The Construction Department reported damage to a cooling
unit in Warehouse 2 and asked me to inspect the damage.
The unit was delivered on 10 Aug and was accepted.
2 The cover is bent.
3 It was dropped from a fork-lift.
4 Repair. The Construction Department needs the cooling
unit on 20 Dec.

9 A shift handover log
1

2 1
2
3
4

2 IF
3

2
3
4
5

4

2a

have done
have collected
haven't
wasn't

2T 3T 4T 5T 6T 7F
leaky valve
bulk tankerloading area
damaged
valve
working

4 April
2 BR Tophill well head
3 Portable screw compressor had low pressure and was
making a lot of noise.
4 Service valve gasket damaged.
Replaced service valve gasket. Checked pressure and
added oil.
6 Working OK.
7 10.00 a.m.
8 12.30 p .rn.

no
2 They're damaged.
3 in Warehouse 4
4 inspect the cabinets
reported
2 inspect
3 delivered

3 Ib

5
6
7
8

E4096
100-hour maintenance on pump CC1467 Uetty).
E4095
Changing leads on welder's portable generator P1023A.
E4101
Installation of new emergency lighting in Warehouse 5.
Materials collected and checked. Installation ongoing.
7 E4098
8 Repair damaged electrical wiring in control room.
9 Bill is on leave. He'll return next Tuesday.

3c

8 An equipment damage report

2

have
have checked
is
started

3 work

3 1
2
3
4
5
6

7 A service report
Ib

shift
2 log

2a 3c

4 dented
5 scratched
6 stored

10 A suggestion
1

There are long queues at the tool store. The store man is
very busy.
2 There are no queues at the tool store. The store man isn't
busy.

2 1
2
3
4

store desk
tool requisition form
long queues
waiting time
store man

3

Peter Ives
save time
tool requisition form
forms
some

2
3
4
5

4 (possible answers)
1 Title: Reducing car park traffic
Situation: When the 8.00 shift starts, there are long queues
of cars waiting to get into the car park.
Suggested improvement: Change the shift start time. It
would be possible to have half of the employees start at 7.45
and half start at 8.00. This would reduce the traffic.
2 Title: Making warehouse door safe
Situation: People who are leaving the main warehouse are
sometimes knocked over by people entering.
Suggested improvement: Install a window in the warehouse
door. People using the door would be able to see each other.
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Kick off
1 Match sentences 1-5 with pictures a-e.
1 The Tupolev Tu-155 transport aircraft can be
powered by Liquefied Natural Gas.
2 Gas-fired power stations generate electricity.
3 Some cities fuel buses with natural gas because it
burns cleanly.
4 Homes all over the world use natural gas for
cooking and heating.
5 Natural gas is used to make ammonia for fertilizer.
Fertilizer is food for plants.

2 Answer the questions.
1 How is power generated in your country?
2 Do you use gas for cooking? How does the gas get
to your home?
3 Are there any gas-powered cars or buses in your
town or city?
4 What plants do farmers in your country grow?
5 Why is natural gas a good fuel for a plane?

3 Complete the sentences using the list.
NH)

CH 4

LNG

1 Natural gas is mostly
2

-methane.

stands for liquefied natural gas.

3 The chemical symbol for ammonia is

Vocabulary
Gas production and distribution
1 Complete the table.
verb
vaporize
liquefy
3

noun (process)
vaporization
Iiq uefaction
production

consume

4

5

storage

transport

6

7

pipe

2 i(,) Listen and check your answers.

noun (substance)
1

2

product

Natural gas 65

In this unit

•
•
•
•
•

gas production and distribution
talking about a bar chart
Past Simple be
the Sakhalin II project
describing equipme nt

3 Look at the picture. Use words from 1 to complete the sentences.

LNG tanker

LNG storage
tank

1 The gas field p,_ _ _ __ gas.
2 It comes out of the ground as a v_ _ _ __
.'-1_

4 The gas is now a 1

_ __

the gas.

. It goes into the tanks.

the gas.

5 The tanks s

To pipeline
system

Consuming region

Producing region

3 The liquefaction facility

Vaporizers

6 Tankers t
the liquid gas from the producing region to
the consuming region.
7 The gas goes from the tanker into tanks for s' _ _ _ __
8 The vaporizers v

the gas.

the gas to consumers.
9 The pipeline system p
10 Homes, businesses, power stations, and so on L.C_ _ _ _ _ the gas.

4 Look at the picture again. Complete the sentences using the words in
the list.

Number talk
Talking about a bar chart
1 Can you say these numbers aloud?
1
2
3
4

1970 (year)
2002 (year)
1.5 trillion m 3
2,000,000,000 m 3

2 CCi'J Listen and check your answers.

3 Look at the chart. Complete the
sentences with numbers.
"'

3

"E

2

.§: 2.5
~ 1.5
::>

consumption
liquefaction
production
transportation

pipes
product
vaporization

1

happens in the consuming region.

2

happens between the gas field and the storage tanks.

3 Fertilizer
4 In the tanker, the

uses natural gas.
is liquid.

~ 1
~ 0.5
:s 0

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

World natural gas consumption

1 2000 consumption was a little less
than _ _ trillion cubic metres.
2 Consumption in 1970 was _ _ m 3.

is the final step in the process.
5
6 In the picture, a tanker is used for gas _ _ _ __

3 1980 consumption was higher than
_ _ consumption.

7 The gas travels to consumers through _ _ _ __

4 Consumption in _ _ was

5 How many things can you name for each category?
1
2
3
4
5

Things that are stored in tanks
Things that are transported by ship
Things that travel through pipes
Things that are produced in one region and consumed in another
Things that are sometimes liquid and sometimes vapour

2,000,000,000,000 m 3•

4 Answer the questions.
1 About how much does consumption
increase in ten years?
2 Can you guess 2020 consumption?
3 Can you guess 1960 consumption?
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• Language spot
Past Simple be
We use the Past Simple like this:
Consumption was one trillion cubic metres in 1970.

arE

Am E

holiday

vacation

Listening
The past and the present

1 !C)) Listen. Choose the correct word to complete each
sentence.

They were in China last month.

Conversation 1

We weren't busy yesterday.

1 The meeting was yesterday / this morning.

I wasn't at work last week.
Were you busy last week?
Was the ship late?

» Go to Grammar reference p.122
1 Write sentences in the Past Simple.
The gas is stored in tanks.
2 Ahmed isn't late.
3 She's in Saudi Arabia.
4 Ian and Matt aren't in the office.
5 I'm in the workshop.
6 You aren't in Russia.
7 We aren't busy.
8 The gas isn't liquid.
9 Klaus is in Germany.

2 The new operations manager was / wasn 't at the
meeting.
3 The new operations manager is / was at the Ras
Tanura refinery.
Conversation 2
4 They are / were busy.
5 There is / was a big problem.
6 The level gauge was / wasn 'tfaulty.
Conversation 3
7 They are / were on their way to the warehouse.
8 The cable trays are / aren 't ready.
9 It was / wasn't on the materials report.

Z !C)) Listen again. Check your answers.

3 Number the sentences. 1 = now, 8 = the longest time ago.
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

There was a meeting yesterday.
He was at Ras Tanura from 2000 to 2008.
We're busy.
There was a big problem this morning.
The cable trays were ready last Friday.
I was in Dubai last month.
He was in Ecuador last year.
Consumption was one trillion m l in 1970.

4 Answer the questions.
10 She isn't from Qatar.

Z Make questions in the Past Simple.
1 you / a student / last year?

2 your friends / at your house / last week?
3 your teacher / at work / last Saturday?

USEFUL EXPRESSIONS

last Monday
last month
last week
this morning

in 2000
yesterday

1 When were you busy?

2
3
4
5

When was your last holiday?
When were you ten years old?
When were you at a restaurant?
When was your last exam?

5 Work in pairs. Talk about the past. Ask and answer the
4 you and your classmates / at the library / last night?

3 Now answer the questions in 2.

questions in 4.
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reserves (n) gas and oil in the ground

United Arab Emirates 3%
Qatar 15%

Reading
The Sakhalin II Project
1 Answer the questions.
1 Do you know about the Sakhalin II project?
2 Look at the pictures. What places and things
can you see?
3 What can you say or guess about the project?

2 Read the text. Answer the questions.
1
2
3
4
5
6

How many other LNG plants are in Russia?
How much gas comes from Sakhalin II?
Where is the liquefaction plant?
How much was in the first shipment to Japan?
What materials are in the two LNG tanks?
What environmental danger is mentioned?

3 Look at the map. Answer the questions.
1
2
3
4
5

Where are the producing regions?
Where is the shipping facility?
On the ship, what areas does the LNG go through?
Where is the LNG vaporized?
On the map, what is the name of the consuming region?

4 Guess the meaning of the words in bold. Use your
dictionary if necessary.
1 What is the capacity of each holding tank?
2 What is the lifespan of the project?
3 What is the quantity of reserves?

5 Answer the questions in 4.

6 Are there LNG facilities in your country? What are they?
Where are they?

The Sakhalin II Project
The Sakhalin II project takes gas and oil from the Piltun-Astokhoskoye
and Lunskoye fields. It's Russia's first liquefied natural gas plant
and one of the biggest oil and gas developments in the world.
Production is about 9.6 million tonnes of natural gas per year. The
two fields probably contain 500 billion m3 of natural gas reserves.

Piltun-Astokhskoye
(oil and gas field)
Onshore pipeline
(gas and oil)

SAKHALIN ISLAND

There are two 100,000 m 3 LNG tanks at Prigorodnoye . Each tank
has an inner tank and an outer tank . The inner tank is steel, and the
outer tank is concrete. The tanks' storage temperature is -165 °C.
The tanks should be safe even in a big earthquake.

Prigorodnoye
(LNG/oil shipping
facility)

Sakhalin II supplies about 8% of global LNG. Work will continue
there for 30-40 years.
Pipes carry the gas from the fields to the natural gas liquefaction
facilities in Prigorodnoye, Sakhalin. Tankers take the LNG from the
terminal at Prigorodnoye to Japan and other East Asian consumers.
Sakhalin's first gas shipment to Japan was in April, 2009. It was
145,000 m 3 The receiving terminal was in Sodegaura , near Tokyo .

Lunskoye
(gas field)

J A PA N

TOKYO

•f9

Sodegaura
(vaporization)
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rot (v) to decay, or make 5th decay,
naturally and gradually

Speaking

4 ((,) Listen and check your answers.

Describing equipment

5 Practise describing equipment. Student A. go to
p.109. Student B, go to p.m .

1 Match the shape with the name.
1 a cylinder

2 a sphere

3 a cube

2 ((,) Listen and check your answers.
3 Match each description with a picture.
1 It's above-ground. ----1-

6 It's on a truck. _ _

2 It's cuboid. _ _

7 It's spherical. _ _

3 It's cylindrical. _ _

8 It's underground. _ _

4 It's. horizontal. _ _

9 It's vertical. _ _

USEFUL LANGUAGE

Shape

Orientation

Location

cylindrical
spherical
cuboid

vertical
horizontal

on a tanker
on wheels
a bove-grou nd
underground

It's my job
1 What do you know about biogas?
2 Look at the picture of the biogas plant. Describe the
equipment.

5 It's at a 90 angle. _ _
0

Digester tAn,k _

-u""1

Partition wall
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (.I) the
statements which are true.
I can talk about gas production and
distribution
I can talk about a bar chart
I can use Past Simple be

J Read. Write T (true) or F (false).
1
2
3
4
5

Biogas comes from underground reserves.
Biogas is mostly methane.
Electricity and gas are easy to get in Rwanda.
A lot of Rwandans are farmers .
Rwanda is planning 300 biogas plants.

I can understand the difference between
past and present
I can describe equipment

Keywords
Jean-Claude
Hakizimana

Adjectives
above-ground
cuboid
cylindrical
horizontal
liquid
spherical
underground
vertical
Nouns
ammonia
liquefied natural gas (LNG)
methane
vapour

Biogas can come from organic matter, for example rotting
plants and animal waste. When these things rot and there is no
oxygen, they make methane.
I live in Rwanda, near the centre of Africa. We're a very poor

country. Most people here have no electricity and no gas. But we
are improving our country. Most people here live by farming.
Most people in the countryside have cows, so in fact, we have
plenty of animal waste.
We are making small biogas plants. They can make gas from
animal waste. The dung from two or three cows is enough to
make gas for cooking and lighting for one house. We now have
more than 300 biogas plants around the country, and we're
building more.
I am happy making life better here. And we are doing this with

waste. Amazing.

4 Can biogas work easily in your country? Why / why not?

Project
Biogas is a source of energy that doesn't come from petroleum.
Find out about others.

Verbs
consume
liquefy
vaporize
Look back through this unit. Find five more
word s or expressio ns that you think are useful.
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10 Oil and the environment
Kick oft
1 Look at these pictures. Which shows
1 an oil spill?

2 noisy equipment?

3 broken equipment?

4 a gas flare?

II

enclosure

II

2 Which of the above can lead to
1 noise pollution? a, c, d

2 water pollution?

3 soil pollution?

4 air pollution?

3 Match each solution below with a picture in 1.
1 Reduce the noise.

2 Make it safe. Clean it up.

3 Repair it.

4 Limit or stop it.
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In this unit
• talking about environmental impact
• Past Simple
• talking about eco-hazards
• reporting an incident
• completing an environmental incident report

• Language spot

3 Make questions. Use the Past Simple.

Past Simple

1 you / about / Did / the / learn / oil/at / industry /

school/ ?

We use the Past Simple to talk about the past.

2 industry / Why / you / did / choose / oil / the / ?

Positive: We started cleaning up last night.

3 tools / school/Did / use / you / power / at / ?
4 you / How / learn / did / oil/about / jobs / ?
5 did / lessons / When / you / English / begin / ?

Negative: We didn 't start cleaning up last night.
Question: Did you start cleaning up last night?

»

4 Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions.

Go to Grammar reference p.l22

1 Complete each sentence with a word from the list.
Use the Past Simple.
arrive
burn
go

s-ta·rt

have

EXAMPLE

We started cleaning up last night.
1 The crew

at 6.30.

2 The refinery fire

for three days.

It's my job
1 Match the definitions with the words.
1 companies that do jobs for other companies
2 in a way that isn't dangerous
3 report about possible dangers
4 places where buildings, wells, refineries, etc. are built

to college in Abu Dhabi.

3 I

a
b
c
d

4 When we opened the flow, we _____ a lot of

problems with the new pipeline.
do

make

see

stop

EXAMPLE

Did you start cleaning up last night?

5 Did we
morning?

a phone call to head office this

risk assessment
safely
construction sites
contractors

2 Can you explain what a safety and environment
officer does?
3

<0> Listen. Number the words a-d
in 1 in the order you hear them.

6 Did they
work at three o'clock
yesterday because of the bad weather?
7 Did you
a training course in the UAE
last summer?
8 Did he _____ Khaled and Sami yesterday?
2 Make sentences 1-4 in 1 negative.
EXAMPLE

We started cleaning up last night. -->
We didn't start cleaning up last night.
1

2
3

4

4 <0> Listen again. Answer the questions.
1 What company does Ahmed work for?
2 What does he help contractors do?
3 What did he work on last week?
4 What did he visit?
5 Who did he talk to?
6 What did he explain?

5 Would you like Ahmed's job? Why / why not?
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prevent (v) to stop sb from doing 5th; to stop 5th from happening
procedure (n) a way of doing 5th, especially the usual or correct

way
protection programme (n) a plan to work in a way that keeps
animals and the environment safe
technique (n) a particular way of doing 5th, especially one in which
you have to learn special skills

Vocabulary
Preventing and dealing with eco-hazards and incidents
• An eco-hazard is something that can harm the environment: people, plants, animals, water, earth, air.
• An incident is something that happens, an event: a fire, a gas leak, an oil spill, a collision, an accident.

1 Match sentences 1-6 with pictures a-f.
1 The fire started early this morning.

2 After the rig explosion, we improved our

equipment and safety procedures.
3 We followed the usual procedure. We reported the
spill immediately.
4 There was a gas leak. We wore hazmat suits when
we checked the damage.
S The field is under a beautiful beach, so we used
special drilling techniques.
6 Our company has a wildlife protection programme.
We studied the grey whales before we started
drilling.

2 Complete the sentences with words from 1.
Incidents
1 There was a f _____ . We put it out quickly.
2 There was an e_____ . It destroyed the rig.

3 There was an o_____ s_____ . We lost
10,000 litres.
. We closed
4 There was a g
the main valve and made the area safe.
Preventing incidents
S There are whales in the area, so we have a
w
p
p _ _ _ __
6 We follow s
p
way to prevent accidents.
7 We use s
d
We can get oil and protect nature.

3 Check your answers with a partner.

. It's the best
tL.._ _ _ __
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challenge (n) a new or difficult task
that tests sb's ability and skill
nature reserve (n) an area where
plants and anima ls are protected

On 20 April 2010, the drill ing rig Deepwater Horizon exploded
in the Gulf of Mexico. This caused an oil leak and a huge
environmental disaster. The accident could have been prevented.

Reading
Preventing environmental damage
1 What environmental problems can oil drilling cause?

4 Find twelve Past Simple verbs in the text. Circle
them.
Note: the Past Simple of can't see is cou ldn 't see.

2 Look at the picture. What do you think it shows?
J Read the text. Answer the questions.
1 What can you see in the area around Wytch Farm?
2 How many years passed between discovery and drilling?
3 What special drilling technique did British Gas use?
4 How far did some of the drilling go?

Wytch Farm
In 1973, the British Gas Corporation discovered a
large oilfield in the south of England. There were
65 million tonnes of crude oil in the ground. And
on the ground? A nature reserve including forests,
trees, animals, birds, and a perfect beach and
seaside - and a village. The engineers faced many
challenges:
• noise from construction and drilling
• noise from trucks going to and from the site
• bad smells from the site
• possible oil spills, fires, and explosions
• possible damage to the plants and animals in
the area .
British Gas planned the work very carefully. They
studied the plants and animals in the area and
developed a wildlife protection programme. In
1979, they began drilling. They put the drilling
rig in a wood. It was behind the trees so people
couldn't see it easily. And they used a special
drilling technique: horizontal drilling.
The easiest way to drill oil is straight down
vertically into the oil. Horizontal drilling
(sometimes called extended reach drilling) starts
straight down, but then it turns. The drill goes into
the oil from the side. Oil companies sometimes
drill this way to help the oil flow into the well more

BrE

Am E

wood

forest

easily. But at Wytch Hill, it was a way to protect
the environment. When you use horizontal drilling,
the oil can be under a beautiful forest, a village, or
even the sea, but the drilling rig and the gathering
station can be far away. At Wytch Farm, some of
the drill ing started more than ten kilometres away
from the oil.
Wytch Farm is the largest onshore oilfield in
Western Europe. But environmental damage at the
site is very small.
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injury (n) harm done to a person's or animal's body

Contained

Uncontained

bund (Sr E) = berm (Am E)

Listening

Pronunciation

Problems and solutions

1 (Jl Listen. Tick (.I') the sound of the -ed ending.

1 What can you see in the picture?
1 happened
2 closed
3 finished
4 worked
5 started
6 waited

verb+id

verb+t

verb+d

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

2 (Jl Listen again. Check your answers.

3 Work in pairs. Read aloud the three conversations for
Listening on p.129.

Speaking
Reporting an incident
1 (Jl Listen. Write T (true) or F (false).
1
2
3
4
5

There's an oil spill.
It's between tanks 10 and 12. _ _
There are no injuries.
About 200 litres of oil spilled. _ _
The spill is not contained.

2 Work in pairs. Role-play reporting an incident. Student
A, go to p.109. Student B, go to p.1l4.

2 (Jl Listen to the conversations. Match each
conversation with a problem.
Conversation

Problem

1

a a leak

2

b an oil spill

3

c a noisy compressor

3 Choose the correct word in each sent ence.
1 a It's happen / It happened last night.
b We closed / close the main valve.
2 a Did it work / worked?
b It work / worked very well.
3 a It's sta rted / It started two days ago.
b I wait / waited all day yesterday.

4 (Jl Listen and check your answers.
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (.f) the
statements which a re true .
I can talk about en vi ro nm e ntal im pact
I can use the Past Simp le
I can name some eco-hazards
I can report an incident

Writing
An environmental incident report

I can complete an environme nta l 'ncide
report

Complete the report form. Use the words in the list.
20,000 litres
no immediate risk
27 March
Fazwan Area, Pipeline 32, Station 6
16.30
no damage after clean up
sand
pipeline leak

Environmentallneident Report
Date of incident: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Timereported: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
location: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type of incident: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
Volume of oil: ____________ __ _ __
Damage to: plants / w ild life / water / soi l /

Keywords
Adjectives
dangerous
environmental
noisy
Adverbs
carefully
safely
Nouns
contract or
danger
eco-hazard
enclosure
explosion
incident
noise
risk assessment

Risk assessment: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Possible environmental damage:

Verbs
clea n up
repair
Look back through this unit . Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.

Project
Horizontal drilling protects the environment. Learn about other
ways the oil industry protects the environment.
• double-hulled tankers
• re-planting after drilling
• safe disposal of drilling mud
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11 Workshop operations
Kick off

Listening

1 Look at these two w orkshops. Which one is
1 neat and tidy ?

2 messy?

3 safer?

Workshop responsibilities
1 Match each workshop responsibility with an
explanation.

II replacing broken
eqUipmelOt~
' e '/ _

~: -

.;
.®
/

.

•

.

0

-

/

I

2 In which workshop is it
easy t o lose tools?
2 easy to find tools?
3 easy to work?

3 Read the workshop rules. For each rule, find an
example in picture a where the rule has been broken.

Workshop Rules
• Keep the floors tidy and dry.
• Keep the workbenches clean .
• Put tools away when you've finished a job.
• Don 't block the exit.
• When you leave, turn off the lights and all of your equipment.

1
2
3
4
5
6

dealing with money
organizing times and dates
making broken things work
taking care of machines, for example oiling them
organizing people, equipment, and jobs
taking out damaged parts and putting in new parts

2 ((,) Listen. Which responsibility (a-f above) are they
talking about in each conversation?
1
2 __

3
4

5
6 __

3 ((,) Listen again. Check your answers .
4 Work in pairs.
1 Name something that you have repaired.

4 Is your room at home tidy or messy?

2 Name something that you have replaced.
3 Name something that you maintain.
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In this unit
• workshop rules an d respons ibilities
• managing the workshop
• power t oo ls and t he ir funct ions
• saying what's been done
• precis ion meas ure ments
• writi ng a job ca rd

Reading
Managing the workshop
1 What are sm art ways to manage a workshop?
2 Read the text and see if your ideas were mentioned.
3 Find words in the text that mean
1 able to do a lot of w ork

2 an area where only one person may work
3 part of a tool that protects workers' fingers , hands,
eyes, etc.
4 a danger or risk.

4 Match the opposit es.
1 organized

2
3
4
5

clean
clear (instructions)
clear (workbench)
safe

a
b
c
d
e

dirty
disorganized
cluttered
unsafe
unclear

5 Choose three words from 4. Write one example sentence
for each word. Talk about something you know.
EXAMPLE

My desk at home is very cluttered.

6 Tell a partner.

smart workshopmanagement
A workshop manager's day is filled with problems:
broken equipment in difficult locations; expensive
repairs on small budgets; people working closely
together using powerful tools and equipment.
There will always be problems, but smart workshop
management can make work easier, quicke r, and safer.

Ten top tips
• Keep the workbenches clean and clear. A
clean workshop is safer. It makes workers more
productive.
• Keep the floors clean and dry.
• Create safety zones around large tools. The
person who is using the tool can be inside the
line. Others must stay outside the line.
• Use good lighting over work areas.
• Always put tools away after using them.
• Use guards on tools. Be sure that workers have
and use personal protection equipment (PPE).
• Give clear work instructions for working sa fely.
Tell workers what to do and how to do it.
• Take care of your workers. Maintain all
machinery and tools. Stop using unsafe
machines or tools.
• Spend time with your workers. Learn how they
work. Every.one works differently. Yo u may get
some good Ideas by watch ing .
• Watc~ for possible hazards. Use equ ipment and
materrals that can keep your workers safe.
A clean, organized workshop prevents problems.
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Vocabulary
Power tools and their functions
1 Match each function with a picture.
1 grinding

2 cutting
3 welding

4 designing
5 turning and shaping
6 drilling

2 Work in pairs. Can you match each function above with a power tool or tools in the workshop picture below?
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Measure twice, cut once.
Old saying

• Language spot

3 Complete the table.
~

Tool
oxyacetylene equipment
1 saw
t
lathe
storage rack
bench g
drill press
CNC bench

4

cutting and welding
7
b
MIG equipment

Function
welding and cutting metal
cutting wood and metal
2and
t
shaping metal
3 pieces of
s
metal
grinding
5
d
6and
d
ma king metal parts
working on cutting and
weld ing jobs
8
w

4 Check your answers with a partner.
S Unscramble the names of
the portable power tools .
1 redgirn

2 lilrd

Present Perfect
We use the Present Perfect
• to talk about recent actions .
A Have youjinished the work on the compressor?
B We've rep/aced the ga skets, but we haven't put the

new bearings in.
A Has Ahmed phoned?

B No, he hasn't.

t o talk about our lives.
A Have you ever used a drill press?
B No, I've never used a drill press. Have you?
A Yes, I have.

» Go to Grammar reference p.122
1 Use the cues. Make Present Perfect sentences.
1 you finish welding?

2 we do the grinding
3 you and Ahmed paint it?

3 was
4 we not paint it
5 they build the base?
6 they not finish base

7 they check the inside?

8 Simon check inside
9 they not repair the valve

2 Tell a partner. Do you have any experience with the
tools in Vocabulary? Which tools have you used?

6 Work in pairs. Take turns asking and answering
questions.
EXAMPLE

A What do you do with oxyacetylene equipment?

B We weld and cut metal.

EXAMPLE

A Have you ever used a drill press?
B No, I've never used a drill press. Have you?
A Yes, I have.
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tolerance (n) the amount by which the meas urement of a value

ca n vary without causing problems

Speaking

Number talk

Saying what's been done

Precision measurements

Work in pairs. Student A, go to p.no. Student B, read
the information below.

1 You are responsible for building an oil tank
containment. You will build it in the workshop area
then deliver it by truck to the site. Your manager
telephones and asks you some questions. Look at the
pictures. Answer the questions in full sentences. Use
the Present Perfect. It is Tuesday.

II build base .I

1 How do you say it? Read the words aloud.
Imm

one millimetre

2mm

two millimetres

l!Jm

one micron
two microns

2!Jm
O.OOlmm point oh oh one millimetres
0.025mm point oh two five millimetres
plus or minus

±

2 C(;) Listen and check your answers.

3 Read the information. Answer the questions.
•
•
•
•
•
•

II assemble containment .I
1
2
3
4
5
6

1 mm = 1,000 !Jm
l!Jm = 0.001 mm
A CNC milling machine has a tolerance of ± 25 !Jm.
The width of a human hair is 100 !Jm.
The diameter of a pinhead is 1 mm.
The length of a normal mosquito is 10 mm.
What is one hundred microns?
What is plus or minus twenty-five microns?
What is one millimetre?
What is about one centimetre?
How much is one micron in millimetres?
How much is one millimetre in microns?

4 Match the pictures with the measurements.
3-8 !Jm

II put tank in containment X
II weld containment X
2 Now it is Wednesday. You have left another worker
(Student A) in charge ofthe containment project. Call
them. Ask questions using the Present Perfect.
1
2
3
4

do grinding?
checked inside the tank?
attached the cover?
put the tank on the truck?

3 Now tell Student A three things you have done today
and three things you haven't done today.

5 mm

100 !Jm

10 mm
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this un it. Tick (./) t he
statements which are true.
I can t a lk about workshop rules and
responsibilit ies
I can talk about workshop management
I can understand tools and their functions

Writing

I can say what's been done

Ajob card

I can talk about precision measurements
I can write a job card

1 Read the note. Answer the questions.
1 What's the problem?
2 What has Roger asked Simon to do?
3 How long will the job probably take?

Keywords

SLmon,
The cU,scl1oxge hose in tI1e bv.Lk to.nker
Loo...cUng oxw-, b~ 3, ~s Lw..ky. Cov.Lcl
yov. cl1ed: tt, pLw..se? TCAke 0... spoxe
volve. wlth YOlA. Go over tI1ere.
oj;. S.oo tomorrow (We<ine.scW.y
12. ApriL) morning. Yov. ShOlALcl
fi,n~sh by 11.00. I've. olr~
Mne. tI1e po...perwork (r~sk
o...ssessme.nc, permtt to work).
Tho...nks,
Roger

Adjectives
broken
cluttered
messy
precision
tidy
Nouns
budget
containment
micron
responsibility
schedule
workbench

2 Use the information from the note. Complete the job card.

JOB CARD
Job card number: .27.2750sg
Area location: "B.IA..LR tCl II\,Rey _______ ', bCl tJ

3

vClLve Oil\, ~~scItlClyge Itlose
Materials required: S-PClye _______

Tasks: cltlecR

2

Scheduled start (date, time): _ _ _ _ _ __
Scheduled finish (date, t ime): _ _ _ _ _ _ _5
Risk assessment:
Permit to work required:

Dyes
Dyes

D n0 6
D n0 7

Approval

Signature:

R.oJe-Y BriJ3r

Date: 1..1.. A-py~L .20Assigned to: s~moll\, MeeRs

3 Now it's 8.10 on Wednesday. Answer the questions.
1 Has Roger done the risk assessment?
2 Has Simon started the job?
3 Has Simon finished the job?

Ve rbs
maintain
manage
organize
replace
Look back through this unit. Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.
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12 Repairs and maintenance
Kickoff
Work in pairs. Match the sentences with the pictures.
a We repaired the hose.
b The pump stopped working.

c We installed the pump.
d We reinstalled the pump.

e We replaced the bearing.
f We removed the pump.

Motor
Head
Discharge

-Column pipe
Bearing---Kll
Line shaft - --,{i5

Impeller-----:l~

-Bell inlet

Vocabulary
Problems and solutions

1 <CJl Listen to the conversation. Choose the correct word.
1 The bearing was frozen / broken .

3 The hose was / wasn't replaced.

2 The bearing wa s / wasn't replaced.

4 The hose was split / bent.

frozen (can 't move)

:z

broken

split

<CJl Listen again and check your answers.

3 Look at the pictures in Kick off. The conversation happens after which picture?

bent
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In this unit

•
•
•
•
•

4 Look at the pictures. Find the things.
1 a belt
2 a bolt
3 a computer

4 a copier
5 a gear

describing problems and solutions
using will future
routine maintenance
planning the day's work
recording repairs

• Language spot

7 a tank
8 a wire

will
We use will when we decide what to do.

6 acap

A It's leaking.

B I'll check it.

• We use will when we talk about the future.
A When willyoufinish?

B We won'tfinish before midnight.

»

Go to Grammar reference p.123

1 Complete the short conversations. Use the
words in the list in each conversation.
will
'11
won't
A The belt is broken.
B I
1 replace it.
A
1 you finish the job today?
B No,I _ _ _ __
A _ _ _ _ _ 4 Khalid be here tomorrow?

B No, he _____ '. He _____6 be

here on Tuesday.
A The gasket's damaged.
B We
7 replace it.
A _ _ _ _ _8 we have time tomorrow?
B No, we _ _ _ __

5 Match the sentence halves to describe the pictures.
1 The wires
2 The tank
3 The computer
4 The copier
5 The bolt
6 The gear
7 The belt
8 The cap

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

is worn.
are corroded.
is jammed.
is leaking.
is loose. So it's noisy.
is rusted.
is frozen. The system is down.
is damaged. There's a big dent in it.

6 ((,) Listen and check your answers.
7 ((,) Listen again. Which problem does each solution match?

:2 Say what you will do in each situation. Use will.
EXAMPLE

'The belt's worn out.'

I'll replace it.

1 'I need the angle grinder:
2 'I can't lift this box:
3 'I can't find my goggles:
4 'I don't have time to write the repair report:
5 'The batteries need to be replaced:

3 Work in pairs. Talk about your things that need
repair and maintenance.
EXAMPLES

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

I'll check it.
I'll clean them.
I'll get the angle grinder.
I'll get the manual.
I'll re-start the system.
I'll tighten it.
I'll write a report.
I'll replace it.

Tomorrow, I'll change the oil in my car.
Next year, I'll paint my bedroom.
USEFUL LANGUAGE

Tomorrow .. . Next week .. . Next month ...
Next year . . . In two years .. .
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portable electric generator (n) a petrolpowered machine that makes electricity, used
to power lights and tools on sites with no
other electrical supply

Pronunciation

Reading

1 !Cil Listen. Which sentence do you hear?
1 a Turn the cab.

b Turn the cap.

2 a Repair the RIB.

b Repair the rip.

3 a Pull the tab.

b Pull the tap.

Routine maintenance

1 Do you own a machine that needs routine
maintenance? What is the machine? What
maintenance does it need? Tell a partner.

Portable Electric Generator
Routine maintenance is important for the generator's safe
operation and long life. Routine maintenance is especially
im portant in hot and dusty environments. The schedule at
the right shows the procedures and frequency for basic
maintenance. The generator's hour meter shows the number
of hours that the generator has run .

2 Read the paragraph above. For each word or phrase
2

!Cil

Compare answers with a partner. Then listen
again and check your answers.

J Complete these words from Vocabulary. Write p or b.
1 _ _elt
5 c~
2 _ _olt
6 -Token
7 re _ _air
3 COID--uter
8 -Toblem
4 co~er

4

!Cil

Listen and repeat. Check your answers.

5 Work in pairs. Practise saying the sentences in 1.
Can your partner tell which sentence you're saying?

below, write T (time) or A (action).
1 routine maintenance _ _
2 long life
3 procedure
4 number of hours

J Tick (.I) the ideas that the text mentions about
maintenance.
1
2
3
4

It can reduce accidents and injuries.
It can save time and money.
It can help a machine work well for many years.

Heat and dust can damage a machine.

D
D
D
D
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4 Look at the maintenance schedule below. Which statement isn't correct?
1 A month has passed. The hour meter says 15 hours have passed. I'll clean
and check the battery.
2 Six months have passed. The hour meter says that 200 hours have passed.
I'll replace the air filter.
3 Eleven months have passed. The hour meter says 250 hours have passed.
I'll wait one more month and then change the spark plug.

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE MAINTENANCE FREOUENCY
Every day 1 month or 9 months or 12 months or
or 8 hours 20 hours
200 hours
300 hours
General inspection

X

Check engine oil level

X

Clean and check battery

X

Change engine oil

X

Replace air filter

X

Replace spark plug

X

Replace fuel filter

X

5 Look at the maintenance record below. Answer the questions.
1 Has this generator been well maintained?
2 Say what they haven't done.
EXAMPLE

They haven't inspected the generator every day.
DATE

HOUR METER
READING

MAINTENANCE OR SERVICE PERFORMED

2..0/1/2..0-

2..0

genuo..L mspedi.on, c.I1ed:ed.. engme oiL leveL - Ok

2..5/3/2..0-

85

15/5/2..0-

89

9enuo..L ms pedwn, c.tea..ned.. o..nd. c.I1 ed: ed.. bQ../;l;er!:j
c.I1o..nged.. IA.i.r fi.Lter

19/7/2..0-

2..b5

genuo..L mspedwn, c.I1o..nged.. engme oiL , c.tea..ned.. o..nd.
c.I1 ed: ed.. bQ../;l;er!:j

2..0/7/2.0-

1

2

2..1/7/2..0-

2..81

3

2..2../7/2..0-

2..85

2..3/7/2..0-

2..89

4
5

6 Now look at the maintenance schedule. Fill in the gaps showing correct
routine maintenance.
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Listening
Planning the day's work
1 Which job would a mechanic probably do? Write M.
Which job would an electrician probably do? Write E.

It's my job
1 Work in pairs. Say the names of electrical things that
you use every day.
2 Read the text. Which topics does Carlos talk about?

1 check a photocopier

1 His education and training

2 check the petrol engine of a portable generator

2 His duties and responsibilities
3 The dangers of his work
4 The equipment he uses for troubleshooting
5 Safety on the job

2 ~ Listen to Frank planning the day's work with his
team. Write the jobs.

NM'le.

Jobs

Frm
Workshop
mo..nCA9et"

morning

£ri.c

morning

~ftemoon

Offi.ce
mo..nCA9et"

Carl
£Ledric.W.rl

~ftemoon

morning
~ftemoon

Btu

morning

Mecl1 o..ni.c
~ftemoon

J

~

Listen again. Answer the questions.

1 How did the front office report their problem to

Eric?
2 Carl may ask for help with the photocopier. Who

will he ask?
3 Who has a problem with the generator?
4 When did Bill finish the repairs on the pump?
5 When did the new lights for the loading area
arrive?

4

~

Listen again and check your answers to 2 and J.

I'm an electrician. I work on anything and everything
electrical in the oil industry. I help to install, maintain,
and repair electrical wiring, fixtures, and control
equipment. This includes troubleshooting when
things go wrong. A lot of my work is out doors. I work
in all kinds of weather. Sometimes I work in very
high places. During any working week, I use all of my
personal protective equipment (PPE): hard hat, safety
glasses with side shields, safety shoes, safety gloves,
hearing protection, fire retardant clothing, safety
harness, and breathing apparatus. I also use a special
insulating rubber matting. I can stand or sit on it
when I work. It reduces the risk of shock.
Electricity creates two main hazards. The first is
electrocution. If electricity enters your body, it can
burn you badly or kill you. The other hazard is sparks.
Sparks are generally hazardous, but especially in the
oil and gas industry. If there is a spark in an area with
flammable gas, of course there can be an explOSion.
I work very carefully and check everything. Is the
electricity switched off? Am I using the right PPE? And
other electricians check my work too. We look out for
each other.

J Would you like to do Carlos's job? Why / why not?
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (1') the
statements which are true.
I can talk about problems and solutions
I can use will to talk about the future
I can understand routine maintenance
I can plan a day's work

Writing

I can record repairs

Recording repairs
1 Read the repair record. Put the notes in the correct place.

Keywords

Checked belt tension
Checked oil level
Compressor making strange noise
Tightened belt
Loose belt

REPAIR RECORD

Nouns
belt
bolt
gear
maintenance
t rou bleshoot ing

Date: 9 ApriL 2.0-

Item to repair: Porto..bLe. cUr compressor
Problem:

Verbs
install
reinstall
remove

Troubleshooting notes

Cause:

4

Repair:

Z Look at the pictures. Complete the repair record.

1
2
3
4
5

REPAIR RECORD

Look back through this unit . Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.

won't start
engine oil
spark plug
dirty
clean

Date: 9 ApriL 2.0-

Item to repair: Porto..bLe. ge.nercUor
Problem:
Troubleshooting notes

Cause:
Repair:
3 Compare answers with a partner.

Adjectives
bent
corroded
damaged
frozen
jammed
rusted
split
worn

4
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~~a The refinery
~..'
~~.:--

Kick off
1 Match the petroleum product with a picture.
asphalt / bitumen

liquid petroleum gas

petrol/gasoline

2 Can you name other ways each product is used?

diesel / petrodiesel

fuel oil

3 The crude oil _____ in these tanks until it is
refined. Some of them are 80 metres high. There are

3 Answer the questions.
2
3
4
5

kerosene / jet fuel

over 200 steps to the top.

Which product is the heaviest?
Which is the lightest?
Which is a solid?
Which ones are liquids?
Which burns as a gas?

4 This is the main refinery. This is where the oil
_ _ ___ in the distillation towers.
5 These pipes take the products out of the refinery.
Some of the pipes _ ____ kerosene to the
airport.

Listening

6 The refinery uses river water for cooling the

A refinery tour

machinery. The used water

1 CO> Listen to the presentation about Oakton refinery.
Match each description (1-9) with a place (a-i) in the
picture on p.89.

here, to the

salt marsh. It is often cleaner when it is returned
than it was when it was taken from the river.
7 The refinery _____ to the main road here. All

2 CO> Listen again. Check your answers.

of the workers come and go this way. Some of our

3 Complete the sentences. Use the words in the list.

products leave this way in tankers.

is connected
bring
is returned
is stored

is hidden
manage

This is the jetty. Tankers

is refined
take
travels
crude oil to

the refinery. They unload the crude oil here.
2 The crude oil

along these pipes into

the tanks at the tank farm.

8 The admin block is where the offices are. The
people who work here _____ the people and
all of the machinery at the refinery.
9 Oakton is the neighbouring village. The refinery
_ _ ___ from the village by trees.
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In this unit
• listening to a refinery tour
• using the Passive
• explaining a process
• talking about temperature
• reading about fractional distillation

4 ~ Listen again and check your answers.

5 Answer the questions.
1 Where is the crude oil stored?
2 Where is the crude oil refined?
3 Where is water returned to the river?
4 Where are products taken out of the refinery?

1 Choose the correct word.
1 The trees hide / are hidden the refinery.

2 The refinery is managed / manages fro m the
admin block.
3 Some products leave / are left the refinery in
tankers.
4 Kerosene is taken / takes to the airport by a

• Language spot
The Passive
We use Passive verbs to explain actions or processes.
The crude oil is refined in the refinery.
• Sometimes you can choose to use the Active or the
Passive.
The pipes take the oil from the ships. (Active)
The oil is taken from the ships by the pipes. (Passive)

» Go to Grammar reference p.123

pipeline.
S The crude oil is refined / refines in t he dist illation

towers .
6 Tankers unload / are unloaded their oil at the jetty.
7 The crude oil stores / is stored in the tanks.

8 The distillation towers are distilled / distil the

crude oil.

2 Tick (v") the sentences in 1 that are passive.
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earth (v) (Br E) connect an electrical device with the ground.
Am E = ground
transport emergency card (n) a card with information about

what a lorry driver should do in case of an emergency. It also
includes information about the product that is carried.

3 Match the actions with the pictures.
a
b
c
d

Check the transport emergency card.
Connect the pipes.
Drain the hoses.
Load the tanker.

e
f
g
h

Earth the tanker.
Switch off the master switch.
Drive the tanker into the loading area.
Drive the tanker out of the loading area.

4 Complete the sentences. Explain how a bulk tanker is
loaded safely. Use the Passive.
1 First, the tanker _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2 Thenthetanker _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3 Next, the

4 After that, the
5 Then
6 Next,

7 After that,

8 Finally,

Speaking
Explaining a process
Work in pairs. Take turns describing a process. Student
A, go to p. 110. Student B, go to p. 114.
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monitor (v) to watch and check sth over a period of time in order
to see how it develops, so that you can make any necessary
changes
production (n) amount of a product that is made, for example
14.5 million litres of petrol per day
troubleshoot (v) find and correct problems in a mechanical,

electrical, or electronic system

It's my job

Number talk

1 Can you guess what a process technician does?

Temperature

1 monitors the refinery equipment

1 Match the numbers with the words.
1 -40°C
20°C
3 45°C
4 37°C
5 100°C

a
b
c
d
e

2 organizes the schedule of crude oil delivery

minus forty degrees Celsius
thirty-seven degrees Celsius
zero degrees Celsius
one hundred degrees Celsius
forty-five degrees Celsius

3 deals with environmental complaints
4 takes care of troubleshooting and repairs
5 tests the refinery's products

D
D
D
D
D

2 Read and check your answers.

2 COl Listen and check your answers.
3 Complete the sentences with the temperatures in 1.

3 Answer the questions.
2
3
4
5

How many people work at Suparman's refinery?
What two reasons does he give for shutting down?
What maintenance job does he mention?
How much time do they take to plan a shut down?
What two refinery products does he mention?

Suparman
Perkasa

1 _ _ °C is an average summer temperature in
Saudi Arabia.
2 Ice melts at _ _ 0c.
3 Water boils at _ _ 0c.
4 Normal body temperature is _ _ 0c.
5 _ _ °C is a cold winter day in Alaska.

4 Take the temperature quiz. Complete the sentences
with the numbers in the list.
-42

200

250

400

600

1 In a refinery, crude oil is heated to about

_____ 0c.

2 Asphalt usually boils at more than _____ 0c.
3 The boiling point of LP gas is usually about

_____ 0c.

4 Petrol often boils at

0c.

5 The boiling point of kerosene is usually about

_____ 0c.

05l S OOl v

lv- E OOV l

009 I

I work at an oil refinery in Sumatra,
Indonesia. It's a big refinery. There
are more than 300 tanks and nearly
1,000 workers. My team takes care of
all of the refinery equipment. When
the refinery is running normally, we monitor all of
the equipment. This means we check and maintain
everything. When there is a problem, we troubleshoot
it. That means trying to understand what's wrong.
Then we try to repair it. We work closely with the
maintenance team. Sometimes, we need to shut down
part of the refinery for a big repair job and for some
maintenance jobs, for example furnace cleaning.
Shutting down means safely stopping some of the
machines. But you can't just switch it off! We usually
schedule a maintenance shut down a year in advance.
We work closely with an experienced, speCialist
contractor. Another important job is checking the
products that are made in the refinery. This means we
test the petrol, the kerosene, and so on to make sure
it is good. My team also writes in the production log.
The production log is the information about how much
crude oil we have processed and how much of each
product we have made.
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World's top three refineries in production
Name of refinery

Location

Litres per day

Paraguana Refining Complex

Venezuela

149.5 million

SK Energy Uisan Refinery

South Korea

133.5 million

Yeosu Refinery

South Korea

111.3 million

BrE

AmE

lorry

truck

Reading
Fractional distillation
1 Can you explain how an oil refinery works?
Z Read the text. Use the words in bold to label the picture (1-5).

How a refinery works
4 _ _ __
less than 40 °C

Petrol

Kerosene

Petrodiesel

Fuel oil

2 _ _ __

5 _ _ __

Temperatures vary for d ifferent refining processes, crude oils,
and end products.

An oil refinery turns crude oil into
petroleum gas, petrol/gasoline,
kerosene, diesel oil, fuel oil, asphalt
/ bitumen , and many other products.
Here's how it works. First, the crude oil
is pumped into the furnace , where it is
bo iled. Next, the boiling oil enters the
bottom of the distillation tower. Boiling
separates the crude oil into fractions.
Fraction means part. The fractions of crude
oil are products with different boiling
points: petroleum gas, petrol, and so
on. The lightest product, petroleum gas,
rises to the top. The heaviest products,
like asphalt, sink to the bottom. After the
products are separated, they are piped
out of the tower. The different products
are stored in tanks in the refinery. Finally,
they are taken out of the refinery by tanker
lorry, rail tanker, boat, or pipeline.

Refinerie s an d the enviro nment
In addition to making useful petroleum
products, fractional distillation and
other refinery processes also can
create noise, odour, air pollution, and
water pollution . Most countries have
environmental rules that refineries
must follow. All refineries must monitor
and control possible problems. Every
refinery has a safety and environment
officer. His or her job is to make sure
the refinery follows the rules.
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (.I) the
statements which are true.
I can talk about an oil refi nery
I can use the Pass ive
I can explain a process
I can talk about temperature

3 Answer the questions.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Which product has a boiling point of about 350 0(7
Which is lighter, petrol or kerosene?
Which is the heaviest product on the picture?
What three vehicles does the text mention?
What environmental problems are mentioned?
Who has the job of monitoring possible environmental
problems?

4 Work in pairs. Close your book. Draw a picture to explain
fractional distillation. Write sentences to explain the process.
USEFUL LANGUAGE

First ...

Next . . .

Then . ..

After that . ..

Finally ...

Writing
Explaining a process
1 Write a paragraph that explains a process.
• A paragraph is a group of sentences that explain an idea.

Look again at the process you explained in Speaking on p.90
(Student A role card p.llO, Student B role card p.114). Write a
paragraph that explains the process (loading a tanker train at a
refinery or loading a bulk tanker at sea).

1 Compare your paragraphs with other students'. Did you say the

Project
1 Find information on an oil refinery in your country.
Where is it?
How much oil does it process?
How is crude oil delivered to the refinery?
How are petroleum products taken away from the refinery?

1 Oil is sometimes measured in a 42-gallon barrel (about 159
litres). In a typical barrel of crude, how much will be refined into
•
•
•
•

petroleum gas?
petrol?
kerosene?
petrodiesel?

Keywords
No uns
aspha lt
boil
bulk tan ker
degrees Ce lsiu s (OC)
fractiona l dist ill ation
fuel oi l
furnace
gas
kerosene
liquid petroleum gas (LPG)
petrod iese l
Adjective
solid
Verbs
earth
melt
refine
Look bac k throu gh thi s unit. Find five more
words or express ions t hat you think are useful.

same things?

•
•
•
•

I can understand fractional distillation

• fuel oil?
• asphalt?
• other products?
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14 Emergencies
Kick oH
1 Look at the pictures. Have you had an experience like this? What happened?

2 Match situations a-e above with descriptions 1-5.
1 He's having problems breathing. I think he

2
3
4
5

breathed in some fumes.
He's cut his arm. He's bleeding.
He's broken his leg.
He's got a bad burn.
He's had an electric shock.

3 Match each piece of advice with a description (1-5) in 2.
a Pour cold water on it and call emergency
services. Keep it very clean!
b Stop his leg from moving.
Call emergency services.

c Clean it. Then put
a bandage on it.

d Make sure the electricity
is off before you touch him.
e Gently move him to some fresh air. If
you've got some oxygen, give it to him.
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In this unit

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reading
Dealing with accidents and emergencies
1 If you see a situation like those in Kick off, what
should you do?

2 Read and check your answers.
When there's an accident . ..

1 Assess the situation.
• Try to understand what has happened. Do this
quickly and calmly.
• Check for danger. If something has injured
somebody, will it also injure you?
• Never do something that will injure you. If you
do, then there may be two injured people.
2 Make the area safe.
• Protect the injured person from danger.
• Be careful l
3 Assess the injured people and give emergency
first aid.
• Assess each person.
• Help the people with the worst injuries first.
• Only treat an injured person if you are
competent to do so.
4 Get help.
• Call emergency services or make sure that
someone has called them .

3 Find words in the text for these definitions.
_ _ _ _ (v) to judge and have an opinion about
something
2 _ _ _ _ (adv) in a quiet way, not excited or angry
3 _ _ _ _ (v) to keep someone or something safe

4 Match each action with a section (1-4) of the text.
a I could see that he was burned, so I poured cold
water on the burn.
b I saw him lying on the floor. Then I saw that there
was a broken power cable.
c I used my mobile and phoned emergency services.
d I switched off the electricity so I wouldn't get shocked.
arE

Am E

mobile

cell phone

dealing with accidents and emergencies
using if/when / in case
emergency vehicles and equipment
understanding what's wrong
Past Continuous
explaining and reporting accidents

5 Complete the text. Use the words in the list.
Activate

Call

Ensure

Remove

Try

WHEN THERE'S A FIRE
_____ , people from danger if you can do it safely.
_ _ _ _ _2

the doors are closed to stop the smoke and
fire spreading .

_ _ _ _ _ 3 the
_ _ _ _ _4

fire alarm .

emergency services.

_ _ _ _ _5 to

put out the fire or help people leave the area.

STAY CALM
6 Look at the first letter of each sentence. What word do
they make?
_____ (v) to do something when something
happens

It's my job
1 What do you usually
do when you are sick or
injured and need to see a
doctor? What do you think
workers on drilling rigs do?
2 (;> Listen to Saresh
Budhrani. Complete the
sentences.
When someone is sick
or injured, I _ _ _ __
of them.
2 If someone is badly injured or very sick, I
_____ evacuation.
3 When new employees arrive, I

them

basic health and safety training.
4 If there's a fire, we

a fire-fighting plan.

S We also have an evacuation plan, in case we need
to
everyone off the rig quickly.
6 If there are problems with noise or waste
management, for example, I
them.

3 (;> Listen again and check your answers.
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Vocabulary

• Language spot

if I when I in case
•

•

Emergency vehicles and equipment

We use if and when to talk about expected situations.
When someone is sick or injured, I take care of them.
If someone is badly injured or very sick, I arrange evacuation.
We use in case to talk about plans and preparations for
possible emergencies.
We also have an evacuation plan in case we need to get
everyone off the rig quickly.

1 Can you name these things?

II
F I RST
AI D

» Go to Grammar reference p.124
1 Choose the correct words.
1 When / In case new employees start work, I train them.
2 We have a first aid kit when / in case someone gets hurt.
3

If / In case there's an accident, we need to complete a report.

4 When / in case the fire alarm rings, we stop work
immediately and evacuate the building.
5 We always have a fire extinguisher nearby if / in case there's
a fire and we need to use it quickly.

6

If / In case there's a problem, I try to deal with it quickly.

2 Complete the sentences using your own ideas.
1 When I'm sick or injured, I . ..

m

2 If I have an English test, I ...
3 If the fire alarm rings, we . . .
4 I try to save a little extra money in case . ..
5 When the weather is very hot , I .. .
6 I always carry my mobile phone in case . ..

3 Make sentences to describe these signs. Use if, when, or in case.
EXAMPLE

When there's an electricalfire, don 't use this fire extinguisher.

II
Fire

~

blanket~
2 Match each name below with an item in 1.

g

1 fire extinguisher

2 first aid kit
3 ambulance
4 fire engine
5 stretcher

6
7
8
9

medical oxygen
emergency shower
defibrillator
SCBA (self-contained
breathing apparatus)

3 Can you think of a situation where each item
would be used?
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conscious (adj) awake, alert, able to speak
unconscious (adj ) not awake, usually because of
an injury or illness
a minor injury (n) an injury that is not very serious
a serious injury (n) a bad or dangerous injury

4 For each situation 1-5, answer the questions. For ideas,
look again at Reading on p.95.
a What will you do?
b Which emergency equipment will you use?
EXAMPLE

I'll check the area for danger. Then I'll try to help him.
I'll use the first aid kit. I'll call emergency services.

1 A rigger has fallen from a high place. His leg is
badly broken. The injury is serious. He is conscious
but he is in a lot of pain.
2 A technician has cut his arm. It's a minor injury.
3 An electrician has had an electric shock. He's
unconscious.
4 A welder has burned his arm.
5 There's a fire in the workshop. The workshop
manager has just come out. He's having trouble
breathing.

Situation 3
7 What part of the man's body was injured?
8 Where did the incident happen?

9 What do they need to do next?

3 !(,) Listen again. Check your answers.

• Language spot
Past Continuous
We use the Past Continuous to talk about continuing
actions in the past. It is often used with the Past Simple.
Positive
We were welding when the fire started.
I was working on the ladder this morning.

Negative
I wa sn't wearing my goggles when I hurt my eye.
We weren't using the safety guard on the saw.

Listening

Questions

Understanding what's wrong

Were you welding when the fi re sta rted?

1 !(,) Listen to people talking in three emergencies.
Write T (true) or F (false).
Situation 1
1 The man has broken his hand.
2 The injury is very serious.
3 The area is now safe.
Situation 2
4 The man has a serious head injury.
5 He's unconscious.
6 They telephone an ambulance.
Situation 3
7 The man was burned by a fire.
8 He used the emergency shower.
9 The injury is serious.

2 !(,) Listen again. Answer the questions.
Situation 1
1 Where was t he incident?
2 What were the men doing?
3 What will they do now?
Situation 2
4 What fell on the man's head?
5 Can the injured man talk?
6 Where did the incident happen?

Was he working on the ladder this morning?

1 Use the cues. Write sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I (work) in Dubai last year.
We (not weld) yesterday when the fire started.
they (go) to the airport when the car broke down?
He (clean) the spark plugs.
You (not use) the hand guard.
she (use) her mobile phone when she was driving?
It (make) a strange noise so we turned it off.
I (not drive) the truck.

2 Answer the questions about yourself.
1
2
3
4
5
6

What were you doing last Monday morning?
What were you wearing yesterday?
Who were you talking to before English class?
What were you using the computer for last month?
When were you studying?
Where were you sitting in English class last time?

» Go to Grammar reference p 124
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Sources of inj ury

Body parts injured

Working surfaces, 17%

Other, 37%
Back, 15%

Metal items, 15%

icles, 12%

Ankles , toes, & feet, 10%
Knee , 10%

Bodily motion, 11 %

Pronunciation

3 Look at the pictures. Role-play this situation.
Student A, you saw the incident. Phone Student B,
a medic, to report it.

1 Complete the words with v or w.
1 s_ _itchoff

2

6 _ _elding

3 e_ _ acuate
4

Begin with I need to report an accident.

7 _ _ ater
8 _ _ ery

a~ce

Student B, you are the medic. Answer Student A:s phone
call. Ask for details about the accident. Give advice.

9 _ _ orst

act~ate

5 _ _ ehicle

1

~ Listen and check your answers.

3

~ Listen. Circle the word that you hear.

1 Do you know where it vents / went?
2 Did you get the veal/wheel?
3 We had a problem with a wiper / viper.

4 Work in pairs. Take turns reading the sentences above,
saying either the first word or the second. Can your
partner tell which word you're saying?

Speaking
Explaining an accident

1 Match the halves of the questions.
1
2
3
4
5

Where was
What
Who
What are
When

a
b
c
d
e

the injuries?
did it happen?
happened?
was there?
the accident?

1 Read the report. Answer the questions in 1.
Injury type: f:.l"olx.ev\' Leg
Work activity: A~I" cOV\,~~t~ov\'~~ I"tpa~1"
location: Roof of a~~~v\' bLoclx.
Date and time of incident:

1..0.00 a.~.

fi'.JuL1:1

::2.0-

Description of incident:

.JOVtV\, Cil"eev\', f:.~LL f:.eclx,$, av\'~ RoL{)ol"~av\'
wel"e I"tpa~I"~~ tVte a~1" cOV\,~~t~ov\'~~ ~V\, tVte
a~~~v\' bLoclx.:Jol"~av\' was cal'Y1:1~~ a Lal"ge
'P~ece

of woo~. I-te ~~~v\"t see tVtat a 1"0of 'PaV\,eL
beeV\, I"e~ove~ . I-te feLL ~V\,to tVte 1"0of s'Pace
a V\,~ bl"olx.e Vt~S Leg.
Vta~

4 Do another role-play. Student A, go to p.m. Student B,
go to p.m .
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick ("I) the
st atement s which are true.
I can deal wit h accidents and emergencies
I can understand what's wrong
I can explain an accident
I can write an accident report

Writing

I can understand vital signs

An accident report
1 Complete an accident report.
1 Read the report in Speaking 2.
2 Look again at the accident you explained in Speaking 4 .
3 Write a report about that accident.

Injury type: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Work activity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Location: __________________
Date and time of incident: ____________
Description of incident: _____________

2 Compare your answers with other students who wrote about
the same accident.

Number talk
Vital signs are numbers
that help medics
understand a sick or
injured person.

Blood
pressure
Pain _"~,?1

• A fever is a _ _ _ _ _' above 38.5 0c.
• A normal resting
per minute.

2

rate is 60-100 beats

• A normal resting _ _ _ _ _ 3 rate is 12-20 breath s
per minute.
•
•

Nouns
ambulance
defibrillator
emergency showe r
fire engine
fire ext inguisher
fi rst a id kit
med ica l oxygen
SCBA (se lf-contained breathing apparatus)
stretch e r
Ve rbs
activate
assess
deal w ith
ens ure
eva cuate
rea ct
Look back through this un it. Find five more
words or expression s that you think are useful.

Vital signs

1 Look at the picture.
Complete the text.

Keywords

85/55 is a low _ _ _ _ _4 pressure. 1501100 is
high.
5 is measured on a scale of 1-10. 1 is
very mild and 10 is the worst possible.

2 <C'J) Listen and check your answers .
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Kick off
1 Look at the pictures. Can you name these products?

Reading
The history of petrochemicals
1 Read the text From carbon black to Pvc.
Choose the correct definition for each word.
1 carbon black

Z Match the words with the pictures.
1 adhesives
2 fertilizer
3 paints

4 plastics
5 carpeting

6 cosmetics

7 rubber

8 medications
9 clothes

3 Petrochemicals are chemicals made from petroleum and petroleum
gas. They are used to make all of the products in the pictures. Can
you say what other materials can be used for some of the products?
Think about plants, animals, and minerals (things from the ground,
for example iron, sand, etc.).

a a fuel
b a colouring
2 in prehistoric times
b recently
a a very long time ago
3 plentiful
a dangerous
b easy to find
4 inexpensive
a cheap
b hard to get
5 crayon
a a type of tyre
b a drawing tool
6 by-product
a an extra, unneeded product
b a flammable product
7 hydrocarbon molecule
a petrochemicals
b tiny pieces of hydrogen and carbon
8 familiar
a known by many people
b useful
9 synthetic
a man-made
b natural

Petrochemicals 101

In this unit
• the history of petrochemicals
• and, but, because
• factory and product description
• materials requisition
• petrochemicals in everyday life

2 Read the text again. Answer the questions.
1 What natural clothing materials does the
text talk about?
2 What did the first big petrochemical plant
make?
3 Why did the petrochemical business grow?
4 When were a lot of synthetic materials
developed?
5 What synthetic cloth does the text mention?
6 Why are plastics sometimes a problem?

Polymers
Nylon , polystyrene, a nd PVC are polymers. Poly means many,
and mer mean s part. A polymer is many single molecules
(called monomers) formed into a chain.
Polystyrene

.--:: CH,
CH ""

©
styrene

3 Name three things that you use every day that

Nylon

are made from petrochemical products.

7 cl' 7 c,

F (false).

S What products can you name that are made of
the three polymers in the text?

0

~

0

~

~N-C~ C- N~N - C~C - N~

4 Read the text about polymers. Write T (true) or
1 Polymer is another name for a single
molecule.
2 Bakelite is a natural product.
3 Natural rubber is a polymer.

PVC

- c- c - c-c~~~H

t

H

C,

c-c1
HHn

I

I

I

H

H

H

H

o

6
II

6
II

6
II

:::

=

=

~C-~ N- C ~ C - N~N- C ~

I

H

I

H

The first synthetic polymer - Bakel ite - was first sold in 1909.
It was used to ma ke casings fo r radios and telephones, and
also for kitchenware, jewellery, and toys .
Not all polym ers are synthetic . Many natural products, for
example rub ber, are polymers.

From carbon black to PVC
Before oil and gas were freely available, people made
everyday things from natural materials. Clothes were
made from cotton, wool, and leather. Containers, for
example bottles and cups, were made from metal,
glass, and clay (soft earth that becomes hard when
cooked). Paints and cosmetics were made from plants
and minerals.
One example of a natural product is carbon black. It's
a colouring used in ink for writing and drawing and
for paint. It is made by burning wood, oil, or other
natural materials. It was discovered in prehistoric
times, and it's commonly used today.
The first petrochemical factory was built in 1872,
and it made carbon black from natural gas. Carbon
black wasn't a new product, but using a factory was
a new way of making it. It became possible to make
large amounts of it cheaply because natural gas was
plentiful and inexpensive. At that time, carbon black
was used to make ink, paint, and crayons. It is now
used mostly to make car tyres.

In the early 1900s, the petrochemical business began
to grow. There were a lot of oil refineries, and they
created chemical by-products. Oil companies wanted
to find ways to use these chemicals.
Soon scientists and engineers learned to change
the hydrocarbon molecules in coal, petroleum, and
refinery by-products. From the 1920s to the 1940s,
familiar man-made products like nylon, polystyrene,
and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) were developed.
Synthetic dyes, paints, and medicines were invented.
Today, petrochemical products are everywhere. They are
very useful, but they also have some problems. People
throw away a lot of plastic products because they are
inexpensive. One problem with plastics is that generally
they do not rot or break up like natural materials.
Plastic bags are already polluting oceans and killi;pg
wildlife. They cannot easily be remelted and reused.
Scientists and petrochemical manufacturers continue
their work to develop safe and useful products.
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• Language spot
and, but, because
• We use and to join two sentences. It shows that we
are giving additional information.
It was discovered in prehistoric times.
It's commonly used today.
It was discovered in prehistoric times, and it's
commonly used today
The first petrochemical factory was built in 1872.
It made carbon black from natural gas.
The first petrochemical factory was built in 1872,
and it made carbon black from natural gas.
• We use because to join two sentences. It shows
why something happens or is true.
It became possible to make large amounts of it
cheaply Natural gas was plentiful and inexpensive.
It became possible to make large amounts of it
cheaply because natural gas was plentiful and
inexpensive.

People throwaway a lot of plastic products.
They are inexpensive.
People throwaway a lot of plastic products because
they are inexpensive.
• We use but to join two sentences. It shows that the
additional information may be unexpected.
They are very useful.
They also have some problems.
They are very useful, but they also have some
problems.

Carbon black wasn't a new product.
Using a big factory was a new way of making it.
Carbon black wasn't a new product, but using a
factory was a new way of making it.

1 Complete the sentences. Use and, but, or because .
1 I was late this morning

I had a
problem with my car.
2 We repaired the compressor yesterday, _ _ _ __
it stopped working again this morning.
3

We started work at 9.00,
at 4.00.

we finished

4 I want to go to the meeting,

I really

don't have time.
5 We'll tidy up the workshop today

start

work on the pump repair tomorrow.
6 I can't replace the lamp today

I haven't

got a new one.

2 Write three sentences for each set of sentences. Use
and, but, or because. There is more than one correct
answer in some cases.
EXAMPLE

I took an umbrella.
It wasn 't raining.
I didn 't take an umbrella. I wore my raincoat.
(and)
I took an umbrella, and I wore my raincoat.
(but)
I took an umbrella, but it wasn 't raining.
(because) I didn't take an umbrella because it wasn't
raining.
Juan injured his hand.
1 We called the medic.
It wasn't serious.
I cut my finger.
a (andl _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
b (butl _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c (becausel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
We cleaned the spark plug.
It's running much better. It's making a funny noise.
a (andl _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2 We replaced the gasket.

b (butl _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c (becausel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3 We aren't using this tank. It's damaged.

We're using this tank.
It isn't damaged.
a (andl _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
b (butl _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c (becausel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

» Go to Grammar reference p.l24
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composite fibre (n) a thin, strong thread or

string made from two or more other materials,
for example polypropylene and polyethylene.
Composite fibres are often made into fabric.

com pos it e fibre .

carbon fibre (n) a very thin, strong thread or string,

usually 0.005-0.0lD mm in diameter, made mostly
from carbon molecules. Carbon fibres are made
into very strong, light products.

Listening

5 ~ Listen. Complete the words.

Factory and product description
1 Use the words to complete the text.
polyethylene
polypropylene

near Tokyo
Goi Factory
Chisso Petrochemical Corporation

Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Plant: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Location: _________________
Main products: _____ and _ _ _ __

:2

~

Listen and check your answers.

Chisso 's Moriyama Plant

m_ _ __ _
co m posite fibres.
Itu _ __ __
th e polypropylene and
polyet hylene p_ _ _ __
at th e Goi Plant.
It s

4

in th e

produ ct ion of spun bond fabric.
Spunbond composite
i
u _ _ _ __
to make floor carpets for cars,
med ica l packagi ng, diapers, ve ry
strong enve lopes, and many
other products.

6 ~ Listen again. Check your answers.

Speaking
Describing a petrochemical product
Practise describing a factory and one of its products.
Speak in full sentences as in 5 above.
Student A. go to p.m . Student B, see below.
1 Tell Student A about this company.
Company: Arg-N!::IL
Pla nt: So.n Lorenzo

3

~

Listen again. Tick (.1') the words you hear.

Polyethylene
1 18 million tonnes per year
2 80 million tonnes per year
3 packaging material
4 packing material
Polypropylene
5 ropes
6 car parts
7 shopping bags
8 fabrics
9 containers
10 bottles
11 50 million tonnes per year
12 15 million tonnes per year

4

~

Listen again. Check your answers.

Location: near B(.(enos Aires) Argentino...
Main product: n!::lwn fo..bric
Product used for: dotrlLng, shoes) co..mpLng tents

:2 Listen to Student A. Complet e the description.
Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Plant: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Location: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
Main product: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Product used for: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
USEFUL LANGUAGE

Chisso 's Moriyama Plant is ...
It manufactures . . .
. .. is used to make .. .
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SrE

AmE

a dishwasher, toaster, or oven

at school

in school

resin (n) a very thick, sticky liquid often made from polymers

left school

graduated from high school

toxic chemical (adj) a gas, liquid, or powder that can hurt people
domestic appliance (n) a machine used in the home, for example

Writing

It's my job

Materials requisition

1 Read the text. Answer the questions.
1 What's the name of Debbie's company?

2
3
4
5
6

1 Read the email. Answer the questions on p. 105.

Which part of the company does she work in?
What has she learned to use?
Who buys her company's products?
What subject has her job taught her about?
Which industry will use the product that Debbie
tested this morning?

2 Debbie mentions these three tests for strength. Find
the name of each test in the text.

2

3

l
I

Pietro,
I'm doing some tests next week and I need some
polycarbonate pellets. Could you please get 500 kg of
our ref PC 180? I want those packaged in 20 kg bags,
and I need them on 9 April, delivered to the Teesside
lab. Please get them from Plasco, Hitrust (Sizhou), or
Yugao Oayu.
Thanks a lot!
George Harvey
ext 3578

3 Debbie says that the quality of the product she tested
this morning must be very high. Why is high quality
important in this case?

Debbie Johnson
I'm a test technician for Specialist Plastics Limited. My
company makes special polymers - plastics - and I work
in the test department. I have been here since I left school,
and I have been trained to use most of the test equipment.
We test all of our materials for strength. We bend them
in the bend test, we pull them in the tensile test, and we
hit them with a hammer in the impact test. We need to
see how easily they break. This includes testing them at
different temperatures. We also test them with different
chemicals. We need to understand how chemicals might
change our materials. For example, when we put some of
our plastics in sea water, they very become weak. We also
have to burn them because some materials make toxic
chemicals when they burn. We need to know about that.

My company supplies plastics for larger plastics
manufacturers. We also make products for other
industries such as aerospace, oil and gas, and domestic
appliance companies.
I didn't learn much about chemistry at school. but I've
learned a lot about it in this job. There are so many
plastics. People use them in so many different ways. And
most of them are made from petroleum. It's amazing.
This morning I tested special resins used with carbon
fibre to make aircraft wings. We test this kind of product
very carefully because the quality must be very high.
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Checklist
Assess your progress in this unit. Tick (w") the
statements which are true.
I can talk about the history of
petrochem ica Is
I can use and, but, and because
1
2
3
4

I can describe a factory and its products

What material does George Harvey want?
How much (what quantity) does he need?
What type of packaging does he mention?
He names three suppliers. What are they?

I can write a materials requisition
I can talk about petrochemicals in
everyday life

2 Read the email again. Complete the form .
• A materials requisition form is used to ask your company's buyer to
buy something that you need for your work.

MATERIALS REQUISITION
Material:

1

Reference number:

2

Quantity:

3

Packaging:

4

Delivery date:

5

Delivery location:

6

Preferred suppliers:

7

Requested by:

8

Telephone extension:

9

Project
Every day, you use products that contain petrochemicals.
Make a list of these things. Be specific. Include
•
•
•
•
•
•

clothing
food preparation and storage
transport
electronics
decorations in your home
any other ideas you have.

Keywords
Nouns
carbon blac k
molecule
monomer
plastics
polyethylene
polymer
requisition
supplier
Adjectives
inexpensive
man-made
plentiful
prehistoric
synthetic
Verbs
package
specialize (in)
Look back through this unit. Find five more
words or expressions that you think are useful.
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Speaking activities
Unit 1 p.7

Unit 2 p.13

Checking

Talking about jobs

Student A

Student A

Look at this list. Ask Student B What's in box 1? Find
four things that are wrong.

Ask questions about Igor Kinsky and complete the
information. Then answer Student B's questions about
Andrea Farrell.

Items

Part no.

130 wo.sl1ers

'Nlb34

2..4 screws

R2..0197

40 bolt.s

B12..0S

40 n('(t.s

N7b04

Now look at these items and answer Student B's
questions.

Igor Kinsky

Andrea Farrell

Company

a British oil
company

Job

helicopter pilot

Where

Aberdeen, Scotland

A typical day

take men and
equipment to
offshore platforms

Hours per day

12 hours maximum

Start and finish

usually 7 a.m. to
7 p.m.

like

Unit 2 p.14
Measuring oil and gas
Student A

a 775
b 53,421
c 1,296,000
d 84,000,000,000

flying helicopters
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Unit 3 p.19

Unit 5 p.33

Making and taking calls

Discussing specs

Student A

St udent A

Conversation 1
You work in Technical Support with George, but he
is giving a talk right now. The phone rings. Answer it
and complete this message.

Ask about the R40 radio and complete the information
below. Answer B's questions about the SP90.
SP90

channels

4

Message

dimensi ons

120 x 55 x 30 mm

To: ________________________________

weight

170 g

From: _________________________________

colour

black

Of: (company/department) : ___________________

material

hard plastic

Message: ________________________________

maximum
range

10km

battery life

40 hrs

water
res istant

yes

shock
res istant

yes

sand and
dust
resistant

I yes

Date: ______________ Time: _____________

Conversation 2
Phone Faisal Hamdi in Human Resources. Does he
need any new equipment?

---

Unit 4 p.23
What does it mean?
Student A
Ask about the signs on the left. Write the meanings.
Then answer Student B's questions.

tS\

I

_ _ _ _ _...J.

I
.

Do not touch

I

Wear
ear protectors

cs::I I I &
Emergency
stop button

Slippery surface

separate
microphone

yes

display
screen

no

controls

channel selector
knob, volume
control, on/off
switch, press-totalk button

R40
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Unit 7 p.41

Unit 8 p.51

Describing a pipeline

Radio conversations

Student A

Student A

1 Describe the location of this pipeline to Student B.
Start at the top of the picture.

Radio conversation 1

Call Student B. Find out:
1
2
3
4

Does he have a list of workers on B shift?
The name of the electrician _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The name of the engineer
Is there an Adams on the list?

Radio conversation 2

Answer Student B's call. Answer B's questions about
these pressure gauges.

1

{oO"""

{

2 Listen to Student B's description of the location of the
pipeline. Mark it on the map.

0

0

00

Unit 7 p.44
Measuring pipes
Student A

1 Say these calculations. Student B will write them.
1 3.14 x 0.5 x 0.5 x 12 = 9.42 m l
2 3.14 x 2 x 2 x 24 = 301.44 m l
3 3.14 x 0.75 x 0.75 x 3 = 5.2987 m l

2 Listen to the calculations that Student B says. Write
them in numbers.
2
3

PC-19B

PD-901

MB-24S
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Unit 9 p.68

Unit 10 p.74

Describing equipment

Reporting an incident

Student A

Student A

1 Student B has the same pictures, but in a different
order. Try to match your pictures (I-g) with Student
B's pictures (a-i). Talk with Student B. Do not look at
Student B's book. Also exchange information about
tank capacity.
E XAMPL E

1 You receive a phone call about an incident. Complete
the notes about the incident.
Begin by answering the phone: Control Room, (your
name) speaking.
Type of incident: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A This tank is vertical.

B Is it above-ground?

Location: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A Yes, it is. And it's cylindrical.
B OK. That picture is letter b on my card.

Injuries:

A Letter b? OK. It's number 1 on my card. W hat's its

Situation: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D yes D no

capacity?
B One thousand eight hundred cubic m etres.

2 After you have matched all nine pictures, check your
answers.

II

D

Finish the call with OK, I'll contact emergency services
and get a maintenance team right away.
U SEFUL LANGUAGE

Where is it, exactly?
Is anyone hurt?
W hat's the situation now?

2 Report this incident. Phone Student B.
Capacity

Capacity
15,000 m3

Capacity 1,200 m3

Capacity

Capacity 1,000 m3

Capacity

• It's between tanker bays 3 and 4.
• No one is injured.
• The gas is continuing to leak. You're working to
shut off the correct valve.
Student B will answer the phone. You say: This is (your
name). I'm in the bulk tanker loading area. There's a
Capacity

Capacity
45,000m3

Capacity 60 m3
Then answer Student B's questions.
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Unit 11 p.80

Unit 13 p.90

Saying what's been done

Explaining a process

Student A

Stu dent A

1 You are a workshop manager. It is Tuesday. Your
workers are building a containment for an oil tank.
Phone Student B. Ask questions in the Present Perfect.
1 build the base?

2 assemble the containment?
3 put the tank in the containment?
4 weld the containment?

2 Now it is Wednesday. You are on site. Your manager
telephones and asks you some questions. Look at the
pictures. Answer the questions in full sentences. Use
the Present Perfect.

put the tank on the truck)(

3 Now tell Student B three things you have done today
and three things you haven't done today.

1 Listen to Student B. Number the pictures in the correct
order.
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2 Explain this process t o Student B.

Unit 14 p.98

Loading crude oil into a bulk tanker

Explaining an accident

D

Student A
1 You saw the incident below. Luke Inman has hurt his
back. Phone Student B, a medic, to report it. Begin with
There's been an accident.

~

pump crude oil
to loading point

D

2 You are the medic. Answer Student B's phone call. Ask
for details about the accident. Make notes. Give advice.
move tanker into position

Unit 15 p.l03
Describing a petrochemical product

load tanker

Student A

1 Listen to Student B. Complete the description.
Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Plant: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
location: _________________
Main product: _______________
Product used for:

2 Tell Student B about this company.
Company: Ming Hing Carbon Company
Plant: MH Guangzhou Works
Location: Guangzhou, China
Main product: carbon fibre
take crude oil to refinery

Product used for: composite fabrics used in cars and
airplanes
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Unit 2 p.14

Unit 5 p.33

Measuring oil and gas

Discussing specs

Student B

Student B

a 909
b 215,000

c 40,570,000
d 14,000,000,000

Unit 4 p.23

Answer I\s questions about the R40 radio. Ask about
the SP90 and complete the information below.
SP90

R40

channels

40

dimensions

140 x 56 x 33 mm

Student B

weight

230 g

Answer Student I\s questions. Then ask about the
signs on the right. Write the meanings.

colour

grey

material

metal

maximum range

20 km

battery life

30 hrs

water resistant

no

shock resistant

yes

sand and dust
resistant

yes

separate
microphone

no

display screen

yes

controls

keypad and
display, separate
volume control,
on/off button

What does it mean?

Unit 7 p.41
Describing a pipeline
StudentB

1 Listen to Student I\s description of the location of the
pipeline. Mark it on the map.

2 Describe the location of this pipeline to Student A.
Start at the top of the picture.
I

{oO"'"

{
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Unit 7 p.44

Unit 9 p.68

Measuring pipes

Describing equipment

Student B

Student B

1 Listen to the calculations that Student A says. Write

1 Student A has the same pictures, but in a different
order. Try to match your pictures (a- i) with Student
B's pictures (1-9). Talk with Student A. Do n ot look at
Student !\s book. Also exchange information about
tank capacity.

them in numbers.
1

2
3

EX AMPLE

2 Say these calculations. St udent A will write them.
1 3.14 x 2 x 2 x 5 = 62.8 m 3
2 3.14 x 0.7 x 0.7 x 30 = 46.158 m 3
3 3.14 x 0.25 x 0.25 x 22 = 4.3175 m 3

A This tank is vertical.

B Is it above-ground?
A Yes, it is. And it's cylindrical.
B OK. That picture is letter b on my card.
A Letter b? OK. It's number 1 on my card. What's its

capacity?

Unit 8 p.51

B One thousand eight hundred cubic metres.

Radio conversations

2 After you have matched all nine pictures, check your
answ ers.

Student B

II

Radio conversation 1

Answer Student !\s call. Answer !\s questions, using
information on this list.

Workers on B shift
Name

Job

Albaradei , M
Andersson , L
Alvarez, J
Ashwell , B
Aston , E
Atkins, P
Azar, S

engineer
control room operator
cook
mechanical technician
pipe-fitter
electrician
radio operator

Capacity

Capacity

Capacity

1,800 m l

39,000 m l

Capacity 1,200 m l

Capacit y

.~
-

Radio conversation 2

Capacity

Call Student A. Get t h is informat ion.

III

1 Are any gauges showing zero pressure?
2 Are any gauges showing higher than 25?
Which ones?

I Gaoge no.
Pressure
Capacity

Capacity 40 m l

Capacity
75,000 m l
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Unit 10 p.74

Unit 13 p.90

Reporting an incident

Explaining a process

Student B

Student B

1 Phone Student A. Report this incident.

1 Explain this process to Student A.
Load ing a bulk tanke r t rain at a refinery

• On the south side of the sulphur plant
• Your eyes are burning and there's a very bad smell
• You're moving away from the area
Student A will answer the phone. You say This is (your
name). I'm at the sulphur plant. There 's a really bad
Then answer Student P:s questions.

2 You receive a phone call about an incident. Complete
the notes about the incident. Begin by answering the
phone: Control Room, (your name) speaking.
Type of incident: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Location: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Injuries:

D yes D no

Situation: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Finish the call with OK, I'll contact emergency services
and get a maintenance team right away.
U SEFU L LAN GUAGE

Where is it, exactly?
Is anyone hurt?
What's the situation now?
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Z Listen to Student A. Number the pictures in the correct
order.

Unit 14 p.98
Explaining an accident
Student B

1 You are the medic. Answer Student P:s phone call. Ask
for details about the accident. Make notes. Give advice.

Z You are the man below. Your arm is broken. Phone
Student A, a medic, to report it. Begin with I've had
an accident.

4.00 p.m. 19 June in the pipe field replacing a valve
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Irregular verbs
Infinitive

Past Simple

Past Participle

Infinitive

Past Simple

Past Participle

be

was / were

been

know

knew

known

become

became

become

leave

left

left

begin

began

begun

lose

lost

lost

break

broke

broken

make

made

made

bring

brought

brought

meet

met

met

build

built

built

put

put

put

burn

burnt / burned

burnt / burned

quit

quit

quit

buy

bought

bought

read

read

read
ridden

choose

chose

chosen

ride

rode

come

came

come

run

ran

run
said

cost

cost

cost

say

said

cut

cut

cut

see

saw

seen

deal

dealt

dealt

sell

sold

sold

dig

dug

dug

send

sent

sent

do

did

done

shake

shook

shaken

drink

drank

drunk

show

showed

shown

drive

drove

driven

shut

shut

shut

fall

fell

fallen

sleep

slept

slept

feel

felt

felt

smell

smelt

smelt

find

found

found

speak

spoke

spoken

fly

flew

flown

spend

spent

spent

freeze

froze

frozen

stand

stood

stood

get

got

got / gotten

swim

swam

swum

give

gave

given

take

took

taken

go

went

gone / been

teach

taught

taught

grow

grew

grown

tell

told

told

have

had

had

think

thought

thought

hear

heard

heard

throw

threw

thrown

hide

hid

hidden

understand

understood

understood

hit

hit

hit

wear

wore

worn

hurt

hurt

hurt

write

wrote

written

keep

kept

kept
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Abbreviations
degree

LNG

liquefied natural gas

%

per cent

LON

longitude

11

pi

LPG

liquefied petroleum gas

±
20

plus or minus
two-dimensional

m
ml

cubic metre

metre

30

three-dimensional

mm

millimetre

A

amps

!-1 m

mi cron

a.m.

ante meridian (in the morning)

mPa

mega pascal

bbl

barrel

N

no rth

N

nitrogen

bpd

barrels per day

C

Carbon

no.

num ber

C

Celsius

NOC

nationa l oil co mpany

co.

company

0

ohm s

CO,

carbon dioxide

p.m.

dd/mm/yyyy

day/month/year

post merid ian (i n the aftern oon /
even ing / at night )

E

east

PPE

personal protect ion equipme nt

gram

PTI

press t o t aIk

global positioning system

PVC

g
GPS

polyviny l chl oride
radiu s

H

hydrogen

HR

Human Resources

10C

international oil company

S

sout h

k

kilogram

t

to nne

kPa

kilopascal

UAE

United Arab Emirates

kilometres per hour

UK

United Kingdom

kph

LAT

R

resist ance

current

USA

United States of America

litre

V

voltage / volts

latitud e

W

west
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Grammar reference
, al an I the, the verb be
a/an

We can use question words such as What or How if
we want more specific information than a yes I no
answer will give.

We use a and an to talk about something in general.

What is your job? - I'm a radio operator.

We use a + singular noun that begins with a consonant.

We can use the verb be for :
• nationalities and places of origin
The team manager is from Dublin. (= subject + am I
is I are + from + place)
Mr Beyrand and Ms Gougelot are French. (= subject
+ am I is I are + adjective)
Gazprom is a Russian company. (subject + am I is I
are + a I an + adjective + noun)
• introductions and occupations
My name's Don Bradman.
This is Ranjit Chatterjee. He's your new manager.
• personal information
Your employee number is 2173.
What is you r address?

a pipeline, a team, a department

We use an + singular noun that begins with a vowel.
an oil rig, an effect, an idea

However, we use a before nouns that begin with a 'y'
sound, e.g. a university.

the
We use the before singular and plural nouns to talk
about:
• a specific example of something
Muktar is a manager. (= one of several)
Muktar is the manager of thi$ department. (= there
is only one manager)
• something that is known to everyone present
He works at the university. (= everyone understands
which university it is)
• something that has been mentioned earlier
A new plant has just opened. We will visit the plant
next week.
• some countries, regions, rivers, seas, and oceans
the UAE, the US, the UK, the Middle East, the
Danube, the North Sea, the Pacific Ocean

=

am ('m) late.
is ('s) late.
are ('re) late.

subject + am / is / are

Negative
I

He I She l It

We / You/They
=

We use there is + a I an , and there are + some or a
number.
There is a glossary atthe back of this book.
There are three restaurants on this site.

Note that there is no contracted form for there are.
There 're three rest6l:1:lF61l'lts ...

In questions, we change the order to Is there .. . ? I Are
there ... ?

Positive

He I She lIt
We I You I They

We use there is, there are to say that something
exists. We often use this phrase when describing the
contents of an item or a building's facilities.

NOT

The verb be

I

there is, there are

Is there a glossary at the back of the book?
Are there two orthree restaurants on this level?

We can also use a question word before Is there I Are
there.
How many restaurants are there? - There are three.

am not ('m not) late.
is not (isn't) late.
are not (aren't) late.

subject + am I is I are + not ('m not I isn 't I aren't)

Questions

AmI late?
Is he I she I it late?
Are we I you I they late?

=Am I Is I Are + subject

Short answers

Yes, I am. No, I'm not.

2 do and does, and Wh- questions
We use do and does to form the negative and
questions in the Present Simple.
Negative

I I You I We I You I They do not (don't) work here.
He I She I It does not (doesn't) w ork here.
=

subject + do / does + not (don't / doesn 't) + infinitive
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Questions

Short answers

Do I / you / we / you / they
work here?
Yes, I do.
Does he / she / it work here? No, he doesn't.

= auxiliary do / does + subject + infinitive
We use a question beginning with do or does to ask a
question that requires a yes / no answer.
If we want to find out specific information, we can put
a question word before do or does.
Question words include who, what, which, when,
where,how.
Where do you work?
What does a well test operator do?

3 Present Continuous
am talking.
is ('s) talking.
are ('re) talking.

He/She/It
We / You / They
=subject + am / is / are + -ing form
Negative
I

am not ('m not) talking.
is not (isn't) talking.
are not (aren't) talking.

He/She/It
We / You / They
=subject + am / is / are + not ('m not / isn't / aren't) +
-ingform
Questions

The rules for forming the -ing form are as follows :
• verb + -ing
talk - talking
work - working
• verbs ending in -e :
live -living
take - taking
not~,

te:kcil'l§

• short verbs ending in consonant + vowel +
consonant :
get - getting
stop - stopping

4 Modal verbs can and must
Modal verbs never change their form and are always
followed by the infinitive.

can
We use can to talk about ability.

Positive
I

-ingform

Short answers

Yes, I am. No, I'm not.
Am I talking?
Is he / she / it talking?
Are we / you / they talking?
= Am / Is / Are + subject + -ing form
We use the Present Continuous to talk about what we
are doing at the moment. We do not use this tense to
talk about routines,jobs, or to give facts about ourselves.
For those functions we use the Present Simple.
We're having trouble with one of the control panels.
This machine isn't working properly.
Why is the warning lightjlashing?
We often use time expressions such as (right) now, at
the moment, currently.
George is giving a talk right now.
The team is having a meeting at the moment.

Positive
I / You / He I She / It / We / You / They can lift this.
= subject + can + infinitive
Negative
I/You/He /She /It/We /You/They cannot
(can't) lift this.
= subject + cannot (can't) + infinitive
Questions

Short answers

Can I / you / he / she / it /
we / you / they lift this?
= Can + subject + infinitive

Yes, I can. No, he can't.

Can / can't often refer to something that is (not)
possible in the circumstances.
One of the hazards is that the load can fall on you.
lweara safety harness, sol can'tfall very far.

We also use the question form of can to ask for
permission and to make a request or ask for help.
Permission Can we accompany you on the tour?Yes, of course. / No, I'm afraid not.
Help
Can you explain the process to me?
Can I ask a question?
Can you help me prepare this load?
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must
We use must to talk about obligation, instructions,
and rules.
Positive
I / You / He / She / It / We / You / They must listen
carefully.
=

subject + must + infinitive

Negative
I / You / He / She / It / We / You / They mustn't come
into this area
without shoes.

= subject + must + not (mustn't) + infinitive
We often use must and mustn't when giving spoken
instructions.

One man must always have radio contact with the
crane operator.
We mustn't go beyond this line.

5 Words in sentences
There are three kinds of sentences : statements,
questions, and imperatives.
In statements, the word order is as follows :
subject + verb
In questions, the word order is usually:
verb + subject
In imperatives, there is no subject.
Take this to the drilling platform.
Don't do anything yet.
There are other words that we can use in a sentence,
such as nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and adverbs.

We work with them.
He is in the same team as me.
but
It's a CPS receiver. You use it to find your exact position
on the Earth.

Adjectives
These are words that describe nouns. They go before
nouns or after the verb be.

This a heavy piece of equipment.
The equipment is heavy.

Adverbs
These are words that describe a verb. The position
of adverbs varies within the sentence. Adverbs of
frequency (usually, never, sometimes, etc.) go before
most verbs but after be and modal verbs. Other
adverbs, such as carefully, well, often go after the
object. Adverbs never go between the verb and the
object.
It usually takes a few seconds to do this.

You read the data from the CPS unit carefully to get the
position right.
Sentences often include phrases using prepositions
such as in, on, at, to say when or where something
happened or to talk about conditions.

It's hard work because you 're carrying things in hot
weather.
I prefer working at night.

6 Adjective forms
We can change adjective forms to modify the
meaning ofthe adjective.

too, not ... enough

Nouns and pronouns
Nouns are the names of things, e.g. drill, platforms.
Pronouns are words such as he, it, they which can be
used instead of nouns. We do not use both together.
NOT The CPS it tellsY0/;lY0/;lr eXl1ctpositioR.

We use too + adjective and not + adjective + enough to
talk about qualities in a different way.

The liquid is too thick. (= it needs to be less thick)
The liquid is not thick enough. (= it needs to be thicker)

Nouns and pronouns can be either the subject or the
object of the sentence.

We can use these expressions with adjectives that
have opposite meanings to make them mean the
same thing.

The job is hard work. I haven't got a job.
It is on the chair. You're sitting on it.

too thin = not thick enough
too dark = not light enough
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-er, -est and more, most

We can add -erto the end of an adjective or put more in front of the adjective to make a comparison between two
things or people. We add -est or put the most in front of the adjective to make a comparison between more than
two things or people. The rules are as follows :
Adjective

Comparative

Superlative

tall
large

taller
larger

the tallest
the largest

Short adjective
Adjective ending in -e

+ -er / -est

Short adjective ending
in consonant + vowel +
consonant
Adjective oftwo or
more syllables

double the consonant +
-er / -est

big

bigger

the biggest

more / the most +
adjective

modern
important

m ore modern
more important

the m ost modern
the most important

Adjective ending in
consonant + -y

change -y to -i + -er / -est

heavy

heavier

the heaviest

+ -r / -st

Let's make the mud thicker.
The problem with the pump is getting more serious.

7 Countable and uncountable
nouns
Nouns can be countable or uncountable. Both types
can be used with the.

Countable nouns
These can be singular or plural. In the singular, they
are used with a / an or one. In the plural, they can be
used with numbers or other expressions such as some
or many.
a pipe
three instruments
an inspector severalfittings
one litre
The verb agrees with the countable noun.
The pipe carries the oil.
Some sparks are coming out of the machinery.

Uncountable nouns
These have no plural form. They are used with
expressions such as some or much, but not a / an or
numbers. Examples include safety, smoke, and petrol.
NOT

II

smoke, twopetl'Ois

Uncountable nouns always have a singular verb form.
There is smoke inside.
Is there much smoke?

8 Comparative sentences
There are several ways of making comparisons.
• comparative form of the adjective + than
Helicopters are faster than boats.
Offshore work is more hazardous than onshore work.
Note that some adjectives have irregular
comparative and superlative forms .
good
better
the best
bad
worse
the worst
far
further
the furthest
I think offshore work is better than onshore work.
The platform was furthe rfrom land than I realized.
Note that the comparative form of the adjective is
followed by than, not that.
not 13itJtJer tRlIt
• as + adjective + as
We use as .. . as to talk about two things or people
that are equal in some way.
The platform is as big as a football field.
The rooms are great. They're as comfortable as they
areathome.
• not as + adjective + as
We use not as ... as to say that one thing or person
has less of a particular quality than another.
The food isn't as good as it is at home.
Onshore work is not as hazardous as offshore work.
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9 Past Simple be
We use the Past Simple of be to talk about states and
conditions in the past.

Positive
I / He / She / It
You/ We/You/ They
= subject + was / were

was late.
were late.

=

was not (wasn't) late.
were not (weren't)
late.

subject + am / is / are + not ('m not / isn't / aren't)

Questions
Was I / he / she / it late ?
Were you / we / you /
they late ?

Did I / you / he / she / it /
we / you / they clean the spill
right away?
= Did + subject + infinitive

Yes, they did.
No, they didn't.

To form the Past Simple in the positive, we add -d or
-ed to the infinitive.
want - wanted

I waited all day for the delivery.
He closed the main valve to make it safe.
Some common verbs, such are do,go, or have, are
irregular.

Short answers

do - did
go-went

Yes, I was. No, I wasn't.

Note the use of the infinitive in the negative.

Yes, we were.
No, we weren't.

=Am / Is / Are + subject
We can use question words such as W hat or How if
we want more specific information than a yes / no
answer will give.

What was the meeting about? ~ It was about the
introduction of a new computer sy stem.
We often use the Past Simple of be with past time
expressions such as yesterday and last ...

I wasn't at the meeting yesterday .
We were at the refinery last month.

10 Past Simple
We use the Past Simple to talk about completed
actions in the past.

Positive
I / You / He / She / It / We / You / They cleaned the
spill right away.
=

Short answers

live -lived

Negative
I / He / She / It
You / We / You / They

Questions

subject + Past Simple

Negative
I / You / He / She / It / We / You / They didn't clean
the spill right away.
= subject + did + not (didn 't ) + infinitive

have - had
make - made

It didn't arrive on time.
NOT It clicll'l 't cmivecl 01'1 time.

We often use time expressions with the Past Simple.
These can go at the beginning or end of a sentence.
They completed the refinery in 1995.
The whole team went to the meeting on Thursday.
Last week I worked on a risk assessment with the
operations team.

11 Present Perfect
Positive
I/You / We / You / They
He / She / It

have ('ve) checked
the pressure.
has ('s) checked the
pressure.

=subject + have / has + past participle
Negative
have not (haven't)
checked the pressure.
He / She / It
has not (hasn't) checked
the pressure.
= subject + have / has + not (haven't / hasn't ) + past
participle
I / You / We / You / They
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Short answers

Questions
Have I I you I we I you I they
checked the pressure ?

Yes,Ihave.
No, I haven't.

Has he I she I it
checked the pressure ?

Yes, he has.
No, he hasn't.

=

Have I Has + subject + past participle

Many past participle forms are irregular and need t o
be learned individu ally. For example, be, go, and take.
Verb
be
go
take

Past Simple
was,were
went
took

Past participle
been
been, gone
taken

We use the Present Perfect to t alk about:
• recent actions
We 've taken out the old switch and pu t a new one in.
They haven't repaired the faulty lights.
Have you done the maintenance check?
• our lives up t o n ow, often with ever in the question
form :
Have you ever worked in Kuwait? - Yes, I have. I
worked there last year. / No, I haven't.
We don't use the Present Perfect to talk about a
completed action. With the Present Perfect, there is
always a link with the present.

We u se will when we :
• decide what to do, often in response to a particular
situation :
This belt is noisy. - OK, I'll tighten it.
The mechanic's coming to look atthat part. - I won't
touch it until he gets here, then.
• talk about the future in general:
The new bearing will arrive tomorrow.
W ill you be here for the meeting?
We often u se will with future time expressions, such
as later, tomorrow, next ...
I' ll check the part again later.
We'll reinstall the pump tomorrow afternoon.

13 The Passive
We use the Passive to explain actions or processes. It
generally isn 't important who does the action. It is the
action that is the most important element.
Passive
The crude oil is stored in these tanks . (= this is the
process ; it doesn 't matter who stores them)
Th e refinery and pipes are hidden from the village
by t rees .

=subject + present simple of be + past participle
Active

12 will

We use the Active when we know who or what does
an action, and we feel that it is relevant or im portant
to give t his information.

Positive
I I You I He I She I It I We I You I They will ('11)
check the reports.

= subject + will ('m + infinitive

=

Negative
I I You IHe I She I It IWe I You I They will not
(won't) check the reports.

=subject + will + not (won't ) + infinitive
Questions
Will I Iyou Ihe I she I it Iwe I
you I they check the reports?

=Will + subject + infinitive

The crude oil travels along these pipes into the tanks .
The refinery uses river water for cooling the
m achinery.

Short answers
Yes, they will.
No, they won't.

subject + verb

When describing a process, we can sometimes choose
to us e either the Active or th e Passive. In this case,
w e often use by with the Passive to say who does the
action.
Active

A bridge connects the refinery to the main
road.
Tankers bring crude oil to the refinery.

Passive The refinery is connected to the main road
by a bridge.
Crude oil is brought to the refinery by
tankers.
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if I

when I in case, Past
Continuous

14

if, when
We use if and when to talk about situations that we
expect to happen. Of the two, when indicates greater
probability.
When someone is sick or injured, Hake care of them. (=
this is a situation that is quite common)
[fthere 's afire, wefollowafire-fighting plan. (= this
situation doesn't happen on a regular basis)

We use in case when making plans for situations that
happen more infrequently, such as an emergency.
We have an evacuation plan in case we need to get
everyone off the rig quickly.

Past Continuous
Positive

We can use and, but, and because to join two
sentences. The linkers and, but, and because have
different meanings.

and
Compare:
Polyethylene is the most commonly used polymer in the
world. It is used as a packaging material.
and:
Polyethylene is the most commonly used polymer in the
world and it is used as a packaging material.

but

1/ He / She / It

was working.
You/We /You/They were working.

subject + was / were + -ing form

Negative

1/ He / She / It

was not (wasn't) working.
You / We / You / They were not (weren't) working.
=subject + was / were + not (wasn't / weren't) + -ing
form
Questions

15 and, but, because

We use and to give additional information.

in case

=

Fortunately, I wasn't walking near the ladder when he
dropped the toolbox.
Were they working at the refinery when the explosion
happened?

Short answers

Was I / he / she / it working? Yes, I was. No, I wasn't.
Were you / we / you /
Yes, we were.
they working?
No, we weren't.

We use but to contrast two ideas or to show that the
second idea is unexpected.
Compare :
Polypropylene is also used in packaging. It is used in
many other products too.
and:
Polypropylene is also used in packaging, but (it) is used
in many other products too.

because
We use because to explain why something happened
or why something is true.

=Was / Were + subject + -ing form

Compare :

We use the Past Continuous to describe something
that was happening over a period of time in the past.
The fire was burningfiercely.
I'm sorry. I wasn't listening.
Were you training to be a medic at the time ofyour
accident?

Polyethylene is important. It is the most commonly
used polymer in the world.

We often use the Past Continuous with the Past
Simple to describe something that was happening
when another action interrupted it.
He was working on a ladder when he fell off.

and:
Polyethylene is important because it is the most
commonly used polymer in the world.

Listening scripts
Unit 1
It's

my job

Hi. My name is Khaled. I am from the UAE
- that's the United Arab Emirates. I am a
technician with an oil company here. I like
my job because every day is different.
Today I'm in a team of five technicians at a
new plant. One man is inside in the control
room, and I'm outside with the other three
men. One man is from the US, and two are
from India. We are from different countries,
but we all speak English. We use radios to
speak to the man in the control room.
Most people in the company are Emirati,
but there are many other nationalities too
- American, British, Canadian, Egyptian,
Indian, and many more. I like meeting
foreign people and practising my English.

Listening
T=technician, E1=employee 1,
E2=employee 2, S=storekeeper
Conversation 1
T Excuse me.
E1 Yes?
T Where 's the store?
E1 Er ... I'm not sure. I think it's over there in
building two.
T OK. Thanks.
Conversation 2
T Excuse me.
E2 Hi.
T Where's the store?
E2 It's over there. Room 103.
T Thanks.
Conversation 3
S Can I help you?
T Yeah, I need sixteen of these bolts.
S Sorry?
T Sixteen of these bolts.
S Do you know the part number?
T PV3764.
S Could you say that again, please?
T PV3764.
S Is that PV or BV?
T PV ... 3764.
S OK. I need your employee number.
T That's 0725.
S 0725. OK.
Conversation 4
S There aren't any here. But I can get some
from the main store. Can you call me in
half an hour?
T Sure. What's the number?
S 784522.
T 784552?

S No, 522.
T 784522. OK, I'll call you later.
S Right.

Speaking
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A

What's in the box?
There are some bolts.
Howmany?
Twenty.
Good. What's the part number?
PD790.
What's that number again?
PD790.
The list says PD798. They're the wrong
bolts.

Writing
Hi there. Welcome to Fire and Safety.
I'm your new manager. My name's Don
Bradman. Now, er, you need to fill in this
form. You have a pen? Right. Your name
first, that's first name and family name . .
OK. Employee number. Ah, your employee
number ... Your employee number is 2178 .
.. 2178. OK? . .. er, manager - that's me Don
Bradman - That's Don, D-O-N, Bradman, B-RA-D-M-A-N. OK. Good. Just fill in the rest and
sign your name at the bottom.

Unit 2
It's my job
I=interviewer, S=Steve
I Who do you work for, Steve?
S I work for a Canadian oil company.
I What's your job?
S I'm a well test operator.
I And where do you work?
S I work in lots of different places, all over
Canada.
I Lots of different places?
S Yeah. The company has oil wells all over
the country. We go to an oil well for a
few days or maybe a few weeks. Then we
move on to a different well.
Who is 'we'? Do you work in a team?
S Yeah. A well-testing crew has three
people: a supervisor, an operator, and
an assistant operator. At first I was an
assistant operator. Now I'm an operator.
I I see. What do you do on a typical day?
S Well, usually we do tests on new wells.
First we prepare the test equipment.
Some of it's heavy equipment, so it's hard
work. Then we do tests - a lot of different
tests - and record data on a computer.

I How many hours do you work?
S Do you mean hours per day?
Yes.
S We work twelve hours a day.
Twelve hours. When do you start and
finish?
S We start at seven a.m. and finish at seven
p.rn. It's a long day, but it's OK. I like the
job.
I Why do you like the job?
S I like working outside. And I like seeing
different places. So it's a great job for me.
One last question: what skills do you
need for this job?
S Well, it's hard work, so you need to be
fit. Uh ... And you need to be good with
numbers ... And you need to be carefulI mean careful about safety, and careful
reading numbers and recording them.

Listening
There are some very big numbers in the oil
and gas industry.
The world uses about 85 million barrels of
oil per day. A barrel is 159 litres. So that's
more than thirteen billion litres a day.
Thirteen billion litres a day is about 560
million litres per hour.
So oil companies need to produce a lot of oil
and they need to produce it fast.
There are about 40,000 oil and gas fields
in the world. Most of them are small fields
but some are very big. The biggest is the '
Ghawar field in Saudi Arabia. This very big
field is 280 km long and 30 km wide. The
Saudi national oil company, Saudi Aramco,
operates the field and produces about five
million barrels of oil a day. That's a lot of oil!
Five million barrels is 790,000 cubic metres:
790,000 cubic metres every day.
Ghawar also produces about 57 million cubic
metres of natural gas per day.
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Unit 3
Listening
Conversation 1
O=Omar, M =Mike
M Hello. Technical Support.
o Hi. It's Omar in the control room here. Is
that George?
M No. George is giving a talk right now. This
is Mike speaking. Can I help?
o Well, we're having trouble with one of
the control panels.
M What's the problem?
o The gauges aren't working properly.
M Is the warning light flashing?
o Yes, it is.
M OK. I'll come and look at it.
Conversation 2
F=Faisal Hamdi in the HR department,
B=Bill
B Hello. Technical Support. Bill speaking.
F Can I speak to the shift supervisor,
please?
B He's talking on the other phone. Can I
take a message?
F Oh, yes. Thank you.
B Your name and department, please?
F My name is Faisal Hamdi. I'm phoning
from Human Resources.
B Faisal Hamdi ... from HR. OK. And the
message?
F Please ask him to call me. Uh, it's about
the new technicians. Can he call me
today, if possible?
B OK. So the message is: Please call ... about
the new technicians, ... today if possible.
F Yes, that's right.
B And your number?
F My number is 2233.
B OK.
F Thank you very much. Goodbye.
B Goodbye.

Pronunciation
Exercise 1
1 Europe
2 Qatar
business
4 because
Iran
6 prefer
7 company
8 industry
9 Africa
10 example
11 producer
12 important

13 UAE
14 CO,
15 Middle East
16 petrochemical
17 environment
18 refinery
Exercise 3
1 countries
2 prices
people
4 before
5 produce
6 reasons
7 per cent
8 expensive
9 Arabia
10 employment
11 increasing
12 separate
13 chemicals
14 ethylene

Number talk
1
A Hey, what's 54 divided by 9?
B 54 divided by 9? That's 6, isn't it?
A Er ... Yeah.
2
A OK. Let's add up these numbers: 31 plus 14
. .. plus 24.5.
B 31 plus 14 plus 24.5 ... equals ... 69.5.
3
A 380 minus 45.3. What does that come to?
B 380 ... subtract 45.3 ... I make that 334.7.
A 334.7. I make it that too.
4
A What's 15% of 3,000?
B Huh?
A 3,000 times 15%. Is that 450?
B Er ... 3,000 times 15% equals . . . 450.
That's right.
S
A What's the square root of 81?
B The square root of 81. You know that!
A Come on. What is it?
B 91
A Oh yes. Of course.

Unit 4
It's

my job

Hi. My name's Danny. That's me in the
picture near the top of the rig. I often work
in high places. It looks dangerous, doesn't it?
Well, maybe you can't see my safety
harness. I always wear a safety harness, so I
can't fall very far.

Still, a lot of people can't go up high, but I love
it! How about you? Would you like my job?
I'm a rigger, by the way. What do riggers do?
Well, riggers lift things and move things heavy loads, like big pipes and big machines.
First we estimate the weight and the size
of the load. Then we decide how we can
move it. Sometimes we erect special lifting
equipment, and sometimes we work with
crane operators.
When riggers work with crane operators, we
prepare the load: I mean we put the load in
the sling, and then the crane lifts it.
There are a lot of riggers in the oil and gas
industry. We're everywhere! Why? Because
there's always heavy equipment that needs
lifting and moving.
I work for a good company. Safety is
important to them. Every day the supervisor
talks about safety. There are lots of hazards
in my job, so safety is important to me too.

Listening

,

S=supervisor, T1=trainee I, T2=trainee 2,
T3 =trainee 3, T4=trainee 4
S OK. Listen everybody. Today's t oolbox
talk is about working with cranes. You
know cranes can be dangerous. So tell
me: what hazards are there?
T1 The load can fall on you.
S Right. So what's the safety rule?
T1 Don't stand under the load.
5 Right. Never stand under a load. And wear
a hard hat at all times. Another hazard?
T2 Loads can swing left and right.
S Yeah. So what do you do? Do you put
your hand on it - try to stop it swinging?
T2 No. You mustn't do that. It's very
dangerous. You must never try to stop a
swinging load.
S Good. What else can go wrong?
T2 You can lose your fingers!
S That's right! Be careful where you put
your hands. You don't want your fingers
going up with the load!
Ts Right! Yeah! Ugh!
T4 Excuse me. Can I ask a question?
S Sure. Go ahead.
T4 What can I do in an emergency? I mean,
how can I tell the operator to stop lifting?
S Good question: the crane operator can't
hear you, so how can you stop him? One
answer is hand Signals. You know the
emergency stop signal - both arms out,
left and right. The other answer is radio.
One man must always have radio contact
with the crane operator.
T4 0K.
S Any other questions? No? Right. Let's go.
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Unit 5
It's

my job

I work in a seismic crew. I place the
geophones. That's my job. We place the
geophones before the other crews arrive the vibrator crews and the recording crew.
Then they arrive and they do their work, and
then we remove the geophones.
We must put the geophones in the right
place - that's very important. So we all have
a GPS unit. That's a handheld electronic
gadget, like the sat nav in your car. The GPS
tells you your exact position. We read the
data carefully to get the position right.
The other crews start work when the
geophones are ready. The operator in the
recording truck talks to the vibrator crews
by radio. He tells them to start the vibrators,
and he records the seismic data. After that,
we pick up the geophones, and then we
move to a new location.
This job can be hard work. You're walking
a lot and carrying heavy things - in hot
weather sometimes, and in difficult places like mountains and deserts. So you must be
fit. I like the job. I like it for two reasons: I love
being outside and seeing different places. And
I like working in a team. And the money's
good too. That's three reasons, isn't it?!

Pronunciation
Exercise 1
Example
We must put the geophones in the right
place.
1 That's very important.
2 So we all have a GPS unit.
3 The GPS tells you your exact position.
4 We read the data carefully to W the
position right.
Exercise 5
1 This jQQ can be hard work.
2 You're walking a lot and carrying heavy
things.
So you must be fit
4 I like the job.
5 I like it for two reasons.
6 I love being outside and seeing different
places.
7 And I like working in a team.
8 And the money's good too.
9 That's three reasons, isn't it?!

Listening
Everyone in a seismic crew uses a GPS
receiver. GPS stands for Global POSitioning
System. You use it to find your exact position
on the Earth. You can find your position even

in the desert or on t he sea. And we use it to
navigate. Navigate means find your way to
other positions. Other positions are called
waypoints.
OK, now listen. This is how to navigate.
Before your trip, you enter and save the
coordinates of all the waypoints. Waypoints
means the places you want to go to. OK? I'll
show you how to do that later.
OK, you're ready to start your trip. The first
thing is to find your position. So turn on
your GPS to find your pOSition. Now the GPS
needs radio signals from three satellites.
So wait until it receives signals from three
satellites. This usually takes a few seconds
or maybe a minute. When it receives the
signals, it shows the coordinates of your
position. Now it's ready to navigate. So,
select the first waypoint. Waypoint 001 for
example. Then select GOTO, and you'll see a
pointer on t he screen. That's your bearing.
Follow the pOinter to the waypoint. OK?
Right. Now let's try it ...

A Why's it doing that?
B I guess it's because the mud's too thick.
A Too t hick?
B Yeah. It's too thick, so the pump has to
work really hard.
A Should we make it thinner?
B Yes. Just a bit. Add 2,000 litres of water.
A OK.
B Add it slowly. Not too fast.
A OK.
Problem 3
A Look. That drilling floor isn't safe.
B Why's that?
A There's mud on the floor. I mean a lot of
mud. Somebody might slip.
B OK. Let's make it safer. Hey, Dan! Clean
the drill floo r, right now.
C Should I use water?
B Yeah, use water, and clean all the mud off.
C OK. I'm on it.

Unit 6

2 dirty
3 senior

Pronunciation
roughneck

4 older

5
6
7
8

crew
operate
cont rol
heavie r

Kickoff
Drilling mud is a mixture of water, clay, and
other materials. The mud pump pumps mud
from the mud tank into the top of the drill
string. The mud flows down inside the drill
string to the bit. It cleans and cools the bit.
Then it flows up the hole and carries rock
cuttings up with it. The mud and cuttings
go to the mud screen. The mud screen
separates the cuttings from the mud. The
mud flows through to the mud tank below.

Listening
Problem 1
A Hey. We have a problem.
B What is it ?
A The cuttings aren't coming up.
B They aren't coming up to the surface?
A Yeah. The mud's not bringing them up.
It's too thin.
B Is the mud mixer working ?
A Yes, it is.
B OK. Let's make the mud thicker.
A Should I add clay?
B Yeah. Add 250 kilos of clay.
A Right. 250 kilos.
Problem 2
A Listen. That mud pump is very noisy.
There's something wrong with it.
B Yeah. You're right. It shouldn't be like
that. It's working too hard.

Unit 7
It's

my job

There's a big oil and gas industry in Brazil.
We also produce a lot of ethanol. So I'm
always busy!
Most metal pipes and fittings are welded.
This means that pipe-fitters and welders
work closely together. The pipe-fitters
read plans fo r pipe systems, cut and
prepare pipes, lay them out, and put all
the parts together. They also drill holes for
inst ruments (flow meters, for example) and
they assemble flanges, elbows, and tees.
Then I do my work. I weld together sections
of pipe. After I weld the pipes, the pipe-fitters
assemble them. They use bolts to join the
flanged jOints. Then inspectors inspect and
test the pipes. Finally, workers paint and
sometimes insulate the pipes.
Welders always have to be careful of
electric shock, burns to the skin and eyes,
and smoke. Where possible we work in the
workshop but a lot of work is out on site.
Sometimes I have to work high up or in
confined places, for example inside a pipe,
so safety is really important.
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Listening

Number talk

H=health and safety officer, Pl=pipe-fitter 1,
P2=pipe-fitter 2, P3=pipe-fitter 3
H There are six main hazards for welders.
Can you name them?
PI Electric shock.
H Right. So what do we do?
P2 Weld dry. Don't stand in water.
P3 And wear leather shoes and always wear
gloves.
H Right. We also check our equipment
often. We don't use damaged equipment.
We switch off equipment when we aren't
using it. Another hazard?
P3 Gas cylinders. Gas cylinders can explode.
H Correct. So how do we stay safe?
PI Don't drop them!
H Right. How?
P2 Always secure the cylinders. And always
move them safely.
H OK. And the three steps before moving?
P2 Close the valve, remove the regulator,
and replace the valve cap. Then use a cart
to move the cylinder.
H Right. And always close the valve when
you go on break or at the end of the day.
Also, you should always wear your safety
glasses when you're working. OK, that's
two hazards. What else?
P3 Arc rays. They burn eyes and skin.
H Precautions?
PI Cover skin and eyes. Never look at the
spark. Always use a welder's helmet and
gloves.
H Right. Those things also protect us from
arc sparks. Hot sparks can burn clothes and
start fires. So wear your protective clothes.
Cotton trousers are good. And no pockets!
Pockets catch sparks. Another hazard?
P2 Smoke. Smoke from welding can be
dangerous.
PI So we use respirators. And we always
know the material we 're welding.
H That's right. And indoors, we always use
the ventilation system. OK, there 's one
more hazard on my list. Trips and falls.
You work in confined spaces, sometimes
underground, sometimes high up. So
what do you do?
P3 Always think about where you are. Wear
a safety harness.
P2 Keep the work area clean and tidy.
H Right.

Exercise 3
1 Three point one four times point zero
two two times point zero two two times
twelve point four equals point zero one
eight eight cubic metres.
2 Three point one four times point five five
times point five five times five hundred
sixty-five equals five hundred thirty six
point six six five three cubic metres.
3 Three point one four times one point
two times one point two times twenty
two thousand three hundred equals one
hundred thousand eight hundred thirty
two cubic metres.
4 Three point one four times one point
eight times one point eight times six
hundred forty thousand equals six
million five hundred eleven thousand one
hundred four cubic metres.
Exercise 5
Student A
1 Three point one four times point five
times point five times twelve equals nine
point four two cubic metres.
2 Three point one four times two times two
times twenty four equals three hundred
and one point four four cubic metres.
Three point one four times point seven
five times point seven five times three
equals five point two nine eight seven
cubic metres.
StudentB
1 Three point one four times two times two
times five equals sixty-two point eight
cubic metres.
2 Three point one four times point seven
times point seven times thirty equals
forty-six point one five eight cubic
metres.
Three point one four times point two five
times point two five times twenty-two
equals four paint three one seven five
cubic metres.

Unit 8
Language spot
Offshore work is more hazardous than
onshore work.
2 The platform is as big as a football field.
The top of the derrick is higher than a
twenty-storey building.
4 Drilling platforms are not as big as this.

It's

my job

Part 1
I=interviewer, D=Dave Bristow
I What does an instrument technician do?

D Well, offshore platforms have a lot of
inst ruments and instrument systems
- everything from simple gauges to
electronic and computer systems.
They're for measuring, recording, and
controlling variables - variables like
pressure, flow, temperature, level, and
so on. In my job, I install, maintain, and
repair these instruments. I inspect and
test them regularly and adjust them if
necessary. I test electrical circuits too. If
there 's a problem, I diagnose the problem
and solve it.
Part 2
I What's it like living on a platform?
D Well, I only live here for two weeks at a
time. We work two weeks and then we
have two weeks' leave. We work twelve
hours a day for fourteen days, so it's
harder than other jobs. At the end of
the day, you can rest, watch TV, watch
films, go to the gym, read a book. The
accommodation is OK. The rooms are
small but comfortable. There are two
people per room. The food's good - well,
not as good as home food, but good.
How does it compare with onshore work?
D For me, it's better than onshore work.
The pay is good, and I get two weeks'
leave every month! But it's not good for
everybody. I mean it's a long day, and you
can't see your family and friends for two
weeks.

Listening
M=Martin, D=Dave
M Hello, Dave. This is Martin again. Over.
Dave. Do you read? Over.
D This is Dave. Go ahead, Martin. Over.
M I'm in the control room. Are you in the
process area? Over.
D Affirmative. Over.
M Can you see the gauge? Over.
D Negative. Is it P324? Over.
M Negative, Dave. The gauge is PD24. That's
Papa Delta Two Four. Over.
D Stand by. .. . OK. I see it. Pressure is five
bar. Over.
M Say again. Over.
D Pressure reads five bar. Over.
M The reading here is three. Over.
D Do you say three? Over.
M That's correct. There's something wrong,
Dave. Can you find out what's wrong?
Over.
D Affirmative. I'll do it now. Over.
M Great. Call me when you have some
information. Over.
D Check. Over.
M Thanks, Dave. Out.
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Exercise 3
1 The employee's name is Pond - That's P
for Papa, Oscar, November, Delta.
2 The part number is SF925. That's Sierra
Foxtrot nine two five.
Go to Building D. That's D for Delta.
4 The web address is cvo.com. That's
Charlie, Victor, Oscar, dot com.

B What was the problem?
A There was a faulty level gauge on one of
the main storage tanks. It's OK now.
Conversation 3
A Are you on your way to the warehouse?
B Yes, we are. The cable trays were ready
last Friday.
A Oh, really?
B Yes. It was on the materials report.

Pronunciation

Speaking

Vocabulary

2
3

4
5
6
7

8

9
10

11

12

instrument
inspect
platform
stand by
foxtrot
offshore
production
electric
install
equipment
volts
department

Exercise 1
a a cube
b a cylinder
c a sphere
Exercise 4
a The tank is cylindrical.
b The unit is cuboid.
c The tank is spherical.
d The tower is vertical.
e The arm is horizontal.
f The machine is above-ground.
g The men are underground.
h The pipe is at a 90-degree angle.
The boat is on a truck.

Unit 9

Unit 10

Vocabulary
vaporize
vaporization
vapour
liquefy
liquefaction
liquid
produce
production
product

consume
consumption
store
storage
transport
transportation
pipe
pipe

Numbertalk
Exercise 2
1 nineteen seventy
2 two thousand and two
one point five trillion cubic metres
4 two trillion cubic metres

It's my job
My name's Ahmed AI-Sabah. I work for
the Kuwait Oil Company. I'm a safety and
environment officer. I work in AI Ahmadi, in
Kuwait. I work closely with our contractors.
I help them to work safely and reduce
environmental problems. I like my work.
Every day, every week, is different. Last
week, I worked on a risk assessment with
the operations and maintenance team. And
I visited some construction sites with my
manager. We talked to some of the workers.
We explained the importance of health,
safety, and the environment. It's a big
responsibility, but everyone works together.
We help each other.

Listening

Listening

Conversation 1
A Were you at the meeting yesterday?
B No, I was too late. Was it interesting?
A Yes. The new operations manager was
there.
B Was he at Ras Tanura refinery before?
A Yes, he was.
Conversation 2
A We're busy!
B Are you? Why?
A There was a big problem this morning.

Conversation 1
A When did it happen?
B It happened last night.
A What did you do?
B We closed the main valve and made it
safe.
B Was it a big spill?
A Less than a hundred litres. We cleaned it
up right away.
Conversation 2
A There was a problem with noise.

B Yes, the compressor was very noisy.
A Did they build the new enclosure?
B Yes, the maintenance team finished it
yesterday.
A Did it work?
B Yes, it worked very well. It really reduced
the noise.
Conversation 3
A When did it start leaking?
B It started leaking two days ago.
A Did you get the new gasket?
B No. I waited all day yesterday. The
delivery didn't arrive. But David said it's
coming today.

Pronunciation
2
3
4
5
6

happened
closed
finished
worked
started
waited

Speaking
P=Pat, A=Adeniyi
P Control Room, Pat speaking.
A Pat, th is is Ade. I'm at the tank farm.
There's an oil spill.
P Where is it, exact ly?
A Between tanks 12 and 14.
P OK. Is anyone hurt?
A No, there are no injuries.
P So what's the situation right now?
A The area's safe. The spill is around 300
litres. It's contained in the bund.
P OK, Ade, well done. Go out to the road
and I'll contact emergency services and
get a maintenance team there right
away.

Unit 11
Listening
1

A Have you done the monthly
maintenance on the compressor?
B Yes. I've checked the pressure and added
oil.
A No problems?
B No problems.
2

A They had a leaky water pipe at the
gathering station.
B And?
A Khaled stopped the leak.
B Good.
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3
A What have you done about the lights in
the car park?
B The switch was broken. We've taken out
the old switch and put in a new one.

Exercise 6

Listening

1

4

A The tank is damaged. There's a big dent
in it.
B I don't think we can repair that. I'll write
a report.

F=Frank, E=Eric, C=Carl, B=Bill
F OK. Eric, what have you got?
E Right. The front office phoned. Their
photocopier is jammed.
F Carl, will you look at that, please?
C Sure. I'll check it out this morning. I
may need to call the manufacturer's
technician.
F Fine. What else, Eric?
E There's a problem with the generator
that the welding team is using. The
engine is making a funny noise.
F Bill, can you take care of that?
B Sure. I'll do it this afternoon.
F Thanks, Bill. What are you doing this
morning?
B I'm reinstalling that pump.
F Oh, have you finished the repairs?
B Yes. We finished yesterday.
F Great. What else, Eric?
E Let's see. It's time for the routine
maintenance on the compressor.
F OK, fine . Bill and Carl are busy, so I'll do
that this morning myself. And J'll check
yesterday evening's reports. Oh, and the
new lights for the loading area arrived
yesterday, Carl.
C Oh, good. J'll install those this afternoon.
F OK. I'll give you a hand. Eric, what about
you?
E I'll be at my desk all day!

A Are you busy today?
B We've got a team meeting at eight o'clock.
At ten o'clock, we start work on pipeline 29.
A What time do you finish?
B Nine o'clock tonight.
A We need two men at well 36 tomorrow.
They need welding gear. We also need
two men here at the workshop.
B OK. Aziz and Stas can go to 36. Iqbal
should stay at the workshop.
A Iqbal and .
B Iqbal and Halim.
6

A
B
A
B

Have you finished the budget?
Yes.
Does it look OK?
Yes. We 've spent $20,000 on new
workshop equipment this year. Next
year, we can spend $25,000.

Number talk
one millimetre
two millimetres
one micron
two microns
point oh oh one millimetres
point oh two five millimetres
plus or minus

Unit 12
Vocabulary
Exercise 1
A How's it going with that pump?
B Fine. We found the problem.
A What was wrong with it?
B The bearing was frozen.
A Have you replaced it?
B Not yet. But we've ordered a new one. It'll
be here tomorrow. And we've replaced
the hose.
A Why did you do that?
B It was split.
A Oh, OK. So when will it be ready?
B We 'll get the bearing tomorrow morning.
We 'll reinstall the pump tomorrow
afternoon.

A The wires are corroded.
B I'll clean them.
2

3

A
B
A
B

It's not working.
What's wrong?
It's frozen. The system is down.
OK. I'll re-start the system.

4

A
B
A
5
A
B
A
B

Have you fixed it?
No. It's jammed.
I'll get the manual.
I can't remove the bolt.
Why not?
It's rusted.
I'll get the angle grinder.

6

A Ah, here's the problem. Look at the gear.
It's worn.
B Yes, I see.
A I'll replace it.
7
A
B
A
B
8
A
B
A
B
A

See this belt?
Yes.
It's loose. So it's noisy.
I'll tighten it.

Unit 13
What's the problem?
It's this cap. It's leaking.
Is it oil?
Yes, it is.
I'll check it.

Pronunciation
Exercise 1
1 Turn the cap.
2 Repair the rip.
3 Pull the tab.
Exercise 4
1 belt
2 bolt
3 computer
4 copier
5 cap
6 broken
7 repair
8 problem

Listening
Welcome to Oakton refinery. This refinery
turns crude oil into products like kerosene,
petrol. and petrodiesel. Before we begin our
tour today, I'll explain the organization of
the refinery.
1 This is the jetty. Tankers bring crude oil
to the refinery. They unload the crude oil
here.
2 The crude oil travels along these pipes
into the tanks.
This area is called the tank fa rm. The
crude oil is stored in these tanks until it is
refined. Some of them are 80 metres high.
There are over 200 steps to the top.
4 This is the main refinery. This is where
the oil is refined in the distillation towers.
These pi pes take the products out of the
refinery. Some of the pipes take kerosene
to the airport.
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6 The refinery uses river water for cooling
the machinery. The used water is
returned here, to the salt marsh. It is often
cleaner when it is returned than it was
when it was taken from the river.
7 The refinery is connected to the main
road here. All of the workers come and go
this way. Some of our products leave this
way in tankers.
8 The admin block is where the offices are.
The people who work here manage the
people and all of the machinery at the
refinery.
9 Oakton is the neighbouring village. The
refinery is hidden from the village by
trees.

Number talk
minus forty degrees Celsius
2 zero degrees Celsius

forty-five degrees Celsius
4 thirty-seven degrees Celsius
5 one hundred degrees Celsius

Unit 14
It's

my job

My company supplies medics to the oil
industry. My job is really three jobs. I'm
a medic. I'm a safety officer. And I'm an
environmental officer.
As a medic, I look after the health of the
workers. I do their physical examinations.
When someone is sick or injured, I take care
of them. If someone is badly injured or very
sick, I arrange evacuation.
As a safety officer, I do training. For example,
when new employees arrive, I give them
basic health and safety training. I also check
equipment and plan for emergencies. If
there's a fire, we follow a fire-fighting plan.
We also have an evacuation plan in case we
need to get everyone off the rig quickly.
As an environment officer, I look after
the working environment. If there are
problems with noise or waste management,
for example, I deal with them. I check
noise levels and I deal with any problems
that workers have with the working
environment.

Listening

Number talk

Situation 1
A We have a fire here.
B Where are you?
A And ... he's burned. His hands are
burned.
B Where's the fire?
A We're in the workshop. We were welding.
B OK. Is everyone safe?
A Yes.
B Is the fire burning now?
A No. We used the fire extinguisher. We put
it out.
B OK. Can he walk? Can the man with the
burned hands walk?
A Yes. OK, he can walk. The burn isn't very
bad.
B OK, then bring him to me. Bring him to
the clinic.
Situation 2
A Are you OK?
B What happened? Is he OK?
A The toolbox fell off. I was working on the
ladder. The tools fell. They hit his head.
B Is he unconscious?
A Yes. Look at his head. This is really
serious.
B OK, I'll call an ambulance. Is he
breathing?
A Yes, he's breathing.
B Hello? Yes, we have a serious head injury
here. We're at the Oakton refinery in
the tank area. Tank 27. We need an
ambulance. It's serious.
Situation 3
A OK, can you take the discharge hose off?
B Ah! My arms!
A Quick, get under the shower.
B Oh.
A We've got a chemical burn in the loading
area. The bulk tanker loading area.
Caustic soda solution.
C Have you washed the burn?
A Yes, he's in the shower now. I think he 's
OK. But we're going to need to clean up.

A fever is a temperature above thirty-eight
point five degrees Celsius.
A normal resting heart rate is sixty to one
hundred beats per minute.
A normal resting breathing rate is twelve to
twenty breaths per minute.
Eighty-five over fifty-five is a low blood
pressure. A hundred and fifty over a
hundred is a high blood pressure.
Pain is measured on a scale of one to ten.
One is very mild and ten is the worst
possible.

Pronunciation
Exercise 2
1 switch off
6 welding
2 advice
7 water
3 evacuate
8 very
4 activate
9 worst
vehicle
Exercise 3
1 Do you know where it went?
2 Did you get the wheel?
3 We had a problem with a wiper.

Unit 15
Listening
Exercise 2
My name is Toru Yamada. I'm a chemical
engineer at Chisso Petrochemical
Corporation. I work at our Goi Factory,
near TOkyo. Our main products at Goi
are polyethylene and polypropylene.
Polyethylene is the most commonly used
polymer in the world. Around the world,
80 million metric tonnes per year are
produced. It is used as a packaging material.
Polypropylene is also used in packaging, but
is used in many other products too. Ropes ,
car parts, fabrics, and reusable containers
are all made with polypropylene. The world
produces nearly 50 million metric tonnes of
polypropylene per year.
Exercise 5
Chis so's Moriyama Plant manufactures
composite fibres. It uses the polypropylene
and polyethylene produced at the Goi Plant.
It specializes in the production of spun bond
fabric. Spunbond composite is used to make
floor carpets for cars, medical packaging,
diapers, very strong envelopes, and many
other products.
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Glossary
Vowels
I:

c

sea

u

look

ar

refi nery

pi pe

u:

room

au

grou nd

drill

u

reg u lator

JI

oil

belt

A

pu mp

I;)

area

e;)

repai r

u;)

pure

a:

gas

3:

eart h

0:

pl ant

;)

tanker

0

rock

eI

m ai ntai n

J:

cau se

;)u

fl ow

Consonants
p

petrol

r

fu el

h

hole

b

b it

v

v al ve

m

tea m

t ank

0

th in

n

engine

d

fiel d

ij

k

crane

9

g ear

tJ

ben ch

d3

g eolog ist

above-ground 'a'bA' ,graonJ adJ on the
surface of the earth rather than under it
activate "icktlvCIL v to make a device start
working
adjust ';)'d3ASL v to change something
slightly to make it better or more suitable
ambulance / 'iclllbjal;:ms. n a vehicle with
special equipment, used for taking sick
people to hospital
ammonia ;l'Ill;)OnIa. n (symb NH l ) a
gas with a strong smell, used to make
fertilizers and cleaning substances
area 'c~n;" n part of a place, used for a
pa rticu la r pu rpose
asphalt "ics!"el! n a thick black substance,
used for making the surface of roads
assess 'a'SCSi v to examine and judge a
situation, person, etc.
barrel 'ba:r;lL n 1. a large round container
with flat ends and curved sides, used for
storing liquids such as oil
2. (abbr. bbl) a unit for measuring oil that
equals 42 US gallons (= about 159 litres)
bearing 'be;)rII) n the direction in which
you must travel in order to reach a
particular place. Bearings are measured in
degrees in a clockwise direction from north.
belt helt n a band in a machine that turns
round in order to turn something else
bent hentl adj not straight

brea th e

I)

stri ng

servi ce

I

we ll

I

design

r

J

offshore

3

preci sion

block blok v to prevent oil or gas from
flowing through a pipe
boil b;)J1 v (of liquid) to reach the
temperature at which it forms bubbles
and becomes gas
bolt 'baolL n a strong metal pin like a
screw that attaches to a circle of metal (=
a nut) to fasten things together
broken /'braobn, adj damaged or no
longer working correctly
budget /' bAd;)l! n the money that is
available to someone and a plan of how it
will be spent
bulk tanker ,bAlk 'ticl)b(r)/ n a ship or
truck that carries oil, gas, or petrol in very
large quantities
carbon black ,ku:b;)n 'bhck. n a fine
carbon powder, used to make black paint
or ink and some kinds of rubber
carefully I' ke;)f;>1I adv with care and
attention
cause b:z' v to make something happen,
especially something bad
chemical 'kCllllkll n a particular
compound or substance, especially one
which has been artificially prepared
circuit "s3:kIt n the complete path that an
electric current flows along
circumference 's;l'kAIll!';)r;)ns/ n the
distance around a circle or round shape
such as a pipe

rig
y es

w

w ave

clean up ,kh:n 'Api v to remove rubbish ,
dirt, etc. from somewhere, such as oil that
has spilt because of an accident
cluttered klAt;xll adj (of a place) covered
with or full of many things, in an untidy way
connect 'b'ncktl v to join together two or
more things
consume 'bn 'sjll:m. v to use something,
especially fuel or energy
containment bn'tcmm;lnL n a
structure that an oil tank stands in. The
containment holds any oil that leaks from
the tank and prevents it from spreading
to other areas.
contractor k;lIl'tnckt;l(r). n a person or
company that does work or provides
goods for another company
control room /bn'tr:lol rll:lll/ n a room
that contains equipment for operating
the machines in a factory, refinery, etc.
convert /bn'v :l:t v to change something
from one form, system, etc. to another, for
example to change sound waves into an
electrica I signa I
coordinates bo ':l:dm;)(s, n two numbers
that are used to describe the position of
something on a map
corroded b 'r:lOlhd. adj (of a metal or hard
substance) destroyed slowly by chemical
action
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crane Ikrem n a tall machine with a long
arm, used to lift and move heavy objects
crane operat or I' krem ,oparelt;)(r); n
a person who controls a crane
(= a machine for lifting and moving heavy
things)
cubic metre 'kju:blk ,mi:ta(r) n (abbr. m3)
a unit of volume that equals 1,000 litres
cuboid 'kju:bJld ad} shaped like a cube (=
a shape with six square sides like a box)
cylindrical 'sa 'bndnkll ad} shaped like a
cylinder (= an object like a pipe with long
straight sides and two round ends)
damage l' d<emld ;V v to harm or spoil
something
damaged l'dremld3d, ad} harmed or spoiled
danger l 'demd3a(r); n the possibility of
harm to someone or something
dangerous 'demd3Jr:>SJ ad} likely to cause
harm
deal with " di:1 wli\; V to take action to
solve a problem
defibrillator 'di: 'flbnlelta(r)! n medical
equipment that is used to give the heart
an electric shock so that it beats normally
degrees Celsius Idl,gri:z 'selsl;)s; n
(abbr. · C) a scale of temperature in which
water freezes at O· and boils at 100'
department Idl 'po:tm:mt. n a section of a
company or other large organization
deposit 'dl 'pOlIt. n a substance that is left
somewhere by the flow of water, oil, etc.,
such as dirt left at the bottom of a pipe
derrick "denk n a tall structure over an oil
well for holding the drill
derrickman 'dcnkma~ n n the person who
moves the top part of a drill string
design Idl 'zaml v to create and make plans
for a new device , machine, etc.
development Idl 'vel:Jpmant n the process
of preparing an oil well for production, for
example by building a pipeline
diameter 'daI'rermt:J(r) n the width of a
circle or any other round object such as
a pipe
disconnect .drsb'oekt v to separate two
or more things
downstream .daon 'stn:m ad} connected
with the processing and selling of oil and
gas
drill bit I'dnl brt n the cutting part of a drill
drill string 'dnl stnlJ n a series of
pipes that form the main part of a drill,
connecting the wellhead to the drill bit
driller I'dnla(r)' n a person who controls a
drill and manages the work of the drilling
crew (= the people who work on a drill)

drilling company 'dnb!) k.\mp;mi n a
company that drills holes for an oil or gas
company
earth '3:8, v to con nect eq u i pment to the
ground so that it is protected from the
possible flow of electric current (Am E =
ground)
eco-hazard I 'i:bo,hrez;)d n someth ing
that can harm the environment
emergency i'm3:d3dnsl n a sudden
dangerous situation which needs
immediate action to deal with it
emergency shower 'i'm3:d3ansl
,Saoa(r), n a shower in a fa ctory or
laboratory that is used if there is an
aCCident; also called a safety shower
enclosure 'm'klao3a(r)1 n an area that is
surrounded by a wa ll and is used for a
particular purpose
ensure I m'Jo;)(r)J v to make certain that
something happens
environmental 'm,valr;)n'mentl ad}
connected with the environment (= the
natural world in which people, animals,
and plants live)
evacuate 'r'vrekjuert. v to make people
leave a dangerou s building or area
exploration ,ekspl;)'rcIJo. n the process
offinding a source of oil or gas that a
company can possibly develop
explosion 'rk 'spl::1030 n th e sud den violent
bursting of something li ke a bomb
fire engine 'fard end jIll n a special vehicle
that carries firefighters (= people who put
out fires) and the ir equipment
fire extinguisher 'Idl::l Ik , ulJ(j \ ,,) n a
device with w ater or chemica ls ins ide that
you use to st op a fi re burning
fi rst aid kit f3:st 'eld kIt n a box
contain ing medicine and eq ui pment t hat
you use for em ergency med ica l t reatment
flow fl:w , n the stea dy movement of a
liquid in one direct ion
foreign ' f 01":>0 ad} in or f rom a co untry
that is not your own
fractional distillation fnekJanl
dlstl'lelJn n th e proces s of separating
the different substances within crude oil
by heating it until it becomes a gas and
then collecting the gas and liquids that
form at different temperatures
frozen 'fraozn ad} 1. (of a screw, etc.) stuck
or rusted so that it no longer moves
2, (of a computer) not working or
responding so that you cannot move
anything on screen
fuel 'fju:al n a mat erial that you burn to
produce heat or power

fuel oil "tju:;)1 :)11 n a t ype of oil produced
from crude oil and used as fuel for sh ips,
trains, etc. as well as for heating buildings
fumes 'tju:mz n smoke or gas which is
dangerous to breathe
furnace f3:nrs n a container like an oven
that is heated to very high temperatures
so that you can melt iron, etc.
gas '(j<es n any substance that is neither
a solid nor a liquid, for exa mple hydrogen
and oxygen
gauge 'g erd) n a device fo r measuring the
am ount or leve l of something
gear (j 1:1( r) n a w heel with teeth (= pOint ed
parts) around its edge that works with
other gears t o control the speed at which
an engine t urns someth ing
geologist ,,h 01;>(1-1,1 n a scientist w ho
studies the earth, especially by exa mining
t he rocks of a particular area to fi nd out if
oi l or gas is unde r t he ground
geophone 'dj l:aof;)on n a dev ice t hat is
used on lan d for recording seismic waves
so that yo u can make a map of the land
an d rocks in t hat area
go ahead 'pu ;)' hed v used to te ll
someone that they can begin to do
someth ing
gu ide <,.1 v to move something in a
particular direct ion
hazard
n something t hat may be
dange rous
heading
n the direction in w hich
you are cu rrent ly moving
heavy he
ad} we ighing a lot
hori zontal r 0 IOnll ad} going across
and pa rall el to the ground rather than
going up and down
Human Resources ,hJu:m:m n s;): SIZ n
the department in a com pany that deals
with emp loying and tra ining people
hydrocarbons ,haldra'ko:b;mz! n
chemicals that are made of hydrogen and
carbon, especially the main substances in
oil, gas, and coal
incident " msrd;)ot. n a bad or unfortunate
event such as an accident
increase 'm'kri:sl v to make som ethin g
larger in amount
inexpensive ,Inrk'spensrv ad} not cost ing
a lot of money; cheap
injure "md3a(r) v to harm someone
physically, especially in an accident
inspect 'm'spekt v to examine something
closely to check that there are no
problems or errors
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inspection m'spekS:ml n a close
examination to check that there are no
problems or errors
install IIn'st:l:11 v to fix equipment into
position so that it ca n be used
instrument "mstr;)m;)ntl n a tool or device
used for a particular task, especially for
technical or scientific work
international l ,mt;)'meSn;)1J adj connected
with or involving two or more countries
jammed 'd3<emdl adj not able to move
kerosene "ker;)si:nl n a type of oil made
from crude oil and used as fuel for planes
and for heating in houses
layer "leI;)(r)1 n a sheet or level of rock, soil ,
etc. that is above or below other sheets or
surfaces
length lel)81 n the size of something from
one end to the other
level "levI, n the amount or height of
something, for example the amount of
liquid in a tank
light JaItl adj not weighing very much
liquefied natural gas (LNG) l'hkWIfaId
n<etSr;)1 g<esl l ei en d3i:1 n natural
gas such as methane that is changed
into liquid so that it can be stored or
transported more easily
liquefy I 'hkwifaii v to become liquid; to
make something become liquid
liquid l 'hkwIdl adj in the form of a liquid ;
not a solid or a gas
liquid petroleum gas (LPG) l 'hkwId
pd'tr:loli:lm 'g<esl n gas that is obtained
from crude oil and made into a liquid
under pressure. LPG is usually a mixture
of propane and butane and is used as fuel
for some vehicles or for heating in houses.
load l:lod v to put things on or in a
vehicle, a container, etc.
maintain Imem'teml v to keep a machine, a
tool, etc. in good condition by checking or
repairing it regularly
maintenance I 'memt:m:msl n the act of
keeping something in good condition by
checking or repairing it regularly
manage 'm<emd3i v 1. to be responsible for
organizing a business, a team, etc.
2. to decide how to use money in a
sensible way
man-made l ,m<en'meIdl adj made by
people; not natu ral
medical oxygen l ,medIkl 'OkSId3:lnl n
pure oxygen that is given to someone to
breathe as part of medical treatment
melt Imeltl v (of a solid substance) to
become liquid as a result of heating
messy I 'mesil adj untidy

methane "mi:8em. n (symb CH 4 ) a gas
without colour or smell, that burns easily
and is used as fuel. Natural gas mainly
contains methane.
micron 'maIkronl n (symb Ilm) one
millionth of a metre (= 0.000 oOlm)
molecule 'mohkju:L n the smallest unit
of a chemical substance, consisting of a
group of atoms
monomer "mon:lm:l(r), n a molecule that
can join with other molecules to form a
polymer
mot or "m:lot;)(r), n a machine that
uses petrol / gasoline, electricity, etc. to
produce movement and supply power to
a vehicle or device
mud mhd. n a mixture of water, earth, and
other materials which cools and cleans
the drill bit
nOiSe n:lIzi n sound, especially when it is
loud or unpleasant
noisy 'n:lIzi, adj making a lot of noise
offshore ,ofS:l:(r), adj at sea, not far from
the land
oilfield ':)11 fi:ld, n an area of land that has
large amounts of oil under its surface
oil well :lll weI! n a hole in the ground that
an oil company makes in order to get oil
onshore onS:l:(r), adj on the land rather
than at sea
operate Op:lreIt v 1. to use or control a
machine
2. to manage an organization or process
operating company 'Op:lreItIl) khmp:lnil n
a company that controls production of an
oil well
organize ':l:g:lnaIZI v to plan work in an
efficient way
package "p<ekId3i v to put something into
a box, bag, etc. so that you can transport
or sell it
petrochemical ,petr:lO'kemIkll n any
chemical substance that you obtain from
crude oil or natural gas
petrodiesel ,petr:lo'di:zL n a type offuel
made from crude oil (= petroleum) and
used in diesel engines
pipeline " paIplaml n a series of pipes that
carries oil and gas over long distances
plant iplo:ntl n a large factory that
processes oil and gas, produces power, etc.
plastics "pl<eslIksl n artificial materials
that are made from polymers. Plastics can
be shaped when heated and are used for
making many things.
platform "pl<etf:>:mI n a large structure
standing above water in the sea which
provides a base for drilling for oil or gas

plentiful 'plentIfl adj available in large
amounts
polyethylene ,poli e8:lIi:nI n a common
type of plastic that is used for making
bags or packaging
polymer 'pohm:l(r)! n a substance that
is made from a number of the same
molecules (= monomers) that are joined
together. Polymers are used to make
plastics.
position p:l 'ZISn. n the place where a
person or thing is located
preci sion Ipn'sI3n, n very accurate:

a precision instrument
prehistoric ,pri:hI'stonk. adj relating
to the ancient past before people kept
written records
pressure l' preS:l(r). n the amount of force
that a gas or liquid produces in a pipe or
container
processing plant "pr:lOSeSIl) plo:nt. n
a factory that separates the different
substances within oil and natural gas
produ ct "prodhkt. n a thing that is made,
usually for sale
product ion 'pr:l'dhkSn, n the process of
removing oil or gas from the ground and
transporting it
protect Ipr:l'tektJ v to make sure that a
person or thing is not harmed or damaged
pump Iphmpl n a machine that is used
to force liquid, gas, or air into or out of
something
radius l 'reIdi:ls! n the distance between
the centre of a circle and its outer edge
react Iri'<ektl v to respond to something by
behaving in a particular way
record I n'b:d, v 1. to keep an account of
facts, measurements, etc. by writing them
down or storing them in a computer
2. (of a measuring device) to show a
particular measurement or amount
reduce In'dju:s, v to make someth ing less
or smaller in size
refine In'fam, v to make crude oil into
petrol, plastic, etc. by separating it into
different substances
refinery In'fam:lri, n a place where crude
oil is separated into different substances
and processed in order to produce petrol I
gasoline, plastic, etc.
reflect In'flektl v to throw back light,
sound, etc. from a surface
regulator l 'regjuleJt:l(r), n a device on a
machine that automatically controls
something such as speed, pressure, etc.
reinstall l ,ri:m'st:l:L v to install something
again
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remove 'n 'mu:vl v to take something away
from a place
repa ir I n ' pe;)(r) v to fix something that is
broken or damaged
repl ace n 'plels v to change something
that is old or broken for a similar thing
that is newer or better
requ isit ion ,rekwI'zIJn, n a formal written
request for something
responsibility In ,spons;)'bd;)ti n
something that it is your duty to deal
with because it is part of your job
rigger 'ng;)(r). n a person who prepares or
uses equipment for lifting heavy objects
risk assessment 'rISk ;),sesm;)ntl n an
examination of the possible dangers in a
particular situation before it happens
rock lrokl n the hard solid material on
the surface of the earth; a piece of th is
material
roughneck " rAfnek n a skilled person
who works on a drill, for example by
connecting or separating the pipes in a
drill string
roustabout "raust;)baUli n a man with no
special skills who does basic work on an
oil or gas rig
rule "ru:11 n a regulation or principle
that tells you what to do in particular
situations
rusted rAstldr ad} covered with rust (= a
reddish-brown substance that forms on
iron when it is in contact with water and
air)
safely I 'selfli adv in a way that is not
dangerous
safety 'selfti, n 1. the state of being safe
2, something that preve nts injury or
harm : a safety helmet
SCBA (self-conta ined breath ing
apparatus) 'es si: bi: eL
Iself bn' tcmd bri:511)
,rep;)'relt;)S, n special breathing
equipment consisting of a container of air
which you carryon your back and a tube
and mask through w hich you breathe
the air
schedule "Jedju:l or "sked3u:l n
a plan or list of all the wo rk that you must
do and when you must do each task
seismic 'salzmlk ad} relating to
earthquakes or other movements of the
earth
separate " sepdrelt v to divide things into
different parts or groups
service company I 'S3:VIS kAmpdni, n
a company that supplies equipment and
technical services to other companies

shift 'Nt n a period oftime worked by
workers in a factory, refinery, etc where
some people work at night and other
people work during the day
shock IJok n you get an electric shock if
electricity suddenly passes through your
body
sign Isam n a notice with a picture or
writing on it that gives instructions, a
warning, etc
signal "slgndl n 1. a movement or sound
that you make to give instructions, a
warning, etc 2, a series of electrical
waves that carry sounds, pictures, or
messages
slippery 'slIp;)ri ad} (of an object or a
surface) difficult to hold or stand on
because it is smooth and wet
solid "solId, ad} hard or firm ; not in the
form of a liquid or gas
specialize (i n) 'speJdlalz II1i v to
concentrate on a particular area of
business; to become an expert in
something
spherical "sfenkl ad) shaped like a sphere
(= a figure that is completely round like
a ball)
split Ispiit/ ad} with a tear or crack in the
surface
stand by 'strend baL v used to ask
someone to prepare or get ready to do
something
st ret che r "stretJ;)(r). n a long piece of cloth
with a pole on each side, used for carrying
a sick or injured person
supplier Is;)'plal;)(r), n a person or company
that supplies goods
supply 'sd 'plalJ v to provide somebody
with something that they need
synthetic sm 'Seuk ad} artificial; made by
combining chemical substances rather
than made naturally by plants or animals
t eam u:m n a group of people who work
together
Technical Support tekmkl SdPJ:t n a
department in a company that deals
with problems relating to computers or
technica l equ ipment
t echnician tek mJn n a person whose job
involves look ing after technical equipment
thick Slk ad} (of a liquid) not flowing very
easily
thickness 'Slknds, n the distance between
opposite surfaces or sides of a solid object
th in iSm ad} (of a liquid) containing more
water than usual so that it flows very
easily

t idy I 'taldi ad} arranged neatly and with
everything in order
tighten " taltn v to make something
become tight or tighter
tool pusher "tu:lpuJ;)(r) n the most
senior person in a drilling crew who is
responsible for managing the staff and
the supply of equipment; also known as a
rig manager
train ing 'tremll) n the process of learning
the skills that you need to do a job
troubleshooting tnblJu:ul) n helping
to solve problems in a company or an
organization
tru ck tnk n a large vehicle for carrying
heavy loads by road
undergrou nd \nddgraund ad} under the
surface of the ground
unload \n IdUd v to remove things from
a vehicle or ship
upstrea m \p 'stn:m ad} connected with
finding and drilling for oil and gas
valve vreh n a device that opens and
closes and which is used for controlling
the flow of a liquid or gas through a pipe
vapo ri ze VClpdralZ V to become gas; to
make something become gas
vapou r 'velpd(r) n a gas such as steam
that is created by the heating of a liquid
or solid substance
vari able Yedridbl n a number or quantity
that can change
vert ical \ 3:lIkl ad} going straight up or
down
vibrati on \<,,'brel, n n a continuous
shaking movement
vo lume \ oIJu:m n the amount of space
in a container, for example the amount of
liquid that a pipe can hold
warn \\ J:n v to tell someone about a
possible danger so that they can avoid it
wave wel\! n the form that energy such as
sound and light takes as it moves
waypoint "welpJmtl n a place where you
may stop during a flight or journey
well head I 'welhedl n a structure over
the top of a well with equipment for
controlling the flow of oil or gas
wire l' wald(r)1 n a thin piece of metal that
can carry an electric current
workbench "w3:kbentJ. n a long table
used when working with tools
worn 'WJ:n/ ad} made thinner, smoother, or
weaker because of being used or rubbed
a lot
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